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Poet of the Month 

 Eric Shelman 
When I met Eric Shelman he was quite the troll but I learned to know him and his writing. He has 

evolved throughout the years to a poet with a true poetic voice; that is when he doesn’t get into his 

own way. Eric has dabbled in many poetic forms which has built the foundation to be the poet he is 

today. He has also been to open mic and done live readings. His voice leans towards a dark, often 

satiric side mixed with deep emotion. I am proud to call him a friend. – The Editor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: 

Eric Shelman was read Dr. Seuss, Mother Goose Rhymes, Aesop's Fables, Biblical stories, and several 

other books from his mother, as a childhood. He has always loved reading all forms of literature 

during elementary, middle, high school, and college, but especially everything he read on his own 

without his mother's or school's influence and regulations. 

 

He first fell in love with Edgar Allan Poe's poem, The Raven, which he was obsessed with the 

beautifully demented, mysterious thought-provoking, darkness, macabre, and vivid imagery of it. He 

was inspired to start writing poetry and short stories after he read it. He first wrote some similar 

trying to imitate Poe's greatness. Back then, he wrote spiritual, teenage angst, happy, sad, mad, 

imaginative, and real life experiences as an adolescent beginning in eighth grade, back in 1999.  

     

His ego wanted him to become rich and famous as a poet and a writer, but he finally overcame it and 

realized that he didn't need to be rich or famous but true to his fans, family, friends, and especially 

himself. His search for his poetic voice was definitely worthwhile; however, it was a long and slow 

process, in which he didn't take constructive nor destructive criticism from others, except for certain 

ones that he had asked to help him with it. 

 

He absolutely hated form and styled poetry as an adolescent because he thought it bound the writer, 

and poet from expressing themselves without any rules or regulations on metered verses, or 
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counting some many syllables per line, having only three to ten to fourteen lines, forcibly following 

predecessors poet's and poetess' preset rhyme schemes, and rhythmic flows. 

 

His siblings supported and still support him for the most part.  

His stepdad that adopted him at two years old, told him that he needed to find a real job and not just 

write and except everyone to love his writings and make enough money off of them, in order to not 

have a need for a day or night job. This truly upset him and fueled his fire to continue on writing and 

reading to prove his dad wrong and to achieve his goals. Now he sees that his dad was only trying to 

protect him, because he didn't me to quit high school, and not have a job to support me and not 

make it as a famous writer and poet.  

 

Eventually he read a book called Creating Poetry, by John Drury, that he bought at a used bookstore, 

while still serving in the U.S.A. Navy. He learned that in order to find one's poetic verse one must 

learn all sorts of poetic forms, styles, and terms, which would help decipher which ones worked and 

didn't work for him. He learned all these different sorts and unfortunately focused too much on 

learning and achieving them and not finding out which ones he loved or worked for him, instead it 

distracted him for so many years until he finally figured out what his poetic voice was.  Has written 

poems on just about everything and aims to continue on with his authentic and unique poetic voice.  

 

Published his first, second, and third poetry books, Diversify and Enlighten Your Alphabet, Nuances of 

Nonsenses, and Master of Versification's Diversifications 

 

Has written his fourth, fifth, and sixth poetry books, Terrorific Tales of Poetic Horror, Sacred, 

Sacrerotica: Reimagining, and Reinventing Myths, Rant-Riddle Me This! Explicit Poetry! 

 

He is currently in the editing process of his seventh book, Traveling-Silhouettes, which is tells of his 

travels far, wide, and closer to his location as well. 

 

He is working on his eighth book, Three Score Five and a Halloween Night, in which he is writing his 

thirty-five years of celebrating his birthday, which is on Halloween.  

 

He is working on his ninth book, A Poet's Challenges in Poetry and Prose, which is his autobiography. 

 

He does plan on making a few collected and selected works one day and republishing his first three 

books, and finally publishing his fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth books as well.  

 

His nephew has asked him for help on writing poetry and short stories and he has taught several 

different forms as well and also allowed him to write freely too. He told him of his poetic voice, 

finding it, and his storytelling, as well. 

 

He is absolutely obsessed with writing and reading poetry mainly now, however he used to write 

short stories in his youth. 

 

He is still an avid reader whenever he has free time to do so. 
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Once I was a Troll, Now I am a Chimera! 
By Eric Shelman 

Once I began writing poetry and prose 

I was a poet and writer troll  

always thinking I was on a rhythmic roll 

thinking my creations were written on golden scrolls 

being in competition with my fellow poets and poetesses goals 

wanting to be rich and famous off my writings cajoles 

eagerly awaiting for everyone to bow 

tip their hats, cups, and bowls 

cheering my excellent works in extol 

shaking my hand and telling me what a great poet and writer I am 

putting me in control of everything whole 

desperately trying to always fit in as the good little troll that l once was 

bereavingly, striving for everyone to read 

hear, listen, and comprehend my droll works 

even writing for myself and hoping that someone would grasp something from my sporadic 

nonsensical knolls 

never taking either constructive 

or destructive criticism from anyone 

because I only knew what was best to write for me and my strolls 

taking lots criticism to heart and as personal attacks against my tolls 

learned several different poetic forms and styles in hopes of finally finding my soul's poetic voice 

whatever it may be. 

 

However, I didn't find it until much later on my life when I no longer needed to patrol and parole my 

works 

realizing that l don't need to be a troll poet and writer anymore  

that I simply needed to be myself 

in order to see and reach my potential as an enrolled, bolled, and holed mole poet and writer. 

 

My evolution process has been an exciting and super slow but definitely worth my while 

I am no longer a troll seeking everything 

I mentioned beforehand  

because I realized it was utterly pointless of me to let my ego bind, blind, and destroy my creativity. 

 

I am now just me neither a troll nor a chameleon 

more like a chimera be me 

my aim now is uniqueness and authenticity 

not fame, fortune, nor glory 

being true to my readers 

fans, friends, fellow poets, poetesses 

especially myself 

by conveying actual messages not just fabricated formed nonsense that most don't grasp. 
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Love to thank everyone that helped me reach my potential and not given up on me 

I truly appreciate you all. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Eric Shelman
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Book Review 

HORIZONTAL IN A VERTICAL WORLD:  

Musings on Life, Love & the Importance of Whiskey 
Review by: Author Reneé Drummond-Brown 

  

TITLE: HORIZONTAL IN A VERTICAL WORLD: Musings on Life, Love & the Importance of Whiskey 

AUTHOR: Sarah Ito, the United States of America-Brooklyn New York 

PUBLISHER: Copyright 2021 by Sarah Ito 

Freelancer Nick Caya-Words2Kindle 

ISBN: 9798742044970           ASIN:  

Printed in the United States of America, Monee IL. 20 May 2021. 

PGS:  65. Black & white. 

 

 

Author Sarah Ito’s book cover touts’ glass horizontal buildings parallel to one another just like her poems in 

the book interconnecting one to the other. The glass buildings are symbolic to the reflections and 

transparency that she meticulously displays throughout each well-thought-out penned piece. 

  

Ito’s choice of title is daring using both “Horizontal and Vertical” in the same vein; being that none of the 

lines actually cross one another, and yet her masterful poems have a powerful connection to each other.  

  

Ito’s book foundation stands solid on poetic ground for artist and author’s alike who want to experience 

life through the mind’s eye of a true poet. She opens the book with these words 

  

“I am a woman on a mission.” 

  

That she truly is in her own right as she so eloquently displays in her writings. Ito comes out the gate 

swinging with a powerful title (page #1), 

  

“An Allen Ginsberg Monday Morning America.” 

  

Allen Ginsberg, one of the most respected Beat writers and acclaimed poets of his peers drew public 

attention in 1956 with his long-lined poem titled “Howl”; although he received notoriety, critics viewed the 

rawness of the message as a revolutionary event in American poetry. Ito’s poem is no different, she wrote 

  

“When you go postal and your rage is 

returned “postage due” and then the storm 

comes and 

It’s raining pit bull rabid foaming 

Mouthfuls of pain drops 

Coffee Need Coffee.” 
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Talk about Ginsberg; what about Ito? 

  

Not to mention her long-lined poem (like Ginsberg) covers 4 pages of rawness coupled with radical flare to 

lure readers into the book. 

  

In her poem “That Night,” (page #32), she mixes the reader a recipe of scotch on the rocks, lipstick, lips, 

and flirtatiously plays on words in this line 

  

“When in love, there is only the stage, the drama, the unscripted moment…” 

  

Ito’s poems end (page #61), with “I AM FICTION.” Which was originally published in “Tried, Tested and True 

Poets from Across the Globe,” An Anthology Edited by: Author Reneé Drummond-Brown, and Published by 

AuthorHouse, 2018. This mind-blowing poem makes the reader cogitate as Ito metaphorically points to a 

fragment of one’s imagination of fact vs. fiction. 

  

Ito does a remarkable job building her poetic stories throughout the vein of this book leaving valuable 

lessons behind without being too preachy and/or didactic which brings awareness, and sheds light on 

societal issues that can be relevant in connecting to her readers. The book is penned brick by brick both 

horizontally and vertically, which is nothing short of hard labor built on poetic love. I highly recommend 

this book: 

 
https://www.amazon.com/HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL-WORLD-Musings-Importance-

ebook/dp/B0933NYB2F/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Sarah%20Ito&qid=1621807286&s=digital-

text&sr=1-1&fbclid=IwAR3IfYPgvV5XrdUS4EqUrtkrLvz1kL2tadWKSDC9nx_s827VrcDIgTOUEhQ 

  

  

https://www.amazon.com/HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL-WORLD-Musings-Importance-ebook/dp/B0933NYB2F/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Sarah%20Ito&qid=1621807286&s=digital-text&sr=1-1&fbclid=IwAR3IfYPgvV5XrdUS4EqUrtkrLvz1kL2tadWKSDC9nx_s827VrcDIgTOUEhQ
https://www.amazon.com/HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL-WORLD-Musings-Importance-ebook/dp/B0933NYB2F/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Sarah%20Ito&qid=1621807286&s=digital-text&sr=1-1&fbclid=IwAR3IfYPgvV5XrdUS4EqUrtkrLvz1kL2tadWKSDC9nx_s827VrcDIgTOUEhQ
https://www.amazon.com/HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL-WORLD-Musings-Importance-ebook/dp/B0933NYB2F/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Sarah%20Ito&qid=1621807286&s=digital-text&sr=1-1&fbclid=IwAR3IfYPgvV5XrdUS4EqUrtkrLvz1kL2tadWKSDC9nx_s827VrcDIgTOUEhQ
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About the reviewer: 

Reneé Drummond-Brown is a renowned author residing in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She holds a Master of 

Arts degree in creative writing with a concentration in poetry from Chatham University. She also holds a 

Bachelor of Science degree in Christian Ministry Leadership with a minor in biblical theology studies, 

graduating summa cum laude from Geneva College of Western Pennsylvania. In addition, Drummond-

Brown received an Associate of Arts degree in Christian Ministry at The Center for Urban Biblical Ministry 

(CUBM), where she served as class president and graduated in the top 5% of her class. 

  

In 2021, The CAIRO International Cultural Association RINASCIMENTO Millenniun lll RENAISSANCE 

nominated and honored Drummond-Brown as Intercontinental Advisor representing the United States. 

  

The International Ambassador of Peace by the World Literary Forum for Peace and Human Rights (WLFPH) 

awarded Drummond-Brown in 2021, the humanitarian award in creating awareness to promote global, 

economic, and political stability through the promotion of universal values, tolerance education, interfaith 

harmony education, and the establishment of a culture of peace and safety in support of the United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs) and WLFPH Goals. 

  

In recognition of Drummond-Brown’s writing experience internationally she was also awarded an Honorary 

Doctorate Degree and Chaplain’s license by the prestigious Global Oved Dei Seminary and University in 

2020. She is still in pursuit of excellence towards her mark for higher education. 

  

Drummond-Brown has authored over 30 books to date, and her poetic works are recognized across the 

globe.  Her poem “BLACK CRIMES MATTER,” was awarded by Wildfire Publications Magazine poem of the 

month. She was nominated “Best of the Net” 2018, by the Scarlet Leaf Review's list. She also graced the 

cover of KWEE Liberian Literature Review in 2016. Her publications can be seen in Blys Global Magazine, 

cubm.org/news, Leaves of Ink Magazine, Raven Cage Poetry and Prose Ezine, Scarlet Leaf Publishing House, 

SickLit Magazine, Tuck, and Whispers Magazine just to name a few. Because her work is viewed on a global 

scale this solidifies her as a force to be reckoned with-in the literary world of poetry. Drummond-Brown is 

inspired by none other than the late great Dr. Maya Angelou, and because of her, Drummond-Brown posits 

"Still I write, I write, and I'll write!”
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Promotions 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08STHXXGT 

 

Hindsights of 2020: A Collection of Sonnets, Ballads, 

Rondeaus, and other poems 
 

Paul Gilliland is an educator, composer of contemporary classical chamber music, and poet residing 

the high desert of southern Arizona. He grew up in a small Midwest town in southwest Michigan and 

has lived in Alaska, Virginia, California, Italy, and Germany before settling in Southern Arizona with 

his wife of over 20 years and their Pomeranian Chihuahua. He served over 30 years in the U.S. 

military which gave him the opportunity to live, visit, or serve on 6 continents and nearly 30 

countries. He holds Associate of Applied Science degrees in both Intelligence Studies and Education, 

a Bachelor of Arts degree in Music Theory/Composition and Technical Theater Design, and Master of 

Fine Arts degree in Music Composition. This collection of 69 poems was written during the last five 

months of 2020. It is a collection of sonnets, ballads, rondeaus, and other poems influenced by 

patriotism, love of nature, astrology, and reflections on memories and the world we live in. 

 

 
  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08STHXXGT
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CYING WOLF 
Davidaaron Wing’s first kindle book in series. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B08XPX99LP/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_awdb_23E99405KSY6K1J7BF30 

 
Hazel a girl from Chicago was expelled from her last school  

And has now been sent to live with her mum in Wolfhaven.  

 

Wolfhaven has recently had many people disappearing with no clues to why or what Is going on  

 

Hazel soon gets dragged into a supernatural life full of Wolves, Vampires and even Witches  

 

The wolves are the top dog around Wolfhaven,  

 

And have been for quite a while now  

 

Well until Hazel come to town that Is. 

 

Hazel although unaware at first, Is also supernatural  

 

But what is she?  

 

A wolf? A vampire? A witch?  

 

Or maybe something even more powerful than all three combined?  

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B08XPX99LP/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_awdb_23E99405KSY6K1J7BF30
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As Hazel deals with being the new girl she now also has to deal with being part of the supernatural 

world  

 

How will she cope? 

 

And what lies around the bend? 

 

Be sure to check out book 2 as well 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B08YJQMLLD/ref=series_rw_dp_sw 

 
  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B08YJQMLLD/ref=series_rw_dp_sw
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Open Skies 
Open Skies, like most magazines or journals of a literary nature, seeks to bring together a memorable 

collection of works from many unique voices. Some previously published, some previously unknown, 

and many that we hope will remain with you long after you've finished reading the works found in 

each Volume... 

 

A Quarterly journal published in full length book format, its main purpose is to give poets another 

avenue to introduce their voice to the world or to expand the reach of those who may have already 

published work. 

 

Our PDF versions are available as free downloads to all as it is our belief that no one should need buy 

a copy to be able to enjoy the work found in our collections.  

 

Submissions information and past Volumes can be found at... 

 

Facetspoetry.wixsite.com/openskies 

 

 
 

 

Facetspoetry.wixsite.com/openskies
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Manisha Khatate is a welknown figure in hindi language. Her stories, poems and some parts of 

hindi novel has been published in international magazine. Psycho - philosphical element is 

found in her writings. However spiritual end is the begining of new man are the foundations of 

the character of her stories. Her poems are based on metaphysics. Her writings is strongly 

believes in creative humanity and it is the solution to humans to be free and happy. Her novel 

manisha khatate and I is going to publish soon. And her collections of translated hindi poems 

into english will also be published under the title of ",My Metaphysical Poems". 

 

Emotional Poetry 

Manisha Khatate 

An end is a silence. 
 

The world and I are two reality dwells in one. 

One is a reference with different context. 

I turn into ego . 

And the world remains the same in itself. 

The world in time and space has omni characters. 

While a relative. 

However, 

Gravitation is an anthropogenesis. 

A cause for consciousness and evolution. 

Every human has been struggling for earthly humanity. 

This is a fiction and biographical notes of a painter. 

It is an extraordinary way. 

It starts with no capital letters. 

Because a painter believes that there is only colours and pictures in the world. 

It’s an unique sketch of himself. 

A struggle between himself and paintings. 

An end is a silence. 

And silence is an end. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Manisha Khatate 
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A Prior self 
A prior to self.... 

A reality around concepts and ideas. 

Above knowledge and experience. 

from the heaven of stars, 

By evening and morning. 

Spreading lights within souls. 

Flowers of man are deeply rooted in no land. 

Fragrance of it ,  

covers the sky, 

And waves to the sea. 

It wonders is the self is in dimension of nothingness. 

And ultimatly nothingness exist in being. 

And nothingness is  also in creation of the world and beauty. 

A prior is attributed by nothingness with respect of the world and beauty. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Manisha Khatate 
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A path towards spirituality 
I ask a question, 

And it is answered by ...... 

shadows or might be a darkness. 

A light is an answer. 

A drop sreads in the sea by weaves. 

One stands aside of the whole. 

The way is calm and become a horizon beyond dark water. 

I play and fight. 

I practice of my ability. 

Ability of morals and humanity. 

A potential type of spiritualty. 

Oh! my soul, 

Appears through trees and birds. 

Showers by rain. 

And flourished like flowers. 

And present in my blessings. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Manisha Khatate 
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It’s all to humans. 
 

The universe, 

The world, 

The nature, 

Its all to humans. 

Brutal facts, 

Love and lust, 

Divine will and harmony, 

Its all to humans. 

Truth and reality, 

Metaphores and similies, 

Metaphysics and morality 

Its all to humans. 

Free soul is for the self. 

I bound to write down the rules of God and His kngdom. 

Is all to human. 

what is inner is in outer.... 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Manisha Khatate 
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when i knock the door 
 

However,I dont know. 

By every moment I knock the door. 

A parodox appears in an illusion, 

     The door is and was open for ever, 

     A curtain unveils by centuries, 

    By myth and stories created a madness in city of God. 

    But i was seeking a closed door to knock ever. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Manisha Khatate 

 

Reincarnation 
 

Let, there be love, 

And love appears through moon and red rose. 

Shape in heart, 

And fertile land. 

Wide eyes must be an incarnation of love and lust. 

Copassion is an instinct of moral and social contract. 

A bondage is an endless humanity. 

Insurrection in order to incarnation, 

Death and life must be ruled. 

And let,there be life 

Life flows through water. 

Be a love like a water. 

Incarnate the soul with life. 

 

One and no ness 

 

No,there are no ways, 

Yes, there are many ways, 

I seek my own way into infinity. 

I seek my certainty into illusions. 

I find immortality into hermeunitics and allegories. 

Time travells from zero to zero. 

And one signifies to signifier. 

Numerous ways gets in one 

And open the door of my garden. 

This is a way from mine to myself. 

Therein I am and I am not. 

Only twilight of the soul.  

© Copyrighted 2021 by Manisha Khatate  
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Donna McCabe 

Artistic Thoughts 
 

Putting some colour back 

Into my black and white world 

Giving it some sunshine 

Where the clouds descended and swirled 

Painting in rainbows 

That will glow and shine 

After all this rain 

This black and white world 

Has been a right pain 

It needed some colour 

To spruce up the mind and mood 

To help cure the dark thoughts 

On which I keep tending to brood. 

 

Donna McCabe © 

 

 

 

 

 

Demons 
 

Inner demons plague my mind 

Causing chaos of all kinds 

Causing fear 

Planting doubt 

Making me scream 

Making me shout 

They won't be supressed 

Anytime soon 

For my energy's spent 

Emotions all out of tune. 

 

Donna McCabe © 
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Linnet Phoenix 

Cuckoo Free Sky 
     

and then there are days  

when you realise  

nothing matters anymore 

  

when the emptiness swallows  

even the cuckoo free sky  

and the only thing you know  

is nothing 

  

and then life and death  

and breathing  

and all the tiny little chores 

  

and the mountain of worry  

and the rivers of tears  

and love and the godless  

infinity are pointless  

  

and all you want is a palomino 

sunset to walk off the end  

of the world and be forgotten 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Linnet Phoenix  
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Pendulum  
  

In sunlight she shone like gold 

nothing could touch that glow, 

burning with intense white heat, 

belief in joy as tangible relief. 

  

Time slips the net with sunset  

the downturn slide falls back, 

slow so not to catch attention 

seeking displays of desolation. 

  

A bone crushing cut across base 

level, it scores in bloodied mud, 

humility cringed in corners bled 

dry of tears without reason why. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Linnet Phoenix   
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Scald of Sun 
 

Sitting in scald of morning sun 

sunglasses shield my eyes. 

My lukewarm coffee soft,  

waiting for the cricket chirp. 

An owl screech to touch me. 

For the night air chill kiss, 

a loneliness of freedom, 

the solitude of gecko foot, 

a bear tangle of coyote care, 

for your smile to caress this. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Linnet Phoenix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Home of the Gods 
 

Take 

me 

away 

to that place 

in the high mountains 

where the cool air kisses the snow. 

Under eagles wing-dipped shadows we pad powder pact 

well-wrapped against the elemental fires, the sun illuminates my dappled hair. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Linnet Phoenix 
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Ninja 
Tonight I wear cool darkness wrapped  

tight against my skin 

 

already bathed in scented bubbles of night  

flowering jasmine 

 

I prepare for my journey in mindfulness  

of how I am written 

 

my samurai pen tip forever sharpened 

on whet stone secrets 

 

I spread my legs apart in scaling window 

ledges, fingertips catching  

 

small feet reaching over perilous positions, 

gripping with spider-silk-stick 

 

waiting under this night's deep indigo ache  

to see the morning smile. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Linnet Phoenix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Linnet Phoenix is a poet who currently resides in North Somerset, 

England. She has been writing poetry for years. Her work has 

previously been published in several places online and in print, 

including: Impspired Magazine,  Poetica Review, Fearless, New 

Verse News, Rusty Truck, Rye Whiskey Review, Punk Noir, Opens 

Skies, Heroin Love Songs and others. Her first poetry chapbook 

‘Rusty Stars’ is published by Between Shadows Press. Her first full 

collection ‘Urban Mustang’ will be published by Impspired summer 

2021. She has work coming up in Rust Belt Review, Gasconade 

Review and in Cultural Weekly in December 2021. She also enjoys 

horse-riding in rainstorms. 
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Meg Smith 

The Doll Tree 
 

Cover me with memories 

a child not yet formed 

but knitting from hand to leg 

or fallen segments like  

a spider or scorpion --  

something new and alive 

from this bark, this 

blackened hollow 

where nothing ever nests. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Meg Smith 
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 A Sky Without Witches 
 

In a stadium in Jamaica Plain 

I looked out, across the runners 

and the green field, bald,  

and in the pallett of dusk 

came a warning --  

black streaks, of bare words, 

in a summer of fading flight. 

No one on the team 

could catch them. 

No one could send up a flame. 

But I will always fall to you, 

your scribbled spells and stolen brooms, 

before the kiss to the unyielding 

grass unforgiven. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Meg Smith 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cats in a Storm 
 

When they came in from the blizzard 

they bore tiger stripes, tiger dreams,  

and the hearts of woodsmen. 

When she fell asleep, he ran --  

back to that place beyond bonfires, 

or singing trees. 

What can write that is not kindness 

or the steps of soft feet in whispers. 
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Elias Maniki Rakoboa 

“Searching for Souls” 
𝙸 𝚊𝚖 𝚜𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚌𝚑𝚒𝚗𝚐 for 𝚜𝚘𝚞𝚕𝚜 

𝚝𝚑𝚊𝚝 𝚠𝚊𝚜 𝚕𝚘𝚜𝚝 𝚕𝚘𝚗𝚐 𝚕𝚘𝚗𝚐 𝚒𝚗 

𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚋𝚕𝚊𝚌𝚔 𝚌𝚒𝚝𝚢 𝚝𝚑𝚊𝚝 𝚒 𝚠𝚊𝚜  

𝚋𝚘𝚛𝚗 𝚒𝚗... 

 

𝙸 𝚊𝚖 𝚜𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚌𝚑𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚏𝚘𝚛 𝚜𝚘𝚞𝚕𝚜 

𝚕𝚒𝚔𝚎 𝚊 𝚙𝚑𝚘𝚗𝚎 𝚠𝚒𝚝𝚑 𝚗𝚘 𝚜𝚒𝚐𝚗𝚊𝚕 

𝚘𝚗 𝚝𝚘𝚙 𝚘𝚏 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚖𝚘𝚞𝚗𝚝𝚊𝚒𝚗𝚜 𝚋𝚎𝚢𝚘𝚗𝚍 

𝚎𝚟𝚎𝚛𝚢𝚝𝚑𝚒𝚗𝚐,𝚖𝚊𝚔𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚝𝚘𝚜𝚜 𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚝𝚞𝚛𝚗𝚜 

𝚊𝚌𝚛𝚘𝚜𝚜 𝚜𝚝𝚞𝚖𝚋𝚕𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚋𝚕𝚘𝚌𝚔𝚜 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕𝚎𝚍 

𝚜𝚒𝚝𝚞𝚊𝚝𝚒𝚘𝚗𝚜... 

 

𝙷𝚎𝚛𝚎 𝚒 𝚊𝚖 𝚋𝚎𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚝𝚛𝚘𝚞𝚋𝚕𝚎𝚍 𝚊𝚌𝚛𝚘𝚜𝚜 

𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚜𝚝𝚛𝚎𝚎𝚝𝚜 𝚘𝚗 𝚔𝚗𝚘𝚠𝚕𝚎𝚍𝚐𝚊𝚋𝚕𝚎 𝚌𝚒𝚝𝚢 

𝚜𝚘 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕𝚎𝚍 𝚔𝚕𝚒𝚙𝚝𝚘𝚠𝚗 𝚏𝚒𝚗𝚍𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚖𝚢 𝚏𝚊𝚌𝚎 

𝚠𝚒𝚝𝚑 𝚝𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚜 𝚘𝚏 𝚕𝚘𝚗𝚐 𝚊𝚐𝚘 𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚊 𝚖𝚎𝚖𝚘𝚛𝚢 

𝚘𝚏 𝚊 𝚔𝚗𝚘𝚠𝚕𝚎𝚍𝚐𝚎 𝚠𝚑𝚒𝚌𝚑 𝚠𝚊𝚜 𝚋𝚘𝚛𝚗... 

 

𝚑𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚟𝚘𝚒𝚌𝚎𝚜 𝚜𝚌𝚛𝚎𝚊𝚖𝚜 𝚜𝚑𝚘𝚞𝚝𝚒𝚗𝚐 

𝚋𝚎𝚢𝚘𝚗𝚍 𝚖𝚢 𝚟𝚘𝚒𝚌𝚎,𝚒 𝚊𝚖 𝚜𝚑𝚒𝚟𝚎𝚛𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚝𝚑𝚎 

𝚙𝚛𝚎𝚜𝚎𝚗𝚌𝚎 𝚘𝚏 𝚖𝚢 𝚏𝚎𝚕𝚕𝚘𝚠 𝚕𝚘𝚜𝚝 𝚜𝚘𝚞𝚕𝚜 

𝚠𝚑𝚘 𝚏𝚘𝚞𝚐𝚑𝚝 𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚍𝚒𝚎𝚍 𝚝𝚛𝚢𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚝𝚘 𝚐𝚒𝚟𝚎 

𝚕𝚒𝚐𝚑𝚝 𝚘𝚗 𝚝𝚑𝚒𝚜 𝚋𝚕𝚊𝚌𝚔 𝚌𝚒𝚝𝚢... 

 

𝙸 𝚠𝚊𝚜 𝚋𝚘𝚛𝚗 𝚒𝚗 𝚜𝚘 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕𝚎𝚍 𝚔𝚕𝚒𝚙𝚝𝚘𝚠𝚗. 

 

𝐂𝐨𝐩𝐲𝐫𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭:𝐄𝐥𝐢𝐚𝐬 𝐌𝐚𝐧𝐢𝐤𝐢 𝐑𝐚𝐤𝐨𝐛𝐨𝐚 
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 “Remember” 
𝚁𝚎𝚖𝚎𝚖𝚋𝚎𝚛 𝚝𝚘 𝚌𝚊𝚕𝚕 𝚘𝚗 𝚖𝚢 

𝚐𝚛𝚊𝚟𝚎 𝚠𝚑𝚎𝚗 𝚏𝚛𝚎𝚎𝚍𝚘𝚖 𝚏𝚒𝚗𝚊𝚕𝚕𝚢 

𝚠𝚊𝚕𝚔𝚜 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚕𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚠𝚑𝚎𝚛𝚎 𝚒 𝚖𝚊𝚢 𝚛𝚒𝚜𝚎 

𝚝𝚘 𝚝𝚛𝚎𝚊𝚝 𝚏𝚊𝚖𝚒𝚕𝚒𝚊𝚛 𝚙𝚊𝚝𝚑𝚜 𝚝𝚘 𝚜𝚎𝚎 

𝚋𝚛𝚘𝚔𝚎𝚗 𝚌𝚑𝚊𝚒𝚗𝚜... 

 

𝙵𝚊𝚕𝚕𝚎𝚗 𝚙𝚛𝚎𝚓𝚞𝚍𝚒𝚌𝚎 𝚏𝚘𝚛𝚐𝚘𝚝𝚎𝚗 

𝚒𝚗𝚓𝚞𝚛𝚒𝚎𝚜 𝚊𝚋𝚘𝚗𝚍𝚘𝚗𝚎𝚍 𝚙𝚊𝚒𝚗𝚜 𝚊𝚗𝚍  

𝚎𝚢𝚎𝚜 𝚏𝚒𝚕𝚕𝚎𝚍 𝚠𝚒𝚝𝚑 𝚝𝚑𝚎𝚒𝚛 𝚜𝚒𝚐𝚑𝚝 

𝚝𝚑𝚎𝚢 𝚜𝚑𝚘𝚞𝚕𝚍 𝚗𝚘𝚝 𝚛𝚞𝚗 𝚊𝚠𝚊𝚢 𝚏𝚘𝚛 

𝚏𝚛𝚒𝚐𝚑𝚝... 

 

𝚜𝚘 𝚘𝚗𝚎 𝚍𝚊𝚢 𝚑𝚘𝚙𝚎 𝚋𝚎𝚐𝚒𝚗𝚜 𝚝𝚘 𝚠𝚊𝚕𝚔 

𝚊𝚐𝚊𝚒𝚗 𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚌𝚘𝚞𝚛𝚊𝚐𝚎 𝚝𝚘 𝚕𝚒𝚏𝚝 𝚞𝚙 

𝚏𝚊𝚕𝚕𝚎𝚗 𝚙𝚛𝚎𝚓𝚞𝚍𝚒𝚌𝚎,𝚒𝚏 𝚒 𝚌𝚛𝚞𝚖𝚋𝚕𝚎 

𝚝𝚘 𝚍𝚞𝚜𝚝 𝚊𝚐𝚊𝚒𝚗 𝚒𝚝 𝚠𝚒𝚕𝚕 𝚋𝚎 𝚘𝚗𝚕𝚢 

𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚋𝚕𝚎𝚜𝚜 𝚘𝚏 𝚊 𝚕𝚘𝚗𝚐 𝚊𝚠𝚊𝚒𝚝𝚎𝚍 𝚍𝚛𝚎𝚊𝚖... 

 

𝚈𝚎𝚝 𝚝𝚘 𝚛𝚎𝚌𝚢𝚌𝚕𝚎 𝚊𝚕𝚕 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚙𝚊𝚒𝚗𝚜 𝚊𝚗𝚍  

𝚒𝚗𝚓𝚞𝚛𝚒𝚎𝚜 𝚝𝚑𝚊𝚝 𝚠𝚎𝚛𝚎 𝚌𝚊𝚞𝚜𝚎𝚍,𝚠𝚑𝚎𝚗  

𝚏𝚛𝚎𝚎𝚍𝚘𝚖 𝚏𝚒𝚗𝚊𝚕𝚕𝚢 𝚠𝚊𝚕𝚔𝚜 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚕𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚝𝚘 

𝚕𝚎𝚊𝚟𝚎 𝚋𝚛𝚘𝚔𝚎𝚗 𝚑𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚝𝚜 𝚑𝚊𝚙𝚙𝚢. 

 

𝐂𝐨𝐩𝐲𝐫𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭:𝐄𝐥𝐢𝐚𝐬 𝐌𝐚𝐧𝐢𝐤𝐢 𝐑𝐚𝐤𝐨𝐛𝐨𝐚 
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 “Inner Peace” 
𝙵𝚛𝚘𝚖 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚛𝚘𝚘𝚏 𝚝𝚘𝚙 𝚘𝚏 𝚖𝚒𝚗𝚎 𝚖𝚘𝚞𝚝𝚑 

𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚟𝚘𝚒𝚌𝚎 𝚌𝚘𝚖𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚘𝚞𝚝 𝚏𝚛𝚘𝚖 𝚖𝚢 

𝚕𝚒𝚙𝚜 𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚍𝚎𝚕𝚒𝚟𝚎𝚛𝚒𝚗𝚐 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚔𝚒𝚍𝚜 𝚠𝚑𝚘  

𝚊𝚛𝚎 𝚛𝚎𝚊𝚍𝚢 𝚏𝚘𝚛 𝚝𝚑𝚒𝚗𝚎 𝚙𝚎𝚊𝚌𝚎... 

 

𝙸 𝚊𝚖 𝚑𝚎𝚛𝚎 𝚗𝚘𝚝 𝚝𝚘 𝚝𝚎𝚕𝚕 𝚢𝚘𝚞 𝚠𝚑𝚊𝚝 𝚝𝚘 

𝚍𝚘,𝚢𝚎𝚝 𝚒 𝚊𝚖 𝚑𝚎𝚛𝚎 𝚏𝚘𝚛 𝚢𝚘𝚞 𝚖𝚢𝚜𝚎𝚕𝚏 𝚊𝚗𝚍 

𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚟𝚎𝚛𝚢 𝚒,𝚊𝚕𝚕𝚘𝚠 𝚖𝚎 𝚝𝚘 𝚠𝚒𝚙𝚎 𝚝𝚑𝚘𝚜𝚎 

𝚝𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚜 𝚊𝚠𝚊𝚢 𝚕𝚒𝚔𝚎 𝚜𝚞𝚖𝚖𝚎𝚛 𝚛𝚊𝚒𝚗 𝚗𝚞𝚛𝚝𝚞𝚛𝚒𝚗𝚐 

𝚑𝚒𝚍𝚍𝚎𝚗 𝚜𝚎𝚎𝚍𝚜 𝚒𝚗 𝚝𝚑𝚒𝚗𝚎 𝚑𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚝... 

 

𝙸𝚝 𝚒𝚜 𝚝𝚘𝚘 𝚜𝚘𝚘𝚗 𝚝𝚘 𝚐i𝚟𝚎 𝚞𝚙 𝚕𝚒𝚔𝚎 𝚝𝚑𝚎  

𝚒𝚗𝚗𝚎𝚛 𝙴,𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚐𝚛𝚎𝚊𝚝 𝚞𝚗𝚝𝚘𝚕𝚍 𝚠𝚊𝚛𝚛𝚒𝚘𝚛 

𝚠𝚑𝚘 𝚝𝚊𝚞𝚐𝚑𝚝 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚑𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚝 𝚝𝚘 𝚕𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚗 𝚕𝚘𝚟𝚎, 

𝚢𝚎𝚝 𝚒𝚝𝚜 𝚗𝚎𝚟𝚎𝚛 𝚝𝚘𝚘 𝚕𝚊𝚝𝚎 𝚝𝚘 𝚎𝚗𝚓𝚘𝚢 𝚊𝚗𝚍 

𝚠𝚎𝚕𝚌𝚘𝚖𝚎 𝚝𝚑𝚒𝚗𝚎 𝚑𝚊𝚙𝚙𝚒𝚗𝚎𝚜𝚜 𝚠𝚒𝚝𝚑 𝚘𝚙𝚎𝚗 

𝚑𝚎𝚊𝚛𝚝𝚎𝚍... 

 

𝚁𝚎𝚖𝚎𝚖𝚋𝚎𝚛 𝚒 𝚊𝚖 𝚊 𝚠𝚛𝚒𝚝𝚎𝚛 𝚗𝚘𝚝 𝚊 𝚏𝚒𝚐𝚑𝚝𝚎𝚛 

𝚖𝚊𝚢 𝚊𝚕𝚕 𝚝𝚛𝚘𝚞𝚋𝚕𝚎𝚍 𝚜𝚘𝚞𝚕𝚜 𝚎𝚗𝚍𝚞𝚛𝚎 𝚙𝚎𝚊𝚌𝚎 

𝚊𝚗𝚍 𝚝𝚑𝚒𝚗𝚎 𝚕𝚒𝚏𝚎 𝚋𝚎 𝚙𝚞𝚛𝚎 𝚒𝚗 𝚝𝚑𝚎 𝚎𝚢𝚎𝚜 𝚘𝚏 𝚝𝚑𝚎 

𝚌𝚛𝚎𝚊𝚝𝚘𝚛. 

 

𝐂𝐨𝐩𝐲𝐫𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭𝐞𝐫:𝐄𝐥𝐢𝐚𝐬 𝐌𝐚𝐧𝐢𝐤𝐢 𝐑𝐚𝐤𝐨𝐛𝐨𝐚 
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Lucifernis Lightborn 

Anger 
Let it go, the negative flow will keep you low 

Trust me, bro, you don't want those hands reaching up keeping you from moving forward, I 

know 

It can keep you scrambled, frazzled, the wrong kind of razzle dazzled 

Then you act irrationally, actually destroying sanity, making decisions angrily, no amnesty 

Later you look back and see from your mental balcony, you're left with atrophy 

Anger 

It's the wrong answer, can well up inside like a cancer 

Be your own commander, a self-improving enhancer 

Everything and I mean everything will improve, you'll feel the move 

Try and be aware of your own toxic weather 

Every day be better and never sever your lucky feather 

Spread your wings and together we'll soar above the displeasure 

Anger 

Can be a game changer, reap danger or leave you on a hangar 

Are you gonna choose to let it control you or will you break through and hold true to your 

ability to outdo the spew you feel building up and making you blue 

We all make choices, make sure your awareness is in check for proper rejoices 

Stop giving your energy to the wrong forces 

Lost in your darkness, but you know where the torch is 

Don't let yourself be forgotten among the countless corpses... 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Lucifernis Lightborn 
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Kris Sasa 

The Art of 'Letting go of' 
 

 

It's 3 a.m. 

 

No, I'm not thinking about you. 

 

At least, I'm trying not to 

 

scratch on a broken screen 

 

with memories drowned underneath, 

 

bittersweet, and tender to the touch 

 

. 

. 

. 

 

It's one of those nights  

 

that don't welcome peaceful sleep. 

 

Instead, open the gate one more time 

 

only to enter but never to exit. 

 

I circle around the clock backwards 

 

for hours like candyfloss 

 

delicate, decadent and dissolving  

 

into a delicious aftertaste 

 

. 

. 

. 

 

The window pane sifting the  

 

darkness into the room, 
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I delve into its cool depth... 

 

You and I, our individual dreams 

 

in our mutual landscape, 

 

clash, blend, and clash to blend 

 

Our passion, exasperation, frustration 

 

and decision, final and fatal. 

 

. 

. 

. 

 

We sculpted our amour  

 

with double-edged knifes 

 

leaving each other, in the end, with 

 

the art of "letting go of" 

 

sophisticated, separating but somehow  

 

soothing.... 

 

Copyright © Christiana Sasa  
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House of Cards 
 

They painted their walls 

 

in a tasteful shade  

 

of cream  

 

The chandelier hung 

 

delicately, too 

 

Their bed large and  

 

plump 

 

the gap between their  

 

bodies, 

 

increasing  

 

day after day 

 

like a cavernous mouth 

 

of a pit 

 

They know 

 

silence is a slippery thing, 

 

dangerous, 

 

yet  

 

words betray them 

 

Their attempts are waning 

 

alarmingly; 

 

someday  
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their sky will be moonless 

 

in their  

 

house of cards 

 

Copyright ©Christiana Sasa 
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Time Travel 
 

I look in the mirror 

 

a few years back  

 

in the axis of time 

 

. 

. 

. 

 

a girl walking the street 

 

exhausted outside,  

 

shattered inside; 

 

Trapped in a box  

 

she wants to break out of; 

. 

. 

. 

 

a human existence  

 

desperate to find a way 

 

leading to peace, 

 

as precious as a dream  

 

that has butterfly-wings; 

. 

. 

. 

 

A head only, 

 

drowned in the night 

 

without a promise of Sun. 

. 
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. 

. 

 

I look in the mirror 

 

right at the present 

 

that still fears its past 

 

Copyright © Christiana Sasa 
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Paul Gilliland 

My Thoughts of You 
(Shakespearean Sonnet) 

 

My thoughts throughout the day are all of you 

From warmth you bring to me with sunny rays 

That dry my tears as fresh as morning dew 

And clear away my clouds on stormy days 

I hear your footsteps in the falling rain 

And hear your voice in every robin’s song 

Each morning in the nightingale’s refrain 

Are memories that linger all day long 

Your spirit is a welcome nightly guest 

That soothes my soul as I lay down to sleep 

It comforts me throughout my time of rest 

Reminding me of memories to keep 

I see your smile when I look to the moon 

For you were taken from this world too soon 

 

 

Paul Gilliland 

16 April 2021 

 

 

Paul Gilliland is an educator, composer of contemporary classical chamber music, and poet residing the 
high desert of southeastern Arizona. He grew up in a small Midwest town in southwest Michigan and has 
lived in Alaska, Virginia, California, Italy, and Germany before settling in Arizona with his wife of over 20 
years and their Pomeranian Chihuahua. He served over 30 years in the U.S. military which gave him the 
opportunity to reside, visit, or serve on 6 continents and in nearly 30 countries. He holds Associate of 
Applied Science degrees in both Intelligence Studies and Education, a Bachelor of Arts degree in Music 
Theory/Composition and Technical Theater Design, and a Master of Fine Arts degree in Music 
Composition.  
 
Paul has one collection of published poetry titled “Hindsights of 2020” available through Amazon. It is 
collection of 69 sonnets, ballads, rondeaus, and other poems written during the last five months of 2020 
influenced by patriotism, love of nature, astrology, and reflections on memories and the world we live in. 
 
His work can be followed online at: 
https://www.facebook.com/PaulGillilandPoetry 
https://www.facebook.com/PaulGillilandMusic 
www.PaulGillilandMusic.com 
 
paul@paulgillilandmusic.com 
PaulJGilliland62@gmail.com 
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Gone Without a Trace 
(Inverse Sonnet) 

 

One’s life must be worth living, everyday we do our best 

Our thoughts and dreams are shared and our opinions are expressed 

We try to make an impact on those people all around 

With hopes that in our later years our names will be renowned 

 

But often we go daily with so few that recognize 

The simple gestures that are made before their very eyes 

 

As artists, authors, poets, we create despite the cost 

In hopes that in the future all our work will not be lost 

Like footsteps on the beaches that the wind and waves erase  

Our artistry may in the end be gone without a trace 

 

 

Paul Gilliland 

11 May 2021 
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Shane Huey 

Lament of the Pandemic Children  
By Shane Huey 

 

 

mommy and daddy, 

 

please go away… 

 

i want you to miss me, 

 

come home and kiss me, 

 

and then, like we used to, 

 

together all play 

 

  

 

all you do now, is stare at a screen 

 

and talk on the phone, 

 

while I feel so trapped here, 

 

five days a week, at home all alone 

 

  

 

i am here but you don’t see me, 

 

i speak but you don’t hear, 

 

you are both so far away, 

 

even though so near 

 

  

 

i have all of my stuffed animals, 

 

i have all of my toys… 
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but I’d rather be playing with you, 

 

or at least with real girls and boys 

 

  

 

so mommy and daddy, 

 

please go away… 

 

but come home like you used to, 

 

at the end of the day 

 

tell me you missed me, 

 

pick me up, then kiss me… 

 

  

 

now mommy and daddy… 

 

let’s go out and play! 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Shane Huey 
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Warwick Hills 

A factory called Earth. 
 

Hoses suck the Udders dry 

abattoirs slaughter the terrified 

and in the industrial  camps 

laying hens suffer the cramps. 

 

And from these Factories  

is delivered, along  the arteries 

of civilized man, the blood 

less bounty, to his labour camps. 

 

Cities of the countless mouths   

who must work for larger mouths 

that demand this earth is despoiled  

of her gold and her diamonds. 

 

As the black night covers the cities 

in their sleep,  countless mutterings, 

prayers of hope from damnation 

as the abattoirs start their saws. 

 

Soon this earth will have no diamonds 

and the  seas will be drained of fish 

and the air we breathe will be charged for 

then the countless mouths will starve. 

 

Warwick Hills © 2021 
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Seema Sharma 

Know that you are in love  
When your eyes sparkle with blithe  

There's a genial smile on your lips  

Your face radiates and you look gracious  

Your let your hair blow like misty waves  

Know that you are in love, when  

You keep chortling with no reason  

You look nowhere more often  

As though missing somebody since long  

Know that you are in love, when  

This universe looks more beautiful than ever  

You feel like dancing every time and forever  

You swing gleefully like a flower  

Know that you are in love, when  

Lovely things come your way like a bower  

You feel blessed, there's a merriment all over You want to share your secrets to the world but do 

never.  

Know that you are in love, when  

Every single moment you want to know about them Spend more time with your own thoughts so 

often The glimmer in your eyes is brightened  

Know that you are in love when  

You pace up and down until you get a precious text of them You deny doing any other errand  

Except your main concern, that is 'them'. 

Know that you are in love, when  

You drown yourself in their thoughts  

You become debonair and laugh lots and lots Gaily and buoyant, you look vivacious  

Your sighing like burning furnace  

Is a clear indication where are you placed  

In the heart of someone precious  

Know that you have fallen in love with someone special.  

~Seema ✍ 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Seema Sharma 
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Be My Muse!  
 

Let me scribble thy name on my verses  

Let me adorn the words and phrases  

Let my work be immortal in some sense  

Let the world know of our love, so intense  

I wanna emblazoned my poetry  

By outpouring my emotions dipped in tranquility And scatter the fragrance of thy love all around To 

embalm the metaphors used throughout  

Sometimes I wanna make you my muse  

And empower my poems to infuse  

A new Ray of hope and light, so pure  

Will enhance that shine and glimmer in my poems,for sure  

The reflections of our tete-a-tete  

Will be stored forever like a treasured treat  

Imperishable, immutable and unforgettable ever That would be called a masterpiece of mine forever 

Embellished are my verses with your name on it  

Radiance of our love seem sparkling, so sweet  

All the pages when turned over to have a glance  

Thy trace is scattered everywhere as a substance  

~Seema ✍ 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Seema Sharma 
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Broken Heart  
 

The tenderness of the heart that meant to be loved, got broken! Those sweet words that always 

permeated with fragrance, remained unspoken!  

Tears keep wallowing from both of her eyes;  

The eyes that were so vibrant once, now speak only of her silence.  

Dipped in the melancholic strain, she just murmurs his name. Seeing her miserable condition, 

sadness prevails in.  

Ahh, how grieving and despondent is her plight!  

One can fall in doldrums to see this sight.  

Was this the love for which she had laid her purity ahead? The fate she has meted out, is nothing 

more than a heart almost dead. The fanciful wings, are completely severed that were known for its 

brightness;  

All her dreams got shattered, she's forever lost in forlornness.  

The woman once with a jovial and spirited stature,  

Has reduced now to a broken sculpture  

Looks like a mute painting with no animated gesture;  

With a broken heart, she is left totally without lustre.  

Fragmented into pieces, she keeps laying beside her stored memories, No more charm left in her and 

she has stopped preening herself. 

Merely a gloomy picture, she is torn apart with no emotions, Ahh, how doleful and gloomy is this 

picture of lifeless creation!  

~Seema ✍ 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Seema Sharma 
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Shalini Garg 

Moments of luminosity 
 

Pale crimson twilight 

bleaches like a fabric 

tainted with the blue-grey 

matte shade. 

The flowers and plants 

in the balcony all dye themselves 

in that dim drabness. 

The clock dutifully 

chimes to the change in shift, 

scribbling quick notes, 

sunshine butterflies pack their tools 

to leave the unfinished work  

for the next shift. 

The night travels fast 

like a speedboat 

in the cobalt blue ocean. 

It sprays its black paint 

on everything. 

My room gradually 

bathes in its tenebrous ink. 

My furniture, bookshelf, bed 

all become a part of the night 

as if they don’t exist. 

I feel lost in my own room. 

The only thing that 

illuminates in the pitch-black 

monotony is my balcony. 

There is a glow of silver, 

jasmine is jovial, 

throwing beautiful shadows 

of its ballet dance. 

Luminary master 

emerges from his duvet. 

I want to dance and sing 

with him tonight, 

but I’m afraid 

of leaving my room. 

My feet become frozen 

with an inexplicable fear. 

Nervousness stifles 
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the voice in my throat. 

Animated by his stellar visage 

I gather courage to step out, 

still anxious and unsure. 

His warm luminous arms 

stroke me tenderly, 

reaching the darkest corners 

of my subconscious. 

I fly away with a fervent zeal 

leaving behind all inhibitions.  

© Shalini Garg 2021 
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Searching Solace amidst pandemic 
I try to focus 

entirely on the beautiful 

moments, 

reminiscing how bluejays 

made love to the bluebells 

in vernal breeze, 

but I keep losing it. 

My mind keeps  

flickering to the turbulence 

caused by the spiky monster 

in my tranquil stream. 

He is destroying 

my homeland of happy memories. 

There are tears of blood; 

Every flower is withering, 

every soul is suffering 

while he strangles them 

and thrives. 

This multifaceted monster 

has some boon of immortality, 

he regenerates itself continuously, 

wherever his toxins fall 

a thousand more reappear. 

Long gone are the days 

when I immersed myself 

in quiet contemplation. 

Enormous silence prevails still 

but of a dreary kind, 

of anguish and of desolation. 

Grains trickling in the hour glass 

remind constantly of our mortality. 

I have no weapon to slay 

this miniscule mammoth. 

Oh! I’m not strong enough, 

oh! he’s always in my head. 

Banish him! Banish him! 

My consciousness shakes me, 

asking me to be resilient, 

to chase away the invisible 

enemy from my mind. 

I turn to the light 

alive within me. 

© Shalini Garg 2021  
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Asoke Kumar Mitra 

THIS MIDNIGHT... 

 

The chime of the clock strikes, 

This midnight... 

 

Night birds wandering 

Set the souls free 

Heart bleeds within 

A thousand galaxies exploding 

 

Every night, the desires of flames 

You run away from the wounds of life 

 

Painted in red your inspiration 

This white space is my canvas to paint 

I write for you, 

Every day a different hue 

 

We are back 

We brought back to love 

 

Lifts our soul higher and higher 

Love is deaf, blind whispers 

Let the music dictate 

This midnight... 

 

© Asoke Kumar Mitra. May, 2021 
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Gary Rosenberg 

Coda  
 

In my final moments 

 

I welcome my escape 

 

rather than grasp for more 

 

I accept the change 

 

as a reward for a life well lived 

 

and understand 

 

at last, I will lose 

 

the final mystery and know 

 

beyond doubt what comes next 

 

Every step has brought me here 

 

The challenges where I shed blood 

 

both metaphoric and real 

 

The changes that came 

 

when I finally grasped 

 

that the only purpose 

 

any of us have 

 

is to take each moment's lesson 

 

and grow from it 

 

To lose that is to die and yet go on living 

 

Love is always present 
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but the only love that lasts 

 

is one that evolves 

 

Knowledge is empty 

 

if it is not put to use 

 

and I have used it 

 

and let the power run through me 

 

At this last moment 

 

I shall let it go 

 

as my journey continuously ends. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by GAR 
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Elder Memories  
 

I fell in love with your elder wisdom 

 

your juice flowing so sweetly down 

 

and your thoughts on the flow of transforming 

 

entranced me and like a blade at my throat 

 

gave impetus for further growth 

 

Then as winter came you faded 

 

you claimed to have less to offer 

 

yet you held on while you could 

 

and out of fear, I did the same 

 

Your voice grew quieter 

 

then all too quickly you were gone 

 

In your place a healing tree 

 

It gives me less comfort than your caresses 

 

though from the elements it protects 

 

I will travel to you on a white horse 

 

and plant myself in your shade 

 

carrying memories of wisdom earned 

 

and of love's undying refrain. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by GAR 
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Kanta Roy 
 

In Your Tears . 
 

I weep is your tears, you through bodyweight dropping into dessert,   

a dessert sifted by our beings  

boiled  togetherness, inlaid eyes slave,  

touches of massive  times aperture, vigorously hankering 

 really rear the incoherent patience,   

  

she watches us brined your vortex taugh,  her melancholy into your blue eyed globes for your  

rosewood, empty sixteen's rile to seventeen, nineteen added on back of curvy, recruiting your hepux 

legomenon punch, flying fathoms in hoary sunshine ,  weeping nature's mandate bloodbath: 

 

so I, die rich in our  beaches altogether is getting togetherness,  a tight gown I can't stand as long 

prairies series the feelings; 

fertile wildly in immunized cocktail, I fish soothing water,  burbs hammered water drops,  

I carry you leaving entire breathing circle, throttled with lyric, glance from tune zipping your ocean's 

eyes: 

 

I drink in your dolorous cup, beautiful opaque flowers salvation, soul's sections overall spine, walk 

through bliss of  

your starry nights, all about your prayer and supine thereby returning vowels telling drops ,all I hail 

from melting hello , 

and read  stones walls straight hits,  

 

I am the cross knees that you are plunged utterly choirs  

on pixels kneeling something around caged lightning,  

a light from your eyesight,  

shafts opulence in flawless 

 broken glass : 

kissing your eyelid puffs wilderness accounting words; the words of  

our silence world, all those there ever 

monk bruising air--, inks tearful times timelines ebony. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 Kanta Roy 
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Kitchen Design. 
 

Juvenile twofold sentence  

of a woman breathing extends poem  

framed wonder again and again;  

a bunker into eon ride , just evokes   journey sweet toward home,  

surfing day and night , 

road into time steel windows,  

o, it's moiety flaws systematically made 6children a  poem , porches warmly waiting copyright,  so 

reduced carpets,  

she knows Hamlet no more against elks,  

shines review an envisaged kitchen design: 

sweet homes eloquent river kings, a man runs throughout six children, 

six hearts beats,  looks six heavenly hubs,  

sailing two hearts tones,  joyfully  

coaching home's employees every hours freely  

within sturdy enough,  crossing bitter sweet eagles boughs,  and father's stew, I suppose that,  

lifestyle tongue hoisted in  tawny eyes, a containers homely sweetness plant: 

 

oldie garages and baggage togetherness self-publishing hoards,  poems street stalls  

rain drops words extend , beating weight heart to heart,  complete this earth 

and waiting for Mars journey,  dream; 

yet, the laced man eternal beauty  

a man and a bedlam bewildered cuteness,  Prometheus not free to rosary,  guilds over murdered 

dark selfie,  

Joy is just juice, unsolved whiskey  

I pour into wellness of steadfastness fully.   

 

© Copyrighted 2021 Kanta Roy 
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I miss all savings and a street stall.  
 

I miss all savings and at street stalls  stance days , 

carefree moments swindled rings and cradled a child's absence,  

 lost album in smokey sunshine ,engulfed  basil's  

smitten with washing dishes up: 

 

I think,   

It chilled up mosses, and roadside review,  prints often trembling tear drops raining drains; 

with ended up smile and departure, been quite,  

as of diggers opened hole what we thought woe left behind,  

no time for time capsule, 

 oh! squint no more in indoor club house, solemnly  

that effects teething times halted  roadside, 360degree views corroded slides,  skull even or 

moreover all are free from weight,  

been stopped drooling thereby pills,   

merely jacket kinda looks sense, it's gambol lastly rested : 

on  chimes acne painlessly in wellness repaired ,   

Ironic una ;solved assassins gateway along  

the  aware of unawares and finally freezing water  

 touches yawning's toasted moment,  ardent aren't fund burden,   

I miss , I missss..... una. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 Kanta Roy 
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Emmanuel Olaleye 

Rapture on My Lap 
 

I knew a dame, 

Whose heart was dear, 

Her love was fame, 

Her light was clear. 

 

She gave her heart, 

To that young man, 

Who made a start, 

That fits her plans. 

 

But soon it seems, 

For then he changed, 

He packed his things, 

And left estranged. 

 

She cried and wept, 

And felt so weak, 

On me she cleft, 

And soon fell sick. 

 

Her light was gone, 

Her love was dead, 

The deed was done,  

Her soul was red. 

 

She told her tale, 

To me all day, 

And then bewailed, 

Till she grew pale. 

 

Then came the nap, 

That stopped her shame, 

Right on my lap, 

Her rapture came. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

©Emmanuel Olaleye 
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Without a breath (a nonet) 
 

I am the sun that ceases to shine, 

I am the air without a breath, 

Closer to inexistence. 

Call me a living void, 

Formed by the woman, 

Who took my soul, 

And killed me, 

When she 

Left. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

©Emmanuel Olaleye 
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Alone 
 

Like a dream, it all begins: 

When one feels hollow from within, 

Deep down the heart there's an emptiness: 

A world in a murky state of blackness, 

And from within rings: 

A wave of spiral strings... 

Blackout!! 

Blackout!!! 

 

It was all about love: 

Given but not received, 

But slowly and bitterly: 

The truth surfaced, 

Bringing blindness to one's sight: 

And thoughts thudding... 

Fallacy!! 

Fallacy!!! 

 

But the canon ball stuck: 

Right at the middle of the heart, 

Grief growing more intense: 

As thoughts gets disgusted as sleaziness, 

Inflaming from within, a tantrum: 

And then a squeal... 

Appalling!! 

Appalling!!! 

 

One has been living a solitary life: 

Without an inkling of the exploit, 

Alas! There's enough room: 

Enough room for gloom, 

And from one's lurch echoes: 

A mourning that reached a crescendo... 

Alone!! 

Alone!!! 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

©Emmanuel Olaleye. 
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Tears I couldn't cry 
 

my eyes are swollen, 

but the tears wouldn't come... 

 

I am a golden fruit, 

fallen off from a rotten tree. 

I am a glittering prize, 

but how will I my bliss fulfill? 

 

for my dream is scared of my roots, 

and it sought distance between us every time I get closer. 

so I chase on. 

 

my eyes are swollen, 

but the tears wouldn't come... 

 

I chased love to the end of the earth, 

but it eluded me for my parent's sake. 

an apple tree begat apples, 

Isn't it? 

 

but I am not my parents, 

yet, love has turned me down for their sakes. 

who do I blame? 

 

my eyes are swollen, 

but this tears is one that refuses to drop. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

©Emmanuel Olaleye 
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Music from hell 
 

despair! despair!! despair!!! 

this is the chorus from hell. 

hope! hope!! hope!!! 

the conscience whispers. 

 

the earth is a music room, 

we are the listeners. 

what music do we listen to? 

 

I see people dancing to the tuning of strings, 

the horns that blares and the chords that strikes. 

 

I see the wise acting foolish acts, 

and the learned doing ignorant deeds. 

I see grown men 

longing to sink into ugliness, 

and mere boys 

painting themselves into mysterious pictures. 

 

I can feel the wave of defeat, 

rising from the melodies some has chosen to hear. 

the horrible tunes that terrifies the thoughts in silence, 

and a dark beat that cracks open inhibition unto the marauding forces of desolation. 

 

oh! 

my heart is heavy. 

for this assault is far worse than imprisonment. 

 

hell is on fire, 

and it's orchestra is spreading it's sickening fumes into the heart of the weak. 

remember we them in our prayers, 

that they may receive strength, 

for limited are that which we can do. 

 

the earth is a music room, 

we are the listeners. 

what music do we listen to? 

 

the soft hum of a better tomorrow that rises to a crescendo, 

or the loud chime that lulls you into a false sense of relief... 

 

doing yourself in! 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

©Emmanuel Olaleye 
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When the devil rings 
 

ring... ring... ring... 

I will pick this call. 

I am the fading light just before dark. 

 

I am thinking of death, 

and I feel safe. 

this thought has made me more settled than I have ever been in the last few months. 

life is too much sorrow, 

and living is a total nuisance. 

 

do not blame me for my thoughts, 

but don't we say that the dead has gone to rest? 

Well, it seems to me that there is peace in death. 

 

somehow, the thought of killing myself doesn't seem strange, 

for every news of death I stumble upon 

rings a cheer of congratulations from within me for such victors. 

 

suicide accounts becomes my constant reassurance, 

and my brain paints a thousand pictures 

of ways that I could finally be free - 

vicious and painful; calm and painless alike. 

I have decided how I would do it, 

but I am suddenly unsure and scared. 

 

I am the thickening darkness just before dawn. 

I will pick this call. 

hello... It's me... okay, I will... 

 

as tears fall freely from my eyes, 

I struggled to go through with it. 

quick and painful, 

the sharp pain came with influx of thoughts. 

I realized I was a fool 

and I never thought this through. 

but it was too late, 

the devil has set my fate. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

©Emmanuel Olaleye
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Gothic Poetry 

Paul Gilliland 

The Fairy Folk on Beltane 
(Fourteener Sonnet) 
 

As evening falls on Beltane Eve the fairy folk appear 
From in the grove of Hawthorns where they live through the year 
A May Bush would be covered with bright ribbons and with shells 

And clooties would be offered at the Beltane holy wells 

Now garlands made of primrose, hawthorn, gorse, and marigold 

Are placed around the doorways and the sills of houses old 

The humans build great fires, the Aos Sἰ so to please 

And leave upon their doorstep food and milk so to appease 

The fairies dance in circles where the mortals dare not roam 

While humans build great bonfires to sanctify their home 

These folk of fairy mounds who now amongst the mortals dwell 
Are fallen souls from heaven yet to good to go to hell 
The fairy folk will vanish as the sun comes into view 

And leave a youthful potion in the Beltane morning dew 
 

Paul Gilliland 

30 April 2021 
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The Blessing of a Dryad 
 

Within a tranquil woodland 

Where Dryad spirits dwell 

A lonely Pagan Priestess 

Is casting out a spell 

 

She gently tapped a tree trunk 

The Dryad to awake 

And then an incantation 

She verbally did make 

 

She summoned for the spirits 

That in these trees reside 

To shield her with protection 

And be her spirit guide 

 

She felt the limbs surround her 

The tree, it held her close 

She asked, oh so politely 

Her wishes to engross 

 

The wind blew through the branches 

And whispered in her ear 

To tell the Pagan Priestess 

There’s nothing else to fear 

 

She thanked the woodland fairies 

For showing her respect 

And vowed that every sapling 

She’d nurture and protect 

 

From this we learn a lesson: 

Protect all plants and trees 

And with this simple kindness 

The Dryads we will please 

 

For when our lives are saddened 

To make them turn out good 

Go deep into the forest 

And simply, Knock on Wood 

 

Paul Gilliland   2 May 2021  
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Warwick Hills 

Cha, cha, cha. 
 

The King of birds, the great bird of death 

dances with the high priestess of worms. 

She has in her hands the head of a man 

while their dance mocks our impending end. 

The cha cha cha of the inevitable death. 

 

Warwick Hills © 2021 
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Dean Schreck   

Dark Goddess  
 

A Goddess 

Ashen Dark 

(Finite-forged 

Of Death Entire) 

Dances 

Macabre 

‘mid Ancient 

Graves  

Grotesque 

In Wretched 

Sins Denied. 

A Priestess 

Profligate (Hewn of 

entropy and doom) 

Waltzes 

Dolorous 

To Music Ill 

Of Deadland 

Dream. 

Dances 

Frenetic 

To Song Chaotic 

In Hell’s Cotillion Black. 

Twirls 

Putrescent 

With essences 

Hadean 

Billowing 

From gaping maws 

Of capacious Tombs-- 

Heaven shunned 

Iniquitous 

To Alchemic 

Chambers 

Celestial 

In dust and bone 

Of Necromancers 

Libertine. 

Wicked Scourge 

Of Grace and Truth 
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In Dim Antiquities. 

Warriors Etheric, 

Wayward felled-- 

Debauched in Life. 

Unrepentant in Death! 

Soul-barter to Erebus! 

Sinister Progeny 

Of A Goddess 

Dark 

Enrapt  

In Waltz 

Obscene… 

As stars glare down 

Narcotic 

And spheres spin on 

Inane. 

As One Twilight World 

Or another death rattles 

Into Terminus… 

Somewhere 

Within the Myriads  

Of Multiplicities: 

The Specimen 

Queendoms 

Of A Goddess 

Negate. 

Ruler Supreme 

Of Dominions 

Corpulent 

In Manifest 

Demise. 

Fodder-Lands 

Stretching 

Sick and fallow 

Under 

A Manic Moon 

Malign. 

Wanton Estates 

Of A Daemon 

Magus 

Adorned 

Abhorrent 

In Malignances 

Apocalyptic with 
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Abandon and Decay. 

A Deity Dread, 

Fetid with Worms 

Waltzes 

The Cinders-- 

Bloated bleak, 

Light and Wisdom blind 

SHE Staggers 

Staccato 

‘mid 

Miasmal Tombs 

Of Mystic Knights 

From Dims of Yore 

(Keepers of The Light 

Expelled from Eden). 

Enchanted Shamans 

Once Esteemed 

And Rare 

Seduced Demonic 

To All Things 

Vain and Vile. 

To All Things 

Bred in Animus 

And Sin. 

Brutal Zealots  

Of A Goddess 

Occult. 

A Black Hen 

Of Horrors 

August… 

Prancing 

Cock-Mock 

Crazed and 

Sardonic 

Atop 

The shattered 

Stones of Olde. 

Atop 

The Eons-battered 

Flesh and Blood 

Abluted stones 

Of Tombs Forgot-- 

Entangled viscous 

In archaic moss 
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Glinted 

Gangrenous 

Under a 

Manic Moon 

Malign. 

Under 

A Death Phase 

Moon… 

Grinning 

Full Beam 

Primeval-White 

Upon A Goddess 

Pitch with Hate: 

Royal Regaled 

In funereal 

Fineries of 

Dread and Gloom. 

 

A Goddess Dark 

Finite-Forged 

From Cumulus 

Of Death Itself-- 

Waltzes the Cinders 

To Ritual Song 

Of Decompose 

‘mid Ancient Graves 

Interred Grotesque 

In Wretched 

Sins Denied. 

 

Beckoning in Dance Macabre… 

 

The Antediluvian and Wicked Dead-- 

The Unclean and Unrepentant: 

High Shamans of the Blackest Arts, 

Lured from the Light expelled from Eden. 

Lost amid All Sacred Lies Platonian! 

Condemned in perpetuity 

To Waltz Demonic 

In Hell’s Cotillion Black. 

Cacophonous Black, 

Chaotic and Dolorous 

With the Music Ill 

Of Deadland Dream. 
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De-Evolutional Dream 

In the Nebulous-Night 

Of Negate—Ad infinitum: 

Chattel Grim To 

A Goddess Dark, 

     Under 

     A Manic Moon, 

     Hell-Conceived 

     In Entropy and Doom. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Dean Schreck   
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General Poetry 

Michael Ceraolo 

Cy Young 
 

You might not realize it now, 

but back then Cy was a nickname given 

to anyone considered a hayseed 

That was okay; all that hard farm work 

helped to make me the pitcher I was: 

no before, during, or after, 

of whatever background, 

was better at the three most important things: 

winning games, pitching innings, 

and finishing what you started 

In fact, no one was even remotely close 

And for that, in addition to my background, 

I thank God 

 

-Michael Ceraolo 
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Jack Powell 
 

Trivia buffs will know my pitching distinction 

But I have another distinction, 

one that goes beyond baseball 

though it involves baseball also 

I was a raw rookie on the '97 Spiders, 

so I was 'chosen' to be the test case 

in Robison's attempt to play Sunday ball 

I lost at trial, won on appeal 

(Robison cashed in, playing six Sunday games 

while the case made its way to the state Supreme Court), 

and in State v. Powell 

(isn't that something? a whole state against one man) 

I lost again and so did the fans 

who weren't able to see Sunday ball, 

especially those fans who could only attend on Sunday, 

until ideas about it changed years later 

 

-Michael Ceraolo 
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Roy Thomas 
 

I was a Sabbatarian too, 

just as Mathewson was, 

and I actually graduated from college, 

unlike him; it has always paid to play in New York 

if you want maximum publicity 

But enough of the negative 

I was a unique player: 

an opposite-field hitter with no power 

That's a type not normally unique; 

I was different in having a successful career 

How?  Because I could foul pitches off at will 

(when I started fouls weren't counted as strikes 

unless the umpire read your mind 

ad determined you were doing it intentionally) 

This so angered some of the powers-that-be 

that they passed a rule, beginning in 1901, 

counting the first two fouls as strikes 

They thought that would fix me good, 

but they didn't think things through very well: 

if I could foul off pitches at will, 

calling two of them strikes wasn't going to matter much 

And it didn't:  for the next several seasons, 

I continued to hit, 

continued to walk a lot, 

and continued to play an excellent center-field as well 

 

-Michael Ceraolo  
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Wally Pipp 
 

I didn't have a headache 

The team wasn't going well, 

I wasn't hitting, and Hug decided to shake things up, 

replacing me and a couple others in the lineup 

A batting-practice beaning a few days later 

ended whatever slim chance I had 

of returning to the regular lineup 

After my playing career was over, 

I did some broadcasting and sports writing, 

where I learned the value of never letting 

facts get in the way of a good story; 

hence the headache tale 

It made for a good morality play, 

and made me into an eponym 

 

-Michael Ceraolo  
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Lou Gehrig 
 

The myth-making sportswriters, 

the better to create a sort of morality play, 

always wrote that I was unaware of the streak 

It wasn't true; in fact 

I used to correct those same writers 

who dated the streak's beginnings 

from the day I replaced Pipp in the lineup, 

reminding them the streak began the day before 

when I pinch-hit for Peewee Wanninger 

I was proud of the streak: 

it set me apart from everyone who had played the game, 

including The Babe, 

until Mr. Ripken came along, 

and if I hadn't developed the disease 

that would later bear my name, 

I would have put it even beyond his reach 

 

-Michael Ceraolo 
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Oz Hardwick 
 

My Magical Career 
 

One summer I taught myself magic from a book I bought at the school sale, 

spending the long days dropping cards and coins as my fingers slowly learned the 

shapes of tricks that looked easy on TV. By the time September came, I could slip 

the ace of spades into a sealed envelope without touching the pack, draw 

flowers from my loose fists, and swallow sixpences and pull them out of 

classmates’ ears. With sleight of hand I could summon friends and Christmas 

invitations out of nowhere and, when the day came, pull white rabbits from 

party hats then make them disappear. Back in school, I’d levitate, displaying my 

empty palms to all as unbelieving teachers swished bamboo canes through the 

air beneath me. That spring I sawed my best friend’s sister in half, then, when 

summer came again, I gave away my books, taught myself to drive, and learned 

to speak in tongues. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Oz Hardwick 

 

 

 

 

 

When the Wind Blows 
 

All of the above must be acknowledged – the sirens, the stars, the suspense – 
and behavior should be shaped accordingly. Here we still mind out Ps and Qs. 
Here we still duck and cover. Here we still become white dwarfs before 
exploding into planetary nebulae. It’s a matter of form and stiff upper lips and it 
doesn’t take a genius to when something’s just exactly perfect. Do not use the 
wrong spoon, do not panic, and do not look directly at the Sun. do not, under 
any circumstances, ignore capitalization or misplace apostrophe’s. Sentence 
fragments. Leave in an orderly fashion. Do not panic. Do not dash - understand 
the correct dimensions and proper usage a soup spoon and a dessert spoon, a 
hyphen, an en dash and ‘em dash. Learn all the differences between a coma and 
a comma. Letters prey. All of the above must be swallowed with food. All of the 
above are white ducks and dwarf suns. All of the above are capital offences. 
Sitting on the fence. Sitting on the fence. when the wind blows the sirens will 
plan - soup. 
 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Oz Hardwick 
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Rendezvous  
 

Clarity is not a cab to be entered lightly at the end of a heavy night. It’s not a 

retreat. She sees the devil in every body, in the slits between her fingers and in 

the slits when she narrows her eyes to almost nothing. Behind the cough of the 

air conditioning, she cries broken glass and ashes, mirroring the copper-bright 

sky. He is a dog sewn from shadows, with a taut shadow belly waiting to be filled. 

He is about carnage, but pleased as twigs as he tumbles poems into tall flutes, 

smelling of stainless steel. The room is the bank of a locked-down pond that 

kindles rain, throbbing with uncanny text, bending under the pressure of each 

phoneme as it crosses moist lips. Outside, cabs sniff each other’s pheromones, 

too wired to collect their fares. There is no retreat. She is beauty at night, he is 

deviance, and their chests are heaving like machines. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Oz Hardwick 

 

 

 

 

 

Star Language 
 

Galaxies spread their arms like children spread their fingers, blinking at the 

depths in between. A welcome or a warning? It’s hard to tell on the dark side of 

language, where shadows slip free of defining objects and become the natural 

order. Words will come later: simple greetings and exploratory locutions, tacking 

round the newness of things, settling on sounds to delineate this from that or 

self from other. Given a million years or so, gas and dust shines like the sun, 

signing its fears and needs, while at the small end of the telescope, we are still 

children, arguing amongst ourselves, tightening our fingers around empty space. 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Oz Hardwick 
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The Isolation Waltz 
 

For a long time, my heart was a schoolroom with gas lamps and iron benches, 

with low light painting each surface in pastel chalks. I turned at the jangle of a 

dropped gold locket containing a snip of baby hair or a wisp of northern fog. 

There was a woman in a starched blue dress, with blue hair and blue lips, whose 

face and fingers were coral and whose feet were wrapped in iron. She held a 

chest the colour of a tiger’s eye, winking, and told me that she was a fan of 

improvisation and that I was in a high-risk category. In the stillness that followed, 

traffic passed between the songs of blackbirds and my cheap alarm clock rattled. 

A dog barked. When she offered me the box, it smelled of old library books and 

in my hand it felt like a label I couldn’t unpick from a cheap office chair. As I 

watched, the box opened itself, and inside was my heart and a photograph of 

five young men strolling down Broadway back in the 1970s. I took my heart and 

stepped into the picture to the sound of a C harmonica, and there, over on the 

sidewalk, in the shadow of the Empire State Building, was a dropped gold locket. 

I stooped to pick it up, but it was as heavy as floorboards. I closed my eyes and 

saw a green pool in a dark wood, and all I could hear was a stranger from the 

South with a funeral on his mind, reminding me that I had a class in less than an 

hour. His voice sounded like frogs. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Oz Hardwick 
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Paul Gilliland 

The Moon’s Return 
(Rondeau) 

 

The moon’s return up in the sky 

Provides our nightly light on high 

All through the dark its glowing ball 

Provides a luster down on all 

While to the west it passes by 

 

With mysteries I can’t deny  

Its changes form, I wonder why 

These different shapes each night befall 

The moon’s return 

 

When morning breaks, we say goodbye 

The sun becomes our light supply 

By answering it’s daily call 

Providing warmth and light to all  

Until tomorrow night I spy 

The moon’s return 

 

 

Paul Gilliland 

10 May 2021 
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The Compass Rose 
(Vondel Sonnet) 

 

The flowers of the north bloom green and white 

And bloom in winter snow to our delight 

They give a touch of warmth to mountain air 

The flowers in the south bloom pink and red 

And grow along the forest paths we tread 

Small blossoms with a hue beyond compare 

 

The flowers in the west bloom in the blues 

With touches of some purple and chartreuse 

As they stand out against the desert sand 

The flowers in the east bloom orange and gold  

And are the greatest flowers to behold  

The colors that the royalty demand 

 

Created in the way each flower grows 

Is nature’s own inspired compass rose 

 

Based on a sonnet form (AABCCBDDEFFEGG) found in the play Joseph in Dothan written in 1640 by 

the Dutch poet/playwright Joost van den Vondel. 

 

 

Paul Gilliland 

21 March 2021 
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Warwick Hills 
 

Identities 
 

McBain, Barraclough 

Fitzpatrick and Smith 

 

Lie next to each other in hopeful bliss. 

Their petrified names tilted or smashed. 

Names of the gone beloved or not. 

All that remains, bones and stone names. 

 

The sunken ground behind McBain 

an unmarked grave with no name. 

Were they nameless in their own time 

or were they the last of a very thin line. 

 

And the famous names that need no stones 

how many names will out last their bones? 

 

 

Warwick Hills © 2021 
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Caverns 
 

The poet’s bird 

The painter’s dog 

The dancer’s cat. 

 

Birds fly through the caverns 

The Robin, the Sparrow and the Magpie. 

And then it collapses  

and we talk over cups of tea 

of Covid and other disasters. 

 

And the birds 

Rest in the shade of trees 

Waiting for dusk. 

 

 

Warwick Hills © 2021 
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The trees and not pleased 
 

Across its front cover the New Scientist asks 

“Are trees sentient?” Now there’s a question! 

Is the oak aware of its place in history? 

   

Does the populous pine look down with disdain  

before its cut down and turned into pulp? 

 

And the willowy beach does it sigh with despair 

at the briefness of life before it chokes on the air. 

 

What about the fabulous yew as it discourses 

with the elms  on  court of the queen of the  bees. 

 

Or the stickiest lime that thinks its divine 

and oozes sap on parked cars as a joke. 

 

And then the majestic plane the daddy 

of trees that’s given up on all us poor folk. 

 

now back to the oak that wisest of trees 

who knows its own name, which is Tom. 

 

The trees are aware that you don’t really care 

that they’re are more intelligent than fleas. 

 

 

Warwick Hills © 2021 
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Moitreyee Raju 

LIFE'S ROAD 
 

Yearning for a leisurely stroll 

 

one fine evening, 

 

as i happened to be in a flamboyant mood 

 

that very evening, 

 

the road looking alluring 

 

with the setting sun beguiling 

 

I set out looking to strolling. 

 

 

A nip in the air 

 

enhanced the natural thoroughfare, 

 

that solicited me to have an affair.. 

 

Oh an affair!? 

 

..Yes an affair; 

 

with the trees and their rustling leaves, 

 

with the crickets and the thickets, 

 

with the butterflies and the buttercups 

 

with the innate nitty gritty of life 

 

that makes the world such a delight! 

 

 

The road was lonely 

 

and thus felt very homely; 

 

I walked on it like a prima ballerina 
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and soon the road became my arena. 

 

 

I walked and stopped and walked again, 

 

while the sun reached the other world 

 

making way for the night to descend; 

 

Now the moon and the stars walked with me 

 

and i for once felt in august company. 

 

 

"This road mustn't end", thought I 

 

"Roads never end", pat came the reply. 

 

One road leads to the other 

 

and then they walk together 

 

promising never to go asunder. 

 

 

Sometimes there comes a dead end, 

 

but a little prod can prove to be a godsend; 

 

That narrow connecting road... 

 

then feels like the most desired abode. 

 

 

The lanes and by-lanes have secrets plentiful, 

 

of lost love, lost life and emotions beautiful; 

 

Roads and life are forever intertwined 

 

like Siamese twins they tend to simplify!! 

 

 

©MR/22/5/2021 Moitreyee Raju 
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SUMMERY SUMMARY 
 

  

 

The now serenading summer 

 

is fervently replete with fervour, 

 

and as the summery bliss ushers 

 

with an outstretched ardour, 

 

I rush to gather it's balmy pleasure; 

 

And while resting on its bosom 

 

I feel the depth of its altruistic truism! 

 

  

 

The just pregnant mango tree 

 

is a vibrant picture of ecstasy, 

 

waiting eagerly to be motherly 

 

are its leaves rustling sonorously; 

 

The sight of a densely pregnant mango tree 

 

Is it not exclusive of a summery glee? 

 

  

 

A tap on my back 

 

makes me turn around taken aback; 

 

Lo and behold! 

 

It's the summery breeze with a jasmine squeeze! 

 

Jasmine....! 
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Born at night, a harbinger of delight 

 

wafting and crafting their way 

 

into my very absorbent mind; 

 

Don't they make for a bright summery night? 

 

  

 

I remember... 

 

the fragrance of those eucalyptus trees 

 

as they waĺtzed with the summery breeze; 

 

Their company gave me the please 

 

in those ravishingly hot afternoon blitzkrieg! 

 

  

 

The life's county 

 

is abound with bountiful bounty; 

 

My life, a prize, 

 

I travel deep and meet surprise! 

 

A treasure island, unseen unravelled; 

 

Like the soft summer rendered 

 

a summary so beautiful and splendored!! 

 

  

 

© MR/27/4/2021 Moitreyee Raju 
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TRUTH, THE ONLY BEAUTY 

 

  

 

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty" 

 

The ultimate Keatsian philosophy. 

 

Truth, the only beauty!.... 

 

It's a thought.... 

 

that 'oft gives me the prod, 

 

to immerse deep into the fabulous broth 

 

of the beautiful, beauteous, beauty God; 

 

  

 

I set out to explore the paradoxical lore 

 

of the Riviera of the beauty store.... 

 

and find the gates of beauty 

 

supremely adorned by supremacy, 

 

like the ravishing red rose, 

 

that strikes an eclectic pose, 

 

in the garden, beside the gardenia grove! 

 

  

 

But as the forest gets dense... 

 

the beauteous truth appears intense; 

 

Like the mind, that can find, 

 

the truth about the deep pine, 

 

embedded in a flower's mind. 
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Truth, the only beauty! 

 

Perfectly exemplified 

 

in life's monotonous potpourri 

 

like that little lad 

 

who's so poorly clad 

 

and yet he looks so glad! 

 

His laughter, a thorough jocund banter 

 

that makes my mind meander 

 

towards the mysterious stream of candour! 

 

  

 

And oh that boy, 

 

he who looks a bit coy 

 

and always has a ploy; 

 

But his stance and glance 

 

akin to a man, a someone who provides for his clan! 

 

His indomitable eyes ever ready to surmise 

 

his immensely invisible invincible cries....! 

 

have you wondered why...? 

 

  

 

The beauty within and the beauty without 

 

has a truth with a strong found.... 
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and I'm forever captivated 

 

by the beauty bracketed 

 

in that immeasurable domain... 

 

that simply refrains to disdain!! 

 

  

 

©MR/14/4/21 Moitreyee Raju 
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Jan Ferrierr 

fat birds on a fence or thin cats 
 

...We have sort of crafted our way through The Pandemic. 

We have been sick, 

we three slim cats, 

Ian, Jan and Kaye, 

friends since way back in the day. 

We stamped out the blue fat birds from other days, 

when we laughed and our fat jiggled with joy, 

two crazy girls and a boy. 

We went to Benidorm and Aberdeen, 

New Quay  

and Truro Abbey, 

Durham and Viking territory 

that sank beneath the sea, 

sometimes as we sank into hot tubs, 

had massages and rubs. 

We revelled in the insanity of our sanity 

and now, 

somehow 

we wallow  

in our Covid insanity, 

committing it to art journals, 

blue with missing spaces, kernels 

of amnesia, loss of memory. 

Days that could have been differently defined. 

Dreams refined 

as diamond cut, 

reflections dancing just out of reach. 

The sea touches the beach 

as the tides that go and come. 

We three stand dumb 

then 

when  

we remember the pull of wet sand on our toes. 

It shows we still are linked to those 

truths to which we hold dear. 

In moments, clear as clear 

as can be 

I am linked to you as you are linked to me 

in moments of sanity 

or insanity. 
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You choose.  

Fancy that. 

Fat birds or thin cats... 

...jan ferrierr... 
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mad lockdown zones highlighted by computer glitter 

glare 
 

...The phones rang incessantly 

and the floor walkers made sure  

that we knew we were the rats  

and they the cats 

that kept us in adherence 

(the right number of calls answered in a given time space.) 

We were part of the rat race, 

so intense, 

such sardines on tubes and trains 

Tooing and froing  

going 

nowhere. 

We ate in local cafes and burger bars, 

we shared cars, 

we were the grist to the mill, 

looking longingly, elbows planted on the window sills, 

crying to be free. 

One day we stopped for tea 

and the phones stopped  

and the shops closed suddenly 

and masks were worn and we were sent home, 

furloughed  

or recategorised as working from home 

and we lived in lockdown zones, 

traffic lit. 

Another way of living, 

sieving 

instructions. 

We had vaccines and tests, 

were tracked and traced. 

 Machines were silenced  

and in the quieter spaces you could hear birdsong. 

We could not sing along 

to that because our dry lips had forgotten how the whistle. 

Habit was replaced by different, 

sent 

to tax us in the extreme. 

A bad dream 

lurching our sanity into madness 

and imposing bubble living 
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giving ordinary every day a slope we kept on slipping from,  

icebergs floating on a plastic ocean 

where there was a scarcity of chips. 

Everywhere, 

computer glimmer glare. 

We stare  

at the madness 

getting nowhere. 

The year lurches drunkenly on, 

outdoors ... 

...jan ferrierr... 
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Romance 

Kris Sasa 

Your Scent around Me 
 

 

 

Not gonna lie 

 

I do miss  

 

the warmth  

 

underneath 

 

your palms 

 

My dreams  

 

drift towards 

 

the horizon 

 

where we met once, 

 

despite my reluctance 

 

I still feel 

 

the vibration, 

 

intoxicating  

 

and pure, 

 

in your voice 

 

And often  

 

I sink in 

 

a certain  
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emptiness 

 

I didn't know  

 

exists 

 

inside my brain 

 

I don't try to  

 

solve  

 

the puzzle 

 

though; 

 

I leave the pieces alone 

 

to fly around 

 

everywhere 

 

on their own 

 

carrying your scent 

 

around me 

 

Copyright ©Christiana Sasa  
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Missing Piece 
 

like a tempest 

searches for a calm ocean, 

I quest for the missing piece 

in our puzzle 

 

a crater 

uniquely shaped 

lined with delicate curves 

 

pouring out emptiness 

 

memories gentle but heavy 

as floating clouds 

 

rush through veins 

 

words once heated up  

at the tip of tongue, 

travel through the  

pores of skin 

 

disobedient dreams still trickle 

past our languishing sandcastle 

 

Copyright © Christiana Sasa  
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Warwick Hills 

Flower 
 

Pol 

In  

Ate  

Me 

 

Breathed the flower 

Her perfumed promise 

Filled the bower. 

 

Purrrr 

f 

u 

m 

e 

sssssss 

 

Mixed in the bower 

But none could compete 

With that flower 

For the attentions of the bees. 

 

Warwick Hills © 2021
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Dark/ Horror Poetry 

Matty Blades 

From the depths 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

From the depths I crawl on blooded knees 

 

As the light through the eaves reflect 

 

White light blinding my darkened soul 

 

It's warmth gently dries my tears 

 

The earthy ground, becomes pleasing to me 

 

No shoes 

 

It cools my feet 

 

"Now" escape it does seem possible 

 

As i reach out and grasp for the light 

 

But as i climb out of the eave 

 

I start slipping into the darkened night 

 

Is this where my life is meant to be? 

 

Hanging on lifeless by a thread? 

 

No dreams from my window to gaze upon 

 

The trees are all gnarly and twisted 

 

Branches like demons claws 

 

Reaching to grab me at a moment’s notice 

 

So i sit and watch as people wonder by 
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"Existing" in their mundane lives 

 

Do they have a hobby like mine? 

 

Vibrant and "dark" all at the same time 

 

I wonder? 

 

But i fear that they do "not" 

 

'See in my life" i breathe fire to create 

 

To show a world that only exists in my mind 

 

In "your" mind’s eye 

 

"You" see it 

 

As it wafts gently before your eyes 

 

B¿@d€ 

M.Blades 

Copyright 17..2.20 ©   
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Luke Bartojay 
 

A Graveyard’s Growing Pains 
 

 

A Stretch Past The Opposite 

Of Noon 

A Lantern Hanging  

Low Limb 

Casting Shadows  

Over Head 

Plenty Of Light 

For Tonight 

A Groaning Tree 

In A Whispering Breeze 

Different Names 

In Different Lands 

Yet What It’s Called 

Remains To Be 

Graveyards,  

Growing , 

Pains… 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Luke Bartojay 
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Donna McCabe 

Brutal Acts 
 

Torn and tattered 

Bleeding profousley through you 

Actions so brutal 

So cruel and uncouth 

So unpleasant a soul 

T'was the fourtune to meet 

So vile,foul and vulgar 

A victim of a evil persons deceit. 

 

Donna McCabe © 

 

 

 
Donna McCabe is an established poet with over 20 years experience whose vast variety of 

work has gained her multiple accolades within her field of literature.  

 

From being published in journals, magazines and anthologies as well as being a highly 

respected admin in multiple social media groups, her most recent works of merit would 

include The Writers and Readers' Magazine, Our Poetry Archive, Raven Cage Zine and 

featuring in a book published by Poetry Planet called Words in Motion. 

 

Donna's intricate wordplay displayed in her works has been personified by her past and 

concurrent experiences which include her hardships, trials and tribulations. All of which 

she has been accompanied by her loving husband of 24 years. Together they have raised 

three children in the picturesque valleys of the Rhondda, South Wales.  

 

Her lifetime admiration of reading and writing has steered her into a adventurous new 

direction of collaborations with an up and coming Canadian artist Alla Ilescu whose 

idiosyncratic mind and artistic works compliment the vivid images Donna's narrative works 

paint. These collaborations have resulted in a beautiful book of poetry and artwork 

entitled “Explosion Of Love” published on Amazon earlier this year. 

 

Donna McCabe  

Instagram - @donnamccabe_ 
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Mikro Poetry 

Cole Eubanks 

Untitled 
 

green snake 

pretends 

to be a stem 

 

first licks 

from my just-found 

dog 

 

dead deer 

moves— 

maggots 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Cole Eubanks 

 

 

M.T. Williams 

Haiku (Untitled) 
 

birds fall down upon 

weighted wings they choose to fall 

blindly into night 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by M.T. Williams 
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Donna McCabe 

Child's Play 
 

Mams pretty picture buttons 

The currency of our childhood games 

When imaginations run wild and free 

And we lived like Kings and Queens. 

 

Donna McCabe © 

 

 

 

 

Computerised 
 

A glimpse of humanity 

Now digitally synced 

With the computing age 

Evolving, expanding 

By the click of a button. 

 

Donna McCabe © 

 

 

Express Yourself... 
 

Penning words that mean something 

On clean fresh paper 

Expressing emotions of the moment 

To impart feelings and empty one’s mind 

Remembering, rejoicing, recuperating 

Your inner self is renewed, refreshed. 

 

Donna McCabe © 
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Industrial Madness 

Ruth Doyle 

What is depression 
 

What is depression 

I tell you what, 

When you feel like  

Somebody you  

Are not. 

Don't want to 

Get up want 

To stay in bed, 

Anything people  

Say to you 

Goes right over 

Your head. 

You don't want  

To eat, wash 

Or even talk, 

And the last 

Thing you want 

To do is go 

Out for a walk. 

Most of all 

You want 

Peace and quiet, 

Anything noisy 

And you feel 

As if you want 

To riot. 

If anything here 

You do agree, 

Please receive 

Some therapy. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Ruth Doyle 
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mental health mix 
 

Mental health is not 

Always about the 

Mentally ill, 

Taking drugs and drinking 

Can also fit the bill. 

Children at college 

And also at school 

Get into such a mess, 

Cos the problem is 

Can’t handle all 

The stress. 

Others also have woe, 

To the doctors 

They need to go. 

If they have 

Bulimia or anorexia 

They think they 

Getting fat, 

But it’s the mind 

Playing trick 

You don’t know 

Where you’re at. 

So for all those 

Going thru hell, 

Go see your doctor, 

And he will make 

You well. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Ruth Doyle 
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trigger warning suicidal words 

Suicide 
 

It happened long ago 

When children were quite small, 

Husband was having breakdown 

And it drove me up the wall. 

He had paranoia 

And was very angry too, 

Had to keep kids away, 

Cos they didn’t 

Have a clue. 

I kept ringing doctor 

In fact he was a shrink, 

And he was so bloody useless 

Nearly drove me to drink. 

Husband was trying to 

Get something like 

Scissors or a knife, 

The object of this 

To take his own life. 

Everything sharp had 

To go outside 

I felt so alone, 

And at last the doctor 

Got in touch at last 

He did phone. 

He asked me if 

I could give direction, 

The object of this was 

So he could get 

A section. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Ruth Doyle 
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Bipolar 
 

Bi polar is a chemical 

Imbalance in the brain, 

Must watch your levels 

Or it can drive 

You quite insane 

Its basically about 

Having  a high 

Or a low, 

This is what 

I attempt to show. 

If you go too high, 

There’s no limit 

To what you 

Will buy. 

My daughter while 

In Israel spent 

Quite a lot (£700) 

Took money out 

Of bank that 

She had not. 

Then if you 

Are on a low, 

There’s no place 

You want to go. 

In fact you  

So depressed, 

You can’t even 

Bother to get 

Yourself washed 

Or dressed. 

And don’t even think 

Of having anything 

To drink. 

This is why its  

Good you see, 

To be as level 

As can be. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Ruth Doyle 
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psychosis 
 

Going thru psychosis 

Isn’t very good, 

You don’t know 

Who you are 

Or act like 

You should. 

You think you 

See demons 

Or relatives 

Not there, 

They want to 

Get inside you 

And you haven’t 

Got a prayer. 

You think people 

Out to get you 

Are conspiring 

With a plan, 

To try and 

Ruin your life 

The best way 

That they can. 

But alas although 

It does seem real 

I tell you it is not, 

It’s ‘cos you not 

Very well 

And your meds 

You forgot. 

So once you get 

The help that 

You need, 

Here’s hoping that 

Your mental plan 

Will only succeed. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Ruth Doyle 
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mental health help 
 

If you feeling stressed 

And don't know 

What to do, 

There’s always lots 

Of tools there 

For you. 

Music meditation 

And exercise  

You see, 

And also online 

C.B.T. (cognitive behavioral therapy). 

So hope these will 

Act like a charm, 

And in the end 

You will get calm. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Ruth Doyle 
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story schizophrenia 
 

When it comes to mentally ill 

Schizophrenia in my estimation 

Has got to be the worst. 

Recovery is so hard, 

With voices in your head, 

And sometimes paranoia, thinking 

That they are being persecuted by 

Other people. 

From what I have heard and  

Understand. 

Medication plays a big part along with 

C.BT. (cognitive behavioral therapy). 

Most important anti-psychotic drugs, 

Will help if given the right meds. 

That can sometimes take a long time. 

As in mental health you have to try all 

Different drugs until you find the one 

That suits you. 

In the past E.C.T. (electric convulsive_ 

Treatment). 

This was used but very archaic. 

It did help my husband, 

Although he wasn’t schizophrenic, 

Suffered and still does from bi polar 

Disorder and at the time was severely 

Depressed, and nothing else was 

Working, but as far as I'm concerned 

Very barbaric. 

Also I think was cause of a large 

Memory block. 

All I can say now, is I wish one day, 

For a cure so all people with any 

Medical condition, can lead a 

Normalish life. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Ruth Doyle 
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 (Story 2) 
This is small part of my story 

I have lived with family that have 

Bi polar inherited from my husbands  

Gene. 

Although we have been married this 

Year 48 years, first 8 years of marriage 

Fine. 

Then after mother in law came to stay 

On holiday she kept husband up late 

Talking about all her neighbours 

That had died, then when he couldn’t  

Sleep she gave him some of her sleeping 

Pills, which caused paranoia and must 

Have been a trigger for his mental health. 

Within his psychosis he believed he was 

Our lord cos his hair was long and he 

Had a beard. 

Then thought the window cleaner 

Was waving him goodbye. 

And all his colleagues from the  

Post office were conspiring with our 

Neighbours against him. 

This resulted in his first admission 

Into hospital. 

Having never experienced mental 

Hospitals before, and seeing my 

Husband shuffling about it was like 

Something out of one flew over 

Cuckoo’s nest or dream team. 

I honestly thought that’s it he will be 

In there forever. Well during our marriage 

He has been admitted quite a few times 

One year about six times. Also we have had to endure numerous sections. 

Well now his on right meds which did 

Take quite a few years to get right, 

He hasn’t been back in hospital now for 

Over twenty years. 

He has cyclic bi polar now few weeks good few weeks very low mood his just started  

Another low mood now, we still get  

Mood swings but not so much. 

Unfortunately I have a daughter with  

Bi polar too she’s married with 2 

Lovely teenage grandsons she teaches  
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I.T. high school level . 

Also got 2 sons at home one has mild 

Autism and other has bi polar too  

They are very good and do quite a bit 

To help. 

So now you have heard part of my 

Story all I can say is if you living or  

Suffering with mental health, 

Take each day as it comes, 

I wish you the best. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Ruth Doyle 
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Amrita Valan 

Locus Focus 
Fantasize 

Fixate 

Focus. 

Feral 

Fey 

Locus. 

False 

Fetid 

Fetish. 

Paranoid 

Detached 

Fear. 

Stench of 

Hubris 

Balled up 

Hostility 

Clenched gut 

Wrenching anxiety. 

Smelling taste, 

Tasting scents. 

Flooded brain box, 

Splash serrated walls. 

Left to Right, 

Bicameral Shift 

Gear box drifts. 

Distorted narrative. 

Life on sedative. 

Darkness curetted. 

Thought’s pendulum 

Foucault, slowed down 

Light. Dilated pupils 

Occult endless night. 

Fury of forsaken. 

Beaten, abased, broken. 

Insulted injury, abandonment 

Of judge and jury. 

Victim delusional, in 

Religious confessional. 

Too many stories. 

Incoherent endings. 

Smoke mirrors coil Medusa head 
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Multiplicity, neurosynaptic necrosis, 

Schizophrenic hothouse hydra bed. 

Narcissistic Alice. 

But, wait a sec, 

Who the F… is Alice? 

© Amrita Valan 2020 

 

*Acknowledgement: Last line from Smokey Robinson’s pop song 

“Who the F… is Alice” 

 

 

 

 

 

Mind Meld 
Her mind melded 

In a Vulcan soup 

She says her husband’s 

An alien, in a time loop. 

She’s convinced, her  

Hybrid intergalactic brood, 

Leans over quantum ledges, to spy 

On her Aurora borealis moods. 

“Why you?” We may ask. 

“I was the Chosen one.” 

She’ll preen and bask. 

Vanity is not a Vulcan feature. 

But she says her alien arm candy 

Was a preacher, who came to Earth 

To teach her. But ...Instead 

She bore his sons. Wrong side of the bed. 

(Psst, If you ask me, it’s all in her head.) 

Suddenly she twists in her chair 

Claims they’re trying to reach her, 

Convulses and then softly grows still. 

There’s always a convenient twist, 

A quirky convolution to her tale, 

There’s always a wily way 

To her irrational will.. 

© Amrita Valan 2020 
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James Kenneth Blaylock 
 

Swallowing Hallucination 
 

replacing our nutritious meals with 

your dangerous pills, medicating us... 

 

it’s a total eclipse of these tired ol senses, 

five reasons to throw out bleeding hearts 

 

gone are every emotional human restraint, 

the internal clock hit a standstill yesterday 

 

ain’t no escaping those hells, they made,  

swallowing hallucination, moving sideways 

 

tomorrow, we won’t even remember a time 

of resistance, bygone dreams, conscience 

 

james kenneth blaylock 

12-5-18 
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Overactive Pills 
 

one day, in the distant future, we'll be able 

to turn our brains off with overactive pills... 

 

what about the guilt trips, or the side effects, 

maybe even those flashbacks of past regrets? 

 

ok, can you really promise me that my ugly reality 

shall just fade away with my newest prescriptions 

 

because I have got these overwhelming suspicions - 

I need right protection, no more lame misdirection 

 

so, don't go trying to use, misuse, nor abuse me 

as I pay your over-inflated, high and lofty salary 

 

say, by the way, can you offer me some extra thrills, 

chills, or is that overkill, but then again I foot the bill 

 

james kenneth blaylock 

9-13-15 
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Gen Banks 

~ the Sadness Machine ~ 
 

 

its wheels,  

                a whir of motion 

 

churn out sadness, 

                blue,   like ocean 

  

                                            waves 

 

eternally striking  

                woe against  

 

                                            the same 

 

                eroding shore... 

 

 

a radical invention; 

 

                its Maker's true intention 

                                   

still unknown... 

 

                  but 

 

---if, by happenstance  

                                  you own  

 

               a bona fide  

                                  copy  

 

of this  

      sadness-replicating, 

                           hope-obliterating 

 

mean machine--- 

 

               its patent imperfections 

 

                     and its  
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               lack of clear directions 

 

will soon be seen... 

 

               

                for, of all  

                      the cruel devices 

 

                                      serving sorrow  

 

up in slices, 

 

                      this one  

                                      takes the cake 

                (and then some) 

    

And if you  

 

              stoke it well 

                                   with worries, 

 

              it will swallow  

                                   all life's dreams 

 

and pay back   

                       (twice)  

 

                                   in melancholy 

 

      

                     ~~~                

 

GenX - copyright - 29/03/2019 
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~ The Day the World Ended ~ 
 

On the day the world came to an end... 

 

The boy who had said  

"I love you, my friend" 

once upon  

a sweet time... 

saw the message I'd sent 

and read it online, 

but shut down  

without a reply  

 

So I waited and waited  

a little while more, 

It just sat there for hours  

on "seen"... 

while my heart  

spilled out 

upon the floor, 

something acid green 

 

On the day that put an end to my world...  

 

The boy in whose arms 

I still curled 

late at night  

in secret dreams... 

picked the lock on a door 

full of silent screams, 

before kissing  

a gun, with 

trigger-finger furled... 

 

I held my breath   

in the hospital corridor... 

but he just lay there, 

heart unbeating... 

while his life 

it bled out,  

seeping... 

through a hole  

blown in a basement wall                                                          GenX - copyright - 21/08/2019 
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~ AfterBirth ~ 
 

 

Face impassive and instincts 

backwards, I gaze  

at the newborn demon, mewling 

in his hospital cocoon 

 

A livid ball of shrieking red  

and flailing legs 

A miniscule warning signal,  

flagging his distress; 

 

the very neediness of which  

moves me  

from Catatonia only as far  

as cold Dread 

  

An urge to bolt from the room 

barely suppressed, 

I want, more than anything,  

to push this sucking parasite  

back into the womb 

 

and forget  

 

He would be safer there 

I think, convinced, 

as caffeine hands twitch  

a lock of hair, unkempt  

 

wanting nothing more than  

adoption papers, a pen, 

and oblivion  

 

My instincts have no excuse, I know 

This isn't our first in-patient rodeo, 

and the kid is less than  

three weeks old 

 

On a television screen hovering 

close to the ceiling, 

the daytime host is trying  

his bedside-manner-best  
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to broker peace between  

a family at war 

 

A nurse shuts off  

the squawking machine  

with a disapproving click 

 

[Those shows won't help  

your state of mind. 

Too much stimulation  

of the negative kind  

Now here's your medication, dear,  

the Doctor will see you next] 

 

I watch her dip the dummy  

in something sticky-sweet,  

like honey, 

and am too relieved  

by the temporary reprieve  

to object 

 

[Psychiatrist is what she meant] 

 

[My instincts are all twisted] 

 

A mother is supposed to love her child  

more than her own existence 

more than a piece of her damned mind 

 

                        ~~~ 

 

GenX - 28/11/2019 (2020 edit) 
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~ Future Alcohol Syndrome ~ 
 

 

Born through a crack in the system 

Tongue cleft with family friction 

Eyes too wide and heartbeat skipping: 

symptoms of delayed addiction 

 

A father's functional drinking 

A mother's blushing disgrace, 

conspired to keep the kid drowning  

in a waterless place    

 

                     * 

 

He was treading quicksand when they met 

Though it kicked him in the face,  

he didn't mind the sinking feeling 

The struggle looked a lot like living 

--- albeit, with one foot in the grave 

 

While the choice to dice with death 

is a private business, 

she braved the sticky murk and found 

a sturdy branch for him to grip 

 

For what's a rescuer to do, without  

a dying man to save? 

 

             ~~~ 

 

GenX - copyright - 20/11/2019 
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~ TheRapist ~ 
 

I love my rapist 

truly, deeply... madly 

It's embarrassing to admit  

but sadly, he's a really sweet guy  

when he's not taking 

what's mine 

without seeking permission 

when he's not  

accusing  

abusing 

forcing me 

to make poor excuses  

at work, for the bruises 

I know, it's hugely confusing 

when a woman still 

loves the one leaving contusions  

 

It's more than a shame  

he's possessive and jealous 

for we share the same taste  

in unusual music 

He cleans up his mess after  

making a great English breakfast  

and treats his dear mum with respect 

 

He's in the kitchen, crisping  

bacon and flipping  

cracked eggs 

while I'm faking a smile 

trying to bear weight on pale legs  

that won't quit their shaking 

Fawning over the roses  

he brought me  

this morning 

in the hopes I'd forget  

the events  

of the nightmare before 

when he called me a whore 

having pinned me to the floor 

Fist gripping  

my neck 

Fingers ripping  
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my skirt 

Tongue spitting  

my name 

like a curse 

like the dirtiest word 

Determined to make me hurt  

worse  

than the pride that burst  

when he saw me, supposedly flirting  

with some other guy  

 

So yes,  

I guess I love the man  

who rapes me 

who makes me  

bacon, fakin', 

cracked eggs in a pan 

And I hate him 

 

       ~~~ 

 

GenX - copyright - 01/03/2021 
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~ Bubbles ~ 
 

I live in my own little bubble 

Swimming in circles 

Avoiding my troubles 

I am a land fish, with  

lungs of lead, struggling  

to breathe through the fear  

 

The kettle's a siren  

who sings me to sleep  

She makes fine coffee  

but bad company 

The light of my life shines  

through Windows each night  

from a ubiquitous screen  

 

Somewhere in there exist  

miniature friendships 

compressed into pixels 

depressed but connected 

I yap at the dog, because  

he makes as much sense  

as a doctor or seeing a therapist  

 

We pick up the phone  

to converse with our fingertips 

Nobody calls these days 

Nobody listens 

This Van Gogh impression  

has deafened our ears 

  

For years, I thought  

I was alone  

in these feelings 

but no,  

we are all quite mad here 

 

            ~~~ 

 

GenX - copyright - 27/04/2021 
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~ Loopy!¡ ~ 
 

Lock the front door--- 

Unlock.  

Lock.  

Double-check. 

 

Antiseptic wash scrubbing--- 

please, 

don't 

touch 

the desk! 

 

Always take special care 

walking  

down  

the  

pavement 

 

Too easy to slip and step  

on a crack 

by  

accident  

 

She prays to God, lying  

on the  

same side  

each night 

 

Left hand clasped firmly  

on top  

of  

the right 

 

She's not a Believer--- 

Never  

once  

saw  

His face 

 

Yet she prays, all the same--- 

(To be sure) 

(Just in case) 
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What if something bad happens 

if a step 

is  

left out? 

 

What if this?  

What if that? 

her obsessiveness shouts 

 

A freak in sheep's clothing--- 

Play pretend  

(All is well) 

 

Adding ever more rituals 

to her  

loop of  

living hell 

 

  ~~~ 

 

GenX - 04/08/2019 

 

 

 

  

Gen Banks is an Australian writer of Sri Lankan and Italian heritage, and the mother of 

two grown children.  

 

As a person living with autism, Gen is passionate about advocating for others on the 

spectrum; for human and animal rights, environmental sustainability, and mental 

health awareness. 

 

In addition to writing, she enjoys music, art, nature, and spending time with her 

menagerie of animal companions at her home in tropical Queensland. 

 

Gen writes under the names Gen Banks, GenX, GenKu and Gothink Poetry. Her work 

has been published in The Literary Juggernaut; Raven Cage e-zine; Open Skies 

quarterly; Impspired magazine; Poetic, Lie, Sense magazine; and on the website 

Compositor. Since 2019 she has been moderating poetry groups on Facebook. 
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~ the Poetess ~ 
 

She's a dropped ice-cream cone, melting 

She's a clock in a Dali-esque dream 

She's the confusion of Escher 

She's the mood behind Münch's The Scream  

 

A stranger inhabits her body 

Some danger possesses her mind 

The bats in her belfry are sleeping 

She's lost all conception of time  

 

She's a fish drowning in water 

A wild thing with only one wing 

She's a balloon that's been drifting 

Since the child let go of the string 

 

                     ~~~ 

 

GenX - copyright - 04/05/2021 
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Carol Ann 

Afternoon Nature Meditation 
 

As I sit in my backyard absorbing natures energy, Deep breath IN and OUT  

appreciating all the greenery. Sitting with stillness allowing my focus to sharpen 

checking the roses, peonies, trumpet bush, and a mystery plant in the garden. 

The sun is shining poking through the clouds, otherwise blue sky all around 

Now sunbeams sparkle appearing as golden streaks hitting the ground. 

Closing my eyes recalling the view thirty six years ago when the house was 

brand new. The farmland beyond the yard converted to a forest preserve  

Then the grass and weeds were tall and the trees very few. 

There was no fence then, always a visitor night and day. We don’t get to see many of these animals 

today. The fence and grown preserve now keep them at bay. 

Pheasants were plentiful seen every day and even named.  They were always happy to eat the bird 

seed. Deer, does and bucks, would come up to the fence to say hello and 

feed. There hasn’t been a pheasant seen for many years, and sightings of deer 

are few and far between. Possums, raccoons, mice, rabbits, coyotes, and foxes, 

A plethora of wild life even skunks and groundhogs that sometimes were trapped  

into boxes. 

The sun bathes my face as my eyes reopen. Tree leaves and spinners fluttering  

with the breeze. Birds are chattering flying around waiting for fresh water and 

birdseed. Spying a white butterfly flitting through the yard seemingly carefree 

Will soon have a lovely butterfly garden planted by me. 

Feeling grateful mindful relaxed in this moment. An enchanting nature  

meditation including all it’s lovely components. 

Deep breath IN and OUT Return to Reality - calm and centered. 
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Daily Practice 
 

I meditate daily for my own piece of mind, although this  

practice helps others too. For when there is calmness, gratitude, 

and light in my heart, it is so much easier to be kind. 

The habit soothes ragged frayed edges, bringing the world  

into view. Keeping me from jumping off tall buildings, metaphorically  

speaking—not something I would actually do.  

It is time just for me, a type of self-care that truly helps me  

stay in the moment and just be. 

Sometimes my monkey mind chatters endlessly, 

other times I feel the frisson of awareness and sweet endorphins 

release benefitting me tremendously. 

No matter the time or the place, it is Always valuable for me to meditate. 
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Saurabh Pant 
 

Empty Mind  
 

Nights seems to hover in front,  

Days somewhere in working like a mewl,  

Madness is not in our heart, T 

They say it’s been the work of that empty mind.  

 

Hunger in hope to get cure,  

Solution seems to be in those mills to go,  

They call us running over our heads,  

For them it’s the sharp twist of that empty mind.  

 

We tried to explain our thoughts,  

They call it dust of pile,  

Empty mind is busy planning to get away,  

There is also a world of dream to compile.  

 

We tried to convince a better future,  

They denied the worst we could face,  

Empty mind has its world still to discover,  

Please let us of our own and this hope left to chase...  

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Saurabh Pant 
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Lonely roads  
 

Hardly our food to digest,  

Shunted after covering all the load,  

Those rich faces seems to ignore us,  

Asking us to take our own lonely road.  

 

Shimmering as all humans do,  

Work to get is hard on board,  

Those desperate corporate throw us separate,  

Ready to turn us to our lonely road.  

 

True, we face it, like it is,  

Thinking deep in our less working brains,  

Lonely road may increase the struggles,  

But we are not such shirt that is untouched due to blood stains.  

 

Yes, we might not overcome,  

Our pains inside hurt, sharp, and deep,  

Lonely road has been asked for us to volunteer,  

It’s for us, whether to kill strike or quietly sleep...  

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Saurabh Pant 
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Speak low  
 

They are moving close to our colonies,  

Lumps raised on head and ready to charge,  

Let these madmen pass us soon,  

Till such time, its better we speak low.  

 

These hungry eyes look back.  

Scars vivid and openly speaking,  

Let their mind run to some other places,  

Until they move on, speak low.  

 

Pain of such treatment is common,  

Every street we pass its similar,  

For us these grown brains speak low,  

Or there is a possibility of disturbances, like they usually know.  

 

Loss of recognition is not new,  

We continue our struggle and accepted by few,  

Our colony has no one to speak low,  

That's why our mind takes us to the world where-ever we want to go...  
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Who else?  
 

? Taunted for strange gestures,  

Left alone in empty bins,  

Searching through to exist and get up,  

It’s our identity, or they say, who else! 

 

Laughed at our rude expressions,  

Felt with shame and lack of thoughts,  

Trying to find our ways back,  

This road belongs to us, or who else?  

 

Schemes are different when we are called,  

Insights squirm in speaking too,  

This colony belongs to us, or who else?  

Disturbed minds are easy to find here with no calm.  

 

Arguments are triggered with patience,  

Fear grip in heart on what we do,  

Such thoughts come while looking at us,  

It’s all here in mind, or who else!  

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Saurabh Pant 
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Don Beukes 

Phantoms in my Mind 
 

Demon Alley – Each liquid dead of night nightmare 

 

Continues to deliver a blinding glare of my inner  

 

Light darkened by familiar fears snuffed out by 

 

Freezing whispers of false rumours of my former 

 

Self – My childhood nightmares and insecurities  

 

Clashing in a nightly showdown of my inner sanctum 

 

My perceived existential survival, compounded 

 

By recurrent mocking voices singing their cutting 

 

Questioning of my existence, my brave resistance –  

 

 

I used to take their punches even their toxic 

 

Repetitive slashing remarks but I am better  

 

Now, so I willingly enter demon alley – Just  

 

To make sure none of them is left to jeer and  

 

Sneer or chiselling my former brittle veneer. 

 

 

Emergence – My mind now calmer as I reflect 

 

On my former neglect of my inner core my  

 

Personal war but I have won that battle against 

 

Myself as I emerge renewed healing my mood... 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Don Beukes  
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The Institute Quadrilogy 
 

Part One 
 

 

White noise cracking in my headspace 

 

Phantoms in their nightly forced circus 

 

A horse dancing on a rainbow beckoning 

 

Me to follow – I just want to lie my head  

 

Down and crawl through my safety tunnel 

 

Where I can hear myself think maybe whistle 

 

My favourite tune – Where I choose the paths 

 

In the backstreets of my mind, master of my 

 

Own symphony unlike the invasive unwelcome  

 

Poking into my private psyche room where  

 

My mental defenses are muted by unstable 

 

Needy self-elected pharaohs enacting random 

 

Healing punishments – I am so done with this! 

 

Dear Self 

 

I am slowly drowning in this mental haze choking  

 

Me repeatedly – I need to hear your voice 

 

Again even just a faint whisper to remind me 

 

I am still here. Here comes that choking red 

 

Mist again, darkening my vision – My existential 
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Failed mission no escape...  

 

Are you there? 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Don Beukes 

 

The Institute 
Part Two 
 

 

 

Dear Self – I am drowning in this blinding haze of red,  

 

Locked in this current state, ‘ shut up! Leave my headspace  

 

Or I will end you! Are you still there? I cannot go on like this.  

 

Last night another one made herself known to me taunting me,  

 

Mockingly. I can hear her in the walls of my deepest most  

 

Private secret space – ‘A voice, a voice! No, I refuse to submit 

 

To you! Stop this ridiculous lie you knit every chance you get!’ 

 

 

 

Flashback – I am back in my childhood room, thirteen again. 

 

I hear my parents bang the door down. I struggle to breathe. 

 

I feel my dad forcing my fingers open as I clamp them 

 

Tighter around my throat... 

 

‘Good morning Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan. No need to look so 

 

Sullen. Rachel will be treated with the utmost respect and 

 

Care here at Clarence House. My name is Ms. Marsh. 

 

You have nothing to worry about. Are you ready Rachel? 
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The Confrontation – ‘Ow, You’re hurting me! Where are you 

 

Taking me? Shut up you spoiled brat! You will soon find 

 

Out how we heal misfits like you. Let me go you old hag! 

 

Now you listen to me you pathetic little creature. You better 

 

Get used to me. After all, you have been placed into my care, 

 

So don’t you dare! You will soon realise you’re not that  

 

Special at all. The others will reveal themselves to you soon. 

 

You better get some rest my dear. No need to fear, I promise. 

 

 

 

Dear Self – I feel so lost. I heard it again last night – A faint 

 

Tapping deep inside my head. Someone also tried to reach me 

 

But it was a faint whisper. What is wrong with me? What is 

 

This place? I’ve got to get out of here. This spiral prison is 

 

Making my head burst. Please show me a way out!  

 

‘Hello?’ 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Don Beukes 
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The Institute 
Part Three 
 

 

The Revelation – Dear Self, I finally woke up to my reality, 

 

As that wretched red mist cleared, my surroundings were 

 

Finally revealed. At first, I became aware of an annoying 

 

Hovering buzz – Invisible but audible. As my eyes adjusted 

 

To where I was, I could swear I saw a cluster of microscopic 

 

Drones leave my body! ‘Oh, you are awake!’ I heard a 

 

Familiar voice say. I instinctively realised where the voices 

 

In my head originated from and why I thought I was going 

 

Crazy. Next to me in similar pods wherein identical bodies  

 

Like mine were attached to, one of them spoke directly to 

 

Me! ‘I tried to warn you but you were too stubborn to 

 

Listen. We’ve got to get out of here before dear Marsh 

 

Returns to command more drones to replicate me’ – 

 

But who are you? I don’t understand. ‘What do mean?’ 

 

‘It’s me, my name is Rachel.’  

 

What? Impossible! I am Rachel! 

 

‘Calm down dear –  

 

We are all Rachel...’ 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Don Beukes 
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The Institute 
Part Four 
 

The Prequel – ‘ Welcome back Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan, 

 

I finally have the news you’ve been waiting for. One of 

 

Our cloned samples has survived the delicate procedure. 

 

However, it will have to grow here until its fifth birthday, 

 

Just to ensure total success. After all, we owe it to you  

 

To return a perfect specimen. Have you decided on a 

 

Name yet?’ Ah yes, her name will be Rachel. We trust 

 

That you will do your best, doctor... 

 

 

 

Dear Self – It’s me, Rachel. You don’t know me yet but 

 

I somehow know who you are. I saw you in a memory 

 

Not even born yet but quite significant to my survival. 

 

I finally left that strange place, after getting rid of my 

 

Overly attentive nurse – A bit too keen for my liking! 

 

The more I insisted for her to leave me alone, the more 

 

She repeated, ‘There, there my dear child, Nurse Marsh 

 

Will take very good care of you, after all we will be together 

 

For five years! 

 

 

 

Homecoming – Dear Self, I am in my new home. The  
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Sullivan’s are weird but I cannot complain. Five years is 

 

Long to wait for a new home. I made sure my new mother 

 

Understood when I jabbed my finger deep into one eye 

 

And just giggled about it – It felt good, even though father 

 

Had to call for help. Are you still there, hello? 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Don Beukes 
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Madhu Gangopadhyay 
 

CRAZINESS! 
Be your craziest best. 

Trigger your talent don't let it rest. 

For madness it is that paints imagination: 

All poets and artists are classic cases of hallucinations! 

A dream world of theirs they create and inhabit; 

There they romance with their inner abilities! 

How they colour their barren slate; 

With exotic flowers of their nutty traits. 

Someone who calculates can never unleash, 

The innermost impulse that they so cherish! 

Because worldly wisdom interferes with art; 

One can seldom dictate or manipulate the heart! 

The moment one tries such mechanical things: 

The essence of true art is lost in bling! 

Let the riotous mind spread its wings 

Create masterpieces as the inner self it brings; 

Out of the recesses of the heart and mind 

Produce jewels like the classical artists that we find! 

©#madmusings❤ 
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MADNESS 
 Mad love, Mad rage 

Mad obsession, mad craze 

Mad life, mad cries 

Madness seems to dictate life! 

If you aren't a little mad  

Then you aren't living at all!   

For fun lies in the craziness of things 

All intellectuals were crazy beings! 

Hence spice up life, be a little whacky 

You stand out in a crowd of you are quirky. 

So be absurd, be kooky, be goofy too! 

Be flaky, be batty pour out the nuttiness in you! 

©#madmusings❤ 
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INSANITY 
That ginger aroma in my cup stirs some chords of yore! 

Sipping into the steaming tea often teleports 

Me into the folds of bygone: I so yearn for once more! 

Madness, sheer madness the heart so hopeless 

So miserable and wigged out! 

The whelved emotions struggle and scream out loud! 

Storms build up, the crevices inside hollowness abide. 

Despondency dives down into the tormented sea of agony tears the nucleus apart; 

Insanity grabs the tattered heart! 

©#madmusings❤ 
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Flash Fiction / Short Stories 

Andrew Hughes 

A Small Town Sighting 
    Sheriff Donald Bradly was asleep in his office chair, dreaming about riding motorcycles 

through the New Mexico desert, when the phone rang. The back room of the post office that 

functioned as the police station was dark as he sputtered awake and fumbled for the handset. 

His night shift partner, Jasper, the old black lab, howled in intonations that matched the 

ringing.  

    “Settle down,” Don grumbled. “Who in the hell’s calling this late.” His hand curled around the 

phone. He lifted it off the receiver and brought it to his ear. “Sheriff’s office. Don speaking.”  

    “Hello Don?” a woman’s voice whispered. 

    “Sharlene, that you?” 

    “Yes.”  

    Sharlene was the eldest daughter of the Kent family and the only one of her siblings still 

living in Green Creek. She and Don had been going steady once, a flame as hot as the coals at a 

Fourth of July barbecue, back when he’d been running back for the Green Creek Panthers and 

before she’d married that out of towner, Charles Braughner. Tonight, her voice was strained 

with fear. 

    “It’s damn near twelve thirty Sharlene,” Don said. “What’s happening at the ol’ homestead? 

Charlie get his hand stuck in the fire pit again?” On the floor, Jasper sat with his tongue lolling 

out. Hope glistened in his glossy eyes, a belief that they might be going for a ride. Don just 

wanted to go back to sleep where he was still young and his knees weren’t too sore to ride. 

    “The alarm went off at the store.” Sharlene sounded on the verge of tears. “Charles went to 

check it out half an hour ago, but he hasn’t come back. I tried calling but.” She took a short, 

fluttering breath, and Don pictured her quivering lips. “He ain’t picked up and I don’t know 

what to do.”  

    “Well lock them doors and stay in the house.” Don stood up with a grunt. “I’ll go down there 

and see what’s what.”  

    “Thank you.” 

    “Don’t you worry Sharlene,” he said. “I’ll be by once the stores all locked up.” 

    Don hung up the receiver and took his gun belt off the hook on the wall. It was the same belt 

he’d worn for twenty six years, back when his daddy was the sheriff and he’d started as a 

volunteer deputy. Now, he had to muscle it around his waist, as if he was securing a load of 

lumber with a ratchet strap, and his gut bubbled over the top. He adjusted the cuffs and the 

baton, and after a moment’s thought, took out the forty four revolver to check and make sure 

it was loaded. Sure enough, six golden dots shone up at him. He pressed the chamber in and re-

holstered the weapon. Jasper’s tail wagged like a snake caught by a hawk. 

    “Alright boy.” Don clapped his hands. “Let’s go.”  

    Jasper raced to the door and Don followed him outside to the old Ford truck. 

    Crime was still an uncommon occurrence in Green Creek, though it’d become more prevalent 

in recent years. When his daddy, Don Sr. was on the job, his role was to break up the occasional 
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Saturday night bar fight and take the aggressor in to sober up before church. Now, Don got a 

call once every couple days for breaking and entering. Once, there was even an armed mugging 

right there on the main square outside the Pinkerton theater. He was pretty sure it was them 

Jameson boys stirring up trouble, but he didn’t have enough to pin it on ‘em yet.  

    All the houses were dark as he drove down General Jackson street towards the Braughner 

Family Store and Pharmacy, formerly Kent’s General Store, back when Sharlene’s daddy had 

owned it. He passed beneath the town’s street light, blinking orange in the still night air, and 

turned onto Adam’s drive. He could see the store up there on the right. The lights were off and 

the only car in the driveway was Charles Braughner’s fancy little BMW coop.  

    With the headlights dimmed, he pulled in and parked in the back of the lot. Jasper looked up 

at him with that glint of hope. “Not this time.” He scratched the dog between the ears. “You 

keep watch for me, all right.” 

    Don took the mag flashlight from the center console and got out of the truck. The air was 

chill and breezeless and he shivered and wished he’d put on a jacket.  

    The front door hung open and the entrance was as dark as a mine shaft. Don clicked on the 

flashlight and shone it at the door. There were deep gouges in the red stained wood, as if a dog 

had been scratching at it for days. A big one at that. Don cleared his throat and stepped inside. 

As entered, he undid the clasp that held the revolver in its holster.  

    The store was a mess. Shelves were knocked over, the items scattered. Bags of potato chips 

had been popped, the contents spilt out, toilet paper rolls had been unspooled, a bottle of 

doctor pepper lay next to the counter, white bubbles of compressed carbonation pressed 

against the plastic.  

    “Hello,” Don said. “Charles, you in here?” 

    There was a soft rustling coming from the Pharmacy counter in the corner of the room. Don 

stepped towards it. Inside, he felt his old heart thump.  

    “Charles that you?”  

    The rustling stopped.  

    “Charles, if you jump out and try to scare me, imma be inclined to knock you on your ass.” 

    Don stepped gingerly over a can of Campbells chicken noodle soup and directed his flashlight 

towards the pharmacy. A pair of legs wearing fuzzy blue pajama pants and Patagonia house 

slippers stuck out from beneath the counter.  

    “Oh good lord.” Don fumbled for the revolver. “Charles that you?” 

    Weapon drawn, he stepped around a canted shelf and shone the light into the back 

pharmacy entrance. Charles Braughner lay sprawled out on the floor, his abdomen torn apart, 

his entrails spread like macabre flower petals. Don’s heaved and fought the urge to throw up 

his supper of mash potatoes and hamburger helper.  

    A pair of boots stood over Charles’ body. Don followed them with the flashlight beam until it 

shone upon the man’s, or what someone might call a man’s, face. The man wore boot cut jeans 

and a green flannel button up that was stained with blood. The white caps of prescription 

bottles sprouted from his pockets. His red hair was combed back in a gentleman’s cut, but his 

eyes were solid black, as if the pupils had expanded throughout the entire iris. In the flashlight 

beam, his skin shimmered and shifted through various hues of blue, purple, and green.  

    “Oh what in the hell,” Don stammered.      

    The man thing held up his hands and cowered away from the light.  
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    Don raised his revolver and fired six rounds. Two struck the man in the chest, knocking him 

backwards into the counter. The other four went astray, lodging into the back shelves. One 

found a medicine bottle and it busted like opiate confetti.  

    His ears ringing, Don turned and ran from the store. His heart throbbed like he’d just run a 

marathon and he couldn’t catch his breath. Struggling with the door handle, he finally got into 

the truck, and collapsed into the seat. Jasper nudged him with his nose and licked his face.  

    Don sucked in breaths until his hands stopped quivering.  

    “It was a goddamn meth vampire,” he said.  

    Jasper lay his head across the console and panted.  

    “I’m sorry old boy,” Don said. “I shouldn’t take the lords name in vain. I just don’t know what 

else to call it.” 

    With a sigh, he started the Ford and backed out of the lot. He drove towards Sharlene’s 

house to relay the news and call the coroner. Deep down, he hoped that she’d have some 

Southern Comfort and some vanilla bean ice cream to spare. 

 

— The End — 

 

Bio: Andrew has been writing and publishing short stories for the past decade. One of these, 

The Crab Catcher, was recently reprinted in Brilliant Flash Fiction’s Best Of anthology. He 

currently lives in Arizona, working as a criminologist, and taking care of the world’s most 

adorable white husky. 
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Doug Hawley 

Switch 
 

Duke’s call from Janine:  “Duke, this must come from out of the blue.  I know that we have not been 

in touch for twenty years since I left town.  It must have been quite a shock, considering what we 

meant to each other, but I had to leave town because I was being stalked and was very afraid.  I know 

that we had meant a lot to each other.  I hope that you can forgive me for the sudden departure.”  

 

“Janine, of course I forgive you.  That must have been horrible for you.  I hope that you are OK now.”  

 

“I thought it was the end of my problems when I put the stalker behind me, but my marriage is not 

going too well.  I’ll probably end up divorced – there are trust and fidelity problems.  Enough of my 

situation, how are you doing?”  

 

“Pretty good.  Been married a long time, doing OK financially.  No kids.  Fairly healthy, we hike a lot, 

do yoga and so on.  If you ignored my face, I’d probably look about the same as the last time you saw 

me.”  

 

“We should see each other again.  Right now, would be a bad time while the divorce thing hangs over 

me.  I’m living right down the road from you in Salem now.”  

 

His wife Sally asked, “Who called?”  

 

“That was Janine, you know that unstable girl that I knew way back when.”  

 

“What did she want?”  

 

“She called to explain why she disappeared years ago.  Apparently, she was being stalked.”  

 

A few months pass and Sally takes off for her business trip to Northern California this year.  Duke 

calls Janine “Hi, you mentioned us getting together again.  Would now be a good time?”  

 

“I think so.  I’m officially separated now, so I can’t see any harm.  Could you come down this 

evening?”  

 

Duke wonders if he could get in any trouble.  He has nothing scheduled in the afternoon, and he can 

always tell Sally he went out to eat or work in the yard if he missed a phone call.  

 

Later in Salem, Duke and Janine go out to dinner.  She explains her emotional upheaval with the 

upcoming divorce.  They talk about the good times, when they would go on a picnic with carnal 

delights for dessert.  Duke tries to rub up against her, but she says even though she is separated, she 

is not divorced.  
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After Duke returns to Portland, he can’t get the memories of Janine out of his mind.  By comparison, 

his life with Sally has gone stale.  The same TV shows, the same food, the same vacation every year.  

Even though he was content, he can no longer imagine another twenty years like the last twenty 

years.  

 

After Sally returns, he can no longer visit Janine without raising her suspicions.  He has to be content 

with sneaking phone calls.  Janine is always friendly, but steers conversation away any kind of 

commitment, claiming that her situation is still unresolved.  Duke insists on knowing when she is 

officially free.  

 

A couple of months later, Janine called to tell Duke that she is unhitched.  He immediately tells Sally 

that it is over.  “Sally, you don’t want me while I love another.  I’m sure that someone as attractive 

and clever as you will have no problem finding someone to give you the love that I can’t give you any 

longer.  I know that I’m in the wrong and I’ll make any financial settlement you need within reason.”  

 

Sally frowned “It sounds like nothing I can say could get you to stay, so clear out, take everything and 

leave.  My lawyer will be in touch with your lawyer.”  

 

Good to his word, Duke was quite generous to Sally.  

 

Down in Salem “I’m free, you’re free, we can get married and make up for all of those years we could 

have been together.”  

 

“Duke I’m afraid you misunderstood.  First, when I talked about infidelity and trust, I’ve got to tell 

you, I was the one that couldn’t be trusted and was fooling around.  In fact, my boyfriend Evan and I 

already have plans to be married.  As for what we talked about, I was just trying to be kind to you 

because I felt a little guilty about how I treated you several years ago.  Even then you were just one 

of the guys I was seeing.  I’m so sorry, but you are a small part of my past, Evan is my future.”  

 

A broken hearted, depressed Duke returns to Portland where he rents a small apartment with the 

little money he has left after his settlement with Sally.  He soon learns that a financially impaired, 

unimposing forty-five-year-old has very little luck on the dating market.  In desperation, he tries to 

make up with Sally, promising to rub her back, rub her front, crawl, whatever it would take to get her 

back.  She says “Not after the way that you humiliated me.  Anyway, I’ve found someone who really 

appreciates me, and there may be a wedding pretty soon.”  

 

Unknown to Duke, Janine had called their house a week before she talked to him.  That time Sally 

answered.  “Is Duke there” Janine asked?  

 

“No, this is his wife Sally, what is this about?”  

 

“This is Janine.  He may have mentioned me.  I’m just trying to reach some people I knew when I left 

Portland to explain why I left.”  
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“He’s mentioned you.  Sometimes I get the feeling that you were the big deal in his life rather than 

me.”  

 

“That may be what he thought, but it wasn’t that big a deal for me.  When I was seeing him, I was 

already married to my first husband Jack.  Jack was the typical bad boy, very exciting, but bad 

husband material as I found out after I made the mistake of marrying him.  No money, no future, bad 

temper.  I thought that I’d try Duke out for a better future, but after a while, I got tired of the two of 

them and cleared out.  Duke fell for me completely, but he was plain boring.  By that time Jack had 

gotten suspicious and I was scared.”  

 

After a long pause, Sally says “Based on what you tell me, you could do me a big favor.  You’re right 

about how boring he is.  I’ve been seeing a guy while Duke is at work.  Duke is too thick to suspect 

anything.  I could ask for a divorce, but if I look like the bad guy, I might lose my friends and be hurt 

financially.  If he asks for a divorce, I’m golden.  Would you consider leading him on a little, if 

possible, without outright lies, to see if he would ask me for a divorce?  Maybe I could do something 

for you in return.”  

 

After another long pause “Do you think that you will get enough in your divorce to pay for a decent 

honeymoon for my boyfriend Evan and I.”  

 

“Most definitely.”  

 

“Ok, then, I’ll call back later and talk to Duke to get the ball rolling.”  

 

Poor dense, dumb, deprived, defeated Duke.   

 

Appeared in Bitchin’ Kitsch 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Doug Hawley 
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SHORT 
 

  

 

Duke and Gary, actuaries for a large Portland insurance company, were having lunch together.  As 

usual they were complaining about their treatment as short guys.  Duke started off with “You know 

we are usually ignored, and stats prove that we get paid less and don’t get the promotions we 

deserve.  Studies which have been corrected to take account of all other variables show that.”  

 

  

 

“I know that Duke.  We’ve been whining about that for years.  At least you’ve got a great wife.  I have 

a hard time getting a date, much less laid or married.  How did you attract a great gal like Sally?”  

 

  

 

“You aren’t the first or the tenth to ask me that.  Sally has a strange history which made her avoid tall 

or even average guys.  Everybody else in her family is over 6’ tall, even the women, and she is only 

5’3”.  I think that her 6’3” father wondered if he was really her father and always called her runt.  

Then there was the time at the circus where the so called tallest man in the world had a heart attack 

and almost fell on her.  In high school, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar came to give a talk on education.  Sally 

was to present him to the student body, but he suffered from food poisoning and vomited on her.  

After that, she would only date short guys like me.”  

 

  

 

“I wish I could find a girl like that.”  

 

  

 

“The odds aren’t great.  I think that 1 in 565 women prefer short guys.”  

 

  

 

“Did you get that out of ‘Popular Demography’?”  

 

  

 

“Yup.  My go-to mag for useful info.”  

 

  

 

They fall silent and pensive while eating their respective lunches.  Afterwards, Gary said “I’m sick of 

this talk.  It’s time to act.”  
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“So,what do we do?”  

 

  

 

“Use other oppressed groups as models.  There is the NAACP, Italian and Jewish anti-defamation 

leagues.  Even fat people have a group.  Let me check on my phone.  I got it, it’s NAAFA.”  

 

 

“OK, we start small.  Heh-heh.  We’ll post a notice on the company bulletin board.”  

 

  

 

The next day the note “Organizing short guys - meet after work in the Tilikum Room at 5:30” was 

posted.  

 

  

 

Because it was Gary’s idea, he set the agenda and ran the meeting.  

 

  

 

“Is there anyone who hasn’t been discriminated against because of his height?  If so, you can leave 

now.”  

 

  

 

No one left.  

 

  

 

“Now that has been taken care of, how do we define short guys?”  

 

  

 

After a lot of chatter, Gary said “I think I’m hearing a consensus of 5” to 5”6’.  Does everybody 

agree?”  

 

  

 

Carmine said, “You going to leave me out?  I’m 5’7””  
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“Without lifts?”  

 

  

 

“Good point.  I gotta take them out before bed when I get lucky.  I’m in, the lifts can go.”  

 

  

 

“Now we know who we are.  What do we do about it?  I’ve got some ideas, but what do you think?”  

 

  

 

Joe spoke up “Let’s document our discrimination and then talk to the press and the politicians.”  

 

  

 

“Good idea.  What else?  Duke?”  

 

  

 

“You were probably getting to this, but just in case you weren’t, the most important thing is a good 

acronym.”  

 

  

 

“Holy crap, I totally forgot that!”  

 

  

 

Somebody in the audience said “Short Humans Owed Respect Today”.  

 

  

 

“I like it, but do we want short women in the group?”  

 

  

 

Somebody else said “Nah, I asked a 5’2” gal to a dance in high school and she said that she only went 

out with six footers.  Screw them – if only.”  
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Back to Gary “Ok, but what can we use in place of ‘human’?”  

 

  

 

Jack suggests “How about ‘hombre’?  Maybe we’d get a lot of Latino support.  After all, a lot of them 

with Indio blood are pretty short.”  

 

  

 

“That sounds good, but we should be able to do better.”  

 

  

 

An hour later they had not done better and voted to go with Short Hombres Owed Respect Today – 

SHORT.  

 

  

 

“Joe, you had the idea about documentation and propaganda.  I know that Duke is on top of the facts 

for our movement.  Do you have political and / or newspaper contacts?”  

 

  

 

“I do indeed.  I’m a big contributor in cash and time to the democrats, and one of the most influential 

in the state House Of Representatives is 5’3”.  Jordan Corte is sure to support us.”  

 

  

 

“To bolster our case Duke has compiled a short list of short male celebrities and historical figures.  

You should know that some of the living claim to be taller, but he got his info off the internet so it 

must be correct.  What do you have for us Duke?”  

 

 

  

 

“Current celebrities:  Woody Allen, Martin Scorsese, Dustin Hoffman, Paul Simon, Prince and Danny 

DeVito.  Historically:  Mahatma Gandhi, James Madison, Andrew Carnegie, Pablo Picasso, and Harry 

Houdini.  Pretty good line up, I’d say.  After we get a little momentum, we can try to get the live ones 

that aren’t mired in scandal, or in denial about their height, to support us.”  

 

  

 

“I think that’s a wrap unless somebody else has something.  Everything on my agenda is covered.”  
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SHORT made quick progress over the next few months.  Jordan Corte had rounded up enough votes 

to get height to be a protected category in discrimination law.  The Oregonian had so many letters 

about height discrimination; it became a continuing story with three case histories of lives ruined by 

height discrimination.  Educators became more focused on the height of short figures in history.  

 

  

 

Within a year, SHORT had spread through the US.  Several states and the federal government were 

considering outlawing short discrimination in housing and employment.  Supermodel 6”1’ Jamaica 

Novella bragged about the sexual prowess of her boyfriend 5’2” Mickey Vango.  Shortly thereafter, 

James Brandy said that Vango was Brandy’s boyfriend, and the claimed romance was a stunt to get 

publicity for Novella and Vango.  In response Novella and Vango released a sex tape.  The public was 

undecided on its authenticity after hours of viewing.  Despite the controversy, it became a proof of 

political correctness for couples to consist of short him, tall her.  SHORT got more support when 

three short male celebrities that were not involved in scandal made a joint public announcement in 

favor of the group.  

 

  

 

Affiliated groups around the world adopted variations of 1.52 to 1.65 meters as the limits on height.  

 

  

 

SHORT was the movement of the moment, but it was killed in part by its success.  The group 

splintered into smaller special interest groups – Short Jewish Homosexuals; Black, Fat and Short; Just 

Short; and Short and Old.  When the splinter groups wanted their share of SHORT funds, it was 

discovered that Duke Hanley, the treasurer of SHORT, had embezzled $150,000 and spent it on tall 

prostitutes and the lottery.  Within two years short guys were worse off than they had ever been, but 

the lift industry was doing very well.  

 

  

 

Author’s Note – He does not judge on race, religion, color, country of origin, or content of soul, but 

rather on the opinion of his stories.  He can talk trash about the short because he is one.  

 

  

 

Originally in the defunct Nugget Tales, now in Fiction On The Web and Written Tales (defunct).  Ariel 

Chart accepted it enthusiastically, but without explanation didn’t run it. 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by Doug Hawley 
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Meg Smith 
 

Elsa 
By Meg Smith 

 

    I’m just going to say that things were different when we were kids.  

We wandered all over the whole neighborhood, by ourselves. 

    We went out trick-or-treating with no adults to escort us. 

    An abandoned shopping cart made a good car substitute for a kid too young and too short to drive.  

    And the neighbors -- well, we trusted them, even if  they were weird. 

    It was 1971. But you could probably already tell that, from what I’ve said so far. 

    They say when you get older you look back on your childhood, your parents, in a different way. I 

suppose I do. I even miss them, a little, sometimes.  

I certainly feel I understand them more, their financial stresses, and everything they were dealing 

with -- a landlord, a layoff, and yeah, it was not exactly a golden age of prosperity in that early part of 

the decade. 

I was six, and my parents rented the downstairs of a duplex house.  

It was at the bottom of a hill, and at the top of the hill was an armory, a drugstore, some churches, 

and a funeral home.  

    All expected. The armory’s an arts center now. Back then, it was just an armory. 

    The house next door was also a duplex, with an upstairs floor and downstairs floor, just like ours. 

    On the downstairs floor lived a woman named Elsa. 

    I thought she was pretty glamorous. First, she was named Elsa. I liked the exotic sound of her 

name. 

    Second, she had long red hair, and always wore shawls.  

    She had no kids of her own, but was way more tolerant of kids than most people who actually had 

kids. 

    Kids were not doted on and cherished like they are now. No one said, “I think my child is gifted!” 

You were not praised for your artistry if you drew with crayons on the wall in the front hall. You got 

punished, as in, hit and kicked and sent to your room for the whole weekend. 

    But Elsa was different. Elsa had watercolors, and markers, and stickers, and almost anything a kid 

might want to create a work of art.  

    Elsa was also honest. Elsa didn’t give you bullshit answers to serious questions. 

    Like, death, for instance. 

    Okay, so I knew about death.  

But at that age, I thought death was negotiable.  

You had to avoid doing dumb things, like jumping off the top of an apartment building (like Mr. 

Fudge did one day in the middle of Brocker Square) or eating rat poison (like Mr. Keckler fed his wife 

because she wouldn’t stop singing to their plants.)  

    But one day, I was at Elsa’s, while mom was asleep after working a night shift.  

I told Elsa about my hypothesis about death, and also, something unsettling I’d heard from my first-

grade teacher.  

    “She says, ‘We’re all going to die someday,’” I told Elsa. 
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    We were sitting in her living room, construction paper everywhere, and gold and silver glitter you 

could sprinkle just like salt and pepper, out of small see-through jars with holes punched in the metal 

lids.  

Swirl some glue on a piece of construction paper, sprinkle the glitter, and voila, a shiny work of art.  

    Elsa looked down at the glitter, some of which had gotten on the rug, and it was the first time ever 

that I saw her wrinkle up her lips like other adults do when you’ve made a mess. 

    I shrunk back a little, like I was prepared for a blow.  

    But, she didn’t do that. She looked up at me, and her soft smile that I was used to formed, and that 

gave me a deep feeling of relief.  

    “Well, Sammy, your teacher is right,” she pronounced. 

    I sat back on my heels. I was flummoxed, fascinated, and frightened, all at once. 

    “Really,” I said softly. “We’re all going to die someday, no matter what we do?” 

    She nodded, but her voice remained calm. “Yes, Sammy. Some day. But you are really young, so 

that probably won’t happen for a very long time.” 

    I wasn’t so sure. “Last year in kindergarten, we had this kid, Joey. He was putting pennies on the 

railroad tracks. And he had -- I don’t know -- some of thing where he just got bored and lay down and 

fell asleep, and the train came along --” 

    “I remember,” Elsa interjected, her voice still soft. “Poor Joey, his mom comes in the store a lot.” 

Elsa worked at Kneeland’s Five and Ten. “He had sleeping spells. Narcolepsy, it’s called.” 

    That name sounded like a nasty drink -- like medicine for a cold.  

    “Well,” I said, “what happens, then, when you die. I bet it’s boring.”  

    I imagined Joey, deep, deep in the ground, in the cemetery across from the Billiart Park where we 

go to the playground.  

Joey, deep, deep, in the ground, but able to hear all the rest of us kids, running and screaming, and 

yelling “ouch” going down the hot metal slide. Only, he can’t join in, and this makes him sad. 

    Elsa said, “Well, Sammy, I don’t think dead people can hear much, or know that they’re bored.” 

    “How can they not know they’re bored?” 

    “Because that’s what death is, dear. Everything stops. Your eyes, your ears, your heart.” 

    It was unbelievable. But I  knew it had to be true, because Elsa didn’t lie.  

    “So, you die, and they put you in the ground, and you don’t even know.” It wasn’t a question that I 

put to her now. It was a conclusion I had drawn. 

    “Sure, or they do something else. It’s called cremating.” 

    “Cremating.” How strange this word sounded. It just made me think of cream, like cream my 

parents put in their coffee. That seemed weird to do to a dead person. 

    Elsa must have seen the confusion on my face, because she said, “‘Cremating means they burn up 

the body, so there is nothing left but ash.” 

    “Like, in my parents’ ashtray?” I ventured. 

    She smiled, a sad kind of smile. “It’s a little like that. And since the body is burned, you can never 

see or hear or say anything ever again.” 

    I exhaled a deep, bewildered sigh. It all seemed too strange, and yet, here it was, coming from Elsa. 

    After a little while, we went back to making gold and silver crafts. I made a star, a star I traced so 

carefully with the white glue. The bottle made a funny, burping noise when I squeezed it, and Elsa 

and I both laughed. I was really proud because drawing a real star, with five points, is really  hard. 
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    I put gold glitter first, and then silver glitter. And, wow -- it looked like a real star, standing out 

against the pink construction paper I used. And there wasn’t any of the white glue peeking through.  

    I held it up for Elsa to see. “It’s a masterpiece,” I pronounced. 

    She smiled, widely, with no sadness left. “It truly is,” she agreed.  

    We took a break to eat some cookies Elsa baked -- gingerbread, even though it was spring, because 

one of the great things about Elsa is that she didn’t wait for special holidays to make gingerbread 

cookies or pumpkin pie. 

Along with glue, glitter, paper, scissors and markers, Elsa had another magical instrument -- a hole 

puncher.  

I held up the pink construction paper with the gold-and-silver star on it, and Elsa used the hole 

puncher to make a perfect circular hole at the top. Then she gave me a piece of purple yarn, and I 

strung it through the whole, and tied a knot at the top. 

I hadn’t quite yet learned how to make a bow, so I just tied it. Now it could hang from the ceiling, or a  

magnet on the fridge, or anywhere.  

I was so proud that I forgot about death for a little while. 

When I came home, I was so excited I let the rickety, slightly-bowed aluminum backdoor slam. 

I heard big, heavy, angry, thudding footsteps. Dad. 

“Your mother is trying to sleep!” he roared.  

“I -- won’t that wake her?” I sputtered. 

Wrong move. He grabbed the pink construction paper with the gold-and-silver star, and tore it in half 

in front of me. 

Then I got a whack so hard, the world seemed to fill up with loud, garish bells all ringing at once.  

I held my head with my hands for a moment. Everything looked purple. It seemed like forever, but 

finally the purple cloud around me broke up. 

Without being told, I stumbled past my Dad, through the kitchen and down the hall to my room. 

Behind me, I heard a weird, moaning sound, and some slurry words, like gibberish. 

I lay down on my bed, my face in my pillow. I convulsed with sobs. I shut my eyes tight, and hard, and 

gold and silver stars flared and receded in the dark space I saw with my eyes closed.  

I must have fallen asleep myself. When I woke up, my face was still pressed to the pillow, hot, and 

damp, and my nose was stuffy.  

I coughed and sneezed, and looked around my room. It was filled with a grayish light and it was hard 

to tell what time of day it was.  

I sat up. I felt hungry. 

I decided to take a chance of going out to the kitchen. Everything was silent -- I realized that both my 

parents were sleeping. 

Still, I went as quietly as I could, wishing I could float, so as to not make any sounds at all.  

I got to the kitchen. A yellowish light was on, over the kitchen table, but otherwise, it was dark.  

I tiptoed across the linoleum floor, to the fridge.  

I opened the door, and the suctioning sound made me wince. I did not want any noise, at all. 

The fridge always looked like some weird room full of secret treasures.  

I didn’t see anything a kid could prepare for food, but my eyes did rest on the carton of coffee cream. 

It was on the top shelf, so I had to reach for it. 

    My hands trembled. 
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    I closed the fridge door and carried the cream carton over to the table. I scrambled to get into a 

chair, and put the cream carton down on the table, and stared at it for a minute. 

Then something real, and clear, formed in my mind, I felt both happy and afraid.  

I slipped off the chair and went over to the sink.  

In those days, the cabinet under the sink wasn’t locked, and people pretty much assumed kids knew 

enough not to go in there and play with all the toxic stuff. 

Well I certainly knew well enough not to eat or drink anything down there. And before Elsa’s big 

revelation about death, I had assured myself that with eating poison one of the few sure ways to die, 

the trick was simply not to do that. 

I surveyed the cans and boxes of the various products -- insect spray, floor cleaner, paint remover, 

and finally, a box with an opening on the side.  

I pulled it out and shut the cabinet door. 

There was a picture on the front of a cartoonish rat lying on the floor, face up, with an “x” in each 

eye.  

I held the box in both hands, which shook a little.  

I carried it over to the kitchen table where the coffee cream carton stood. 

I fumbled my way back onto the chair, opened the spout of the carton, and, my hands now very calm 

and sturdy, I poured the rat poison power into the carton. 

How much is enough, I wondered, realizing that I had no idea.  

I kept pouring, until I felt a kind of calm wash over me. 

I put the creamer carton back in the fridge, and the near-empty box of rat poison under the sink. 

I glanced around. I’d actually managed to do all this without spilling anything. 

I slipped back to my room.  

I hadn’t had anything to eat, but my hunger was gone. 

Without changing into my pajamas, I snuggled under my covers, and sleep fell over me like a heavy 

cloud.  

But before it did, I created an image in my mind, behind my closed eyes -- of me, and Elsa, both 

wearing her shawls, and running so lightly across a field that our feet barely touched the grass. 

The sky was pink, like the construction paper, and filled with dazzling, gold and silver stars of 

perfection, which I had made, suspended from the heavens by loops of yarn through punched holes.  

Together, Elsa and I declared, “They’re masterpieces.” 

 

THE END 
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Shane Huey 

Curtain Call 
 

I tossed and turned throughout the night, unable to sleep. There was a long day ahead, but I would 

get all of the sleep that I needed soon enough, unable to resist sleep when the night comes. One 

misses so much while the eyes are open as it is. There is no one who, truly, fears not the stage. 

Whether fear or excitement, no matter. The effect is the same.  

 

The sun would be up in a moment and spill the soft rays of Nature's stage lights into my room, but I 

would rise before it today and begin my rehearsal in the darkness. Fitting! My best work now long for 

the shadows, as it were. 

 

I arose. I stretched. I washed. I arrived at the theatre. Dressed in my finest attire, the costume 

carefully chosen and laid out for me by a loving hand, with face tastefully decorated just so as to 

catch the light perfectly, capturing and preserving my every expression—a face known for its 

gesticulations. 

 

Today promised to be a very special day. The final act. The final performance. There would be no 

more encores. All shows, even the great ones, draw to a close. Knowing this made it nonetheless 

sour. The show had run its course and it is always better to go out on top, as they say in the business, 

than to overstay one's welcome. That I should go out with such a "Bang!" I would leave the stage 

with the same reverence with which I approached it, exiting stage right, no need of the old 

Vaudevillian hook to make the modest thespian of me.  

 

The stage is an altar, a place of belief and ritual and magic…movement and doing. There is 

celebration and there is worship. There is the cult, the performer a priest, the faithful congregation. 

There is love and there is sorrow, both real and imagined, but there is emotion, always the 

emotion...rising and crashing simultaneously upon both performer and audience in often unexpected 

waves. No performance ever the same nor its effects upon the souls of officiant and parishioner 

alike. 

 

One is fortunate to have lived as she would have chosen not otherwise to do. The summation of my 

career—my life—predicated upon sharing with others the experience of the entirety of the catalog of 

human emotion, from the depths of low to the peaks of high. Such a life one dare not dream of 

exchanging for the nightmare of not living life such as it is. Praise...critique...no matter, the show 

must go on, life must go on. This is the human condition. 

 

"Showtime!" I am informed. The butterflies launch from their perch in unison to begin their wild and 

aerialbatic dance. I feel them as always, perhaps more so now in this final moment of glory. I could 

never tame the wild little things. Peeking out from behind the curtain, a full house! I smile...no I 

laugh from the sheer rush of joy! Each and every soul here for me! Eyes upon me, the star of the 

show.  I never dreamt that I might touch so many souls. I have been blessed, truly I have. And here 

they were now, waiting for me, and I knew that they loved me for I could feel the love burning in my 
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heart as I drew nearer them and they to me. I, in turn, loved them with a fierce reciprocity. I was who 

and what I was for them and because of them.    

 

Curtain about to open...the butterflies now as though sparrows... I would miss the stage. I would miss 

my role. I would miss my fellow cast. I would miss my beloved audience. But I would savor every 

morsel of these, the final moments, of this encore presentation. I would give my very best!     

 

As Time is so prone to do when one is caught up in rapture—living in that singular moment where 

one feels amidst the sinews the truth that there is indeed neither past nor future—it passed, the 

show was over, and the curtain closed. But tonight, there would be no curtain call. No last exchange 

with the audience, no final bow. It was all over. Now I would have that long overdue sleep…the 

peaceful rest.  

 

As I closed my eyes for the final time that night, my last memory is of the taste of saline upon my lips 

from the lone teardrop that had fallen as I listened to the minister read my eulogy. It was such a 

beautiful monologue. And then I slept through the night.   

 

 

End 

Bio: Shane Huey resides in sunny South Florida from whence he writes dark prose and the occasional 

haiku. His work has been featured on Black Poppy Review and in The Chamber Magazine. Learn more 

at www.shanehuey.net. 
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Nathan Perrin 
 

The Confession 
 

    Alice buttoned her blouse as Jacob grabbed his wallet and keys from the nightstand. 

    "How long are we going to keep doing this?" she asked. 

    "I'm having fun," said Jacob. "Aren't you?" 

    "I'm having fun," Alice kissed him on the cheek. "But what about your public image?" 

    "My image will be fine," Jacob laughed. "I work and I play. I take the chance when I see a sexy 

redhead like you. Everyone I know has their own fun." 

    "I'm not sure if I see that." 

    "The ones who aren't showing it are lying." 

---     

Jacob's cell phone rang, jolting him awake.  

    "Hello?" he asked. 

    "Professor Dillard?" asked the voice on the other end. 

    "Yes?" 

    "We need you down at the police station." 

    Jacob's wife, Mary, sighed and rubbed her eyes. 

    "Did I do something wrong?" he asked. 

    "No. We need your help." 

    Jacob groaned, thinking one of his assistants got into trouble again.  

    "Can this wait? It's fucking… what? Midnight?" he sighed 

    "No, Professor. Lives depend on this." 

    He cleared his throat, "Alright, I'll be down in ten minutes." 

    Jacob hung up his phone and looked at Mary. 

    "Hey, honey," he kissed her nose. "I have to go down to the police station. I'm not sure why yet, 

but I'll tell you when I get home." 

    Mary laughed softly, "Did you rob a bank again?" 

    "You know me," Jacob chuckled. "Robbing banks is my hobby." 

    Mary brushed his hair back and looked into his eyes for a few seconds. 

    "Call me before you get back," she said. "You know how my anxiety is." 

    As Jacob got his clothes on, he looked at the pictures of his kids holding soccer trophies and their 

dance recitals. He smiled. From the flat screen hanging on the wall to the solar panels on the roof, he 

was proud of everything he had built. 

    "We have a good life, don't we?" Jacob asked. 

    "We do," said Mary. "Don't ever forget it." 

    "I can't wait to dress up tomorrow night and show you off. I caught Andy last night checking you 

out." 

    "Oh? Aren't you going to kick his ass?" Mary laughed. 

    "No," Jacob kissed her. "Let him look. You're my treasure, and I love it when people take notice." 

    Mary smiled and stroked his hair, "Be back soon, okay?" 

    "Yes, dear," Jacob whispered and gave her one more kiss. "I love you." 
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    "I love you too." 

--- 

    Jacob held the ice pack to his head as his mom sang a hymn. 

    "He doesn't mean to do these things, Jakey," his mom said. "He just gets grumpy sometimes." 

    Jacob sniffled and noticed that his bloody nose had ruined his favorite shirt. 

--- 

    Jacob fought back the urge to fall asleep as he sat across from the police officer who flipped 

through a manila folder. 

    "He calls it demon trapping," said the officer. "He had a bunch of your books on his shelf. He says 

he took inspiration from you. Whenever he took someone home, he would let loose a jar and claim 

that the spirit possessed him." 

    "I write and teach about ancient Assyrian spirituality and early church history," replied Jacob. 

"Nothing in it about being a serial killer." 

    "We know that, or at least I do. My kid went to your classes. Interesting stuff." 

    "Thank you. I enjoy teaching it." 

    The cop cleared his throat and leaned in, "I think this guy has something… different going on. I've 

dealt with killers before. This is a different ball game. We want to talk murder, he wants to talk about 

demons and God and… all of it."  

    "Where do I come in?" 

    "He says the only way he'll confess to the whereabouts of the rest of his victims' bodies is if he has 

a conversation with you." 

    "What does he want with me?" 

    "Assyrian spirituality… God… I don't know. The man talked theology when we arrested him. Can 

you believe it?" 

    Jacob sighed, "I don't want to do this." 

    "It's apparently the only way," said the officer. "It's worth a shot." 

    Jacob leaned back in his chair, "Alright, I'll try. Anything for my fans, I guess." 

    The cop chuckled. 

--- 

    Jacob eyed Dean as he walked into the interrogation room in handcuffs. 

    "I heard you're a big fan of my work," said Jacob.  

    Dean laughed and sat down at the table, "I am, I am…" 

    "There's no need to introduce yourself," Jacob waved his hand. "I've seen your work on TV." 

    Dean smiled, "I've read all your books." 

    "Well, I'm flattered… they're telling me you want to talk to me, Dean. What do you want to talk 

about?" 

    "Do you believe the universe was made out of chaos?" 

    Jacob cleared his throat, "When you say the universe is made out of chaos, what do you mean?" 

    "Marduk slaying the gods, laying their insides out. Their pretty, pretty insides." 

    "No, Dean, I don't believe in that. That's a myth that they believed back then, but it doesn't ring 

true anymore." 

    "Why not?" Dean leaned back. "You're a Christian, right? Church history and all that? How do you 

explain your creation myths?" 
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    "I would say I'm Christ-leaning," Jacob replied. "I appreciate what Christian theology has to offer, 

but I am unsure myself. I'm a friend of faith. I go to liturgy and listen to the ancient rites. I can't 

explain on their behalf though. I don't believe in that myth, but neither do many theologians." 

    "Why is it that you're not a Christian?" 

    "I grew up in these rich traditions and I want to believe, but I can't." 

    Dean grinned. His calmness and almost normal demeanor threw Jacob off. 

    "I believe that beauty can only come from chaos," said Dean. "That true art comes from destroying 

innocence. You know why Christianity is so popular? It's because we want to believe that the 

universe isn't as cold as it actually is." 

    Jacob took a sip of the coffee in front of him and put it down, "Is that why you killed those boys, 

Dean? A theological statement?" 

    "Bing-fucking-o," laughed Dean.  

    "I think all world religions would say that life has meaning to it, an inherent value. Even Marduk 

gave assignments to creation to serve the gods when he helped to create humanity." 

    "You're missing the point," Dean sighed. "Chaoskampf." 

    "It's been a while since I've been in seminary," Jacob held Dean's eye contact. "But if I recall 

correctly… that's German for struggle against chaos, yes?" 

    "Yes, you are correct. Struggle, struggle, struggle against the chaos. You know a bit about that too, 

don't you? Chaos." 

    "What do you mean?"  

    "Alice," Dean grinned. 

--- 

    Alice stood in the doorway as Jacob finished getting dressed. 

    "We can't do this anymore," said Alice. 

    "Why?" Jacob asked. 

    "You have a family," she said. "Don't they matter to you?" 

    "Of course they matter. But I can't have fun on the side?" 

    Alice glared at him. 

--- 

    "I can't do this," said Jacob behind the two-way mirror. 

    "Who's Alice?" asked the officer. 

    "She's a student I slept with a few years ago when I was married." 

    "Well, shit..." 

    "Tell me about it." 

    "How would he know?" 

    "I don't know," Jacob sighed. "It was a dumb mistake. It's a miracle I'm still married… she agreed to 

never tell anyone though." 

    "Is she a gal of her word?"  

    "Yes," said Jacob. "She left me because of my family. She wanted me to stay with them." 

    "Sounds like a saint," said the officer. 

    "She's not." 

    The officer cleared his throat, "Well, whatever the case… you need to get back in there." 

    "I can't go back in there. Not after that." 
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    "If you don't go back in there, we don't find the bodies. He said some of them may still be alive. It's 

worth a shot, Professor." 

    "I don't want to talk about Alice." 

    "Then don't. Get him back to talking about chaos. It could lead to something." 

--- 

    "I popped out his eyeball with a spoon," Dean popped his lips. "I put it alongside the altar. The 

screaming, Professor, the screaming…" 

    "You know," said Jacob, "it would really help us if you could confess the whereabouts of the rest of 

your victims. It doesn't have to be like this." 

    "The only way to win in struggling against chaos is to embrace it, Professor," Dean laughed. "Isn't 

that what Christ did on the cross? Embrace the chaos?" 

    Jacob shifted in his chair, "Well, atonement theories aside, I don't think you can look at the cross 

and compare it to what you did." 

    "Why not?" 

    "Jesus didn't kill anyone or lock them in a basement for days on end." 

    "No, but Jesus did flip over a table did he not? And when he was hanging on the cross, he didn't 

jump off. He embraced chaos and it cost him, just like it's going to cost me." 

    "Some would say his death and resurrection was to declare victory over the powers and 

principalities in this world. The early church would say he did it to show that love was the final say." 

    "Or," Dean leaned in, "God punished the hell out of him for something he didn't do and left him 

hanging there on a piece of wood for hours and hours as he bled. Maybe God is like me. Wrathful 

and indifferent." 

    "That atonement theory is very recent," Jacob's heart started to beat faster and faster. It reminded 

him of every snot-nosed Christian student coming to his class to try and educate him on the things he 

spent years studying. The marriage counselor warned him about his temper whenever he was 

questioned.  

    "Ah, yes… that atonement theory came with the Reformation," Dean laughed. "What a wonderful 

time that was. When the plague came, they taught that it was God's wrath. With every plague, the 

church was quick to embrace God's wrath. Turns out God is only loving when we're comfortable. 

When the shit really hits the fan though, apparently God is pissed at the same things we're pissed 

at." 

    "If you've read anything from me, you know I think this is all horseshit." 

    "Professor, this is my sermon. I'm a preacher-man now. And I'm telling you, the only way to make 

sense out of life is chaoskampf. Don't struggle against the chaos, Professor. Embrace it." 

    Jacob put his face in his hands, "I think you're avoiding the real issue here, Dean. People are dead. 

A lot of families are waiting to hear if their sons or husbands are still alive." 

    Dean chuckled, "I kidnapped a businessman and tied him up in a cabin. I cut pieces off him with a 

knife and fried them, fed them to him." 

    "Is he still alive?" 

    Dean grinned, "This is my body… right, Professor?" 

    "What do you want, Dean? Why am I here?" 

    "I want to talk about Alice." 

    "We're not here for my confession. We're here for your confession." 
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    "The only way I'm confessing to anything is if I see you spill your guts out for me," Dean laughed. "I 

want to see it all, professor. I want to hear about your failed childhood dreams, your affairs… I want 

to hear it all." 

    Jacob got out of his chair and stared into the mirror, knowing the officer was looking back at him. 

He put himself in the place of the parents wondering where their kids were, the wives wondering 

where their husbands had disappeared to. He thought of his own wife and wondered how she would 

move on if he were murdered. 

    "Embrace the chaos, Professor." 

--- 

    The money left on the dresser was enough to pay the rent, and that was all Jacob asked for. 

    As he limped towards the bathroom, he felt a piercing pain go up his spine. 

    He looked at the extra pair of boxers left behind on the floor. This was the way it was going to be 

for a while. 

--- 

    Jacob lit up a cigarette and stared at Dean in the eyes, "What's the game here?"  

    "I have three bodies and a live victim within a twenty mile radius," replied Dean. "I'll give you the 

live one if you can confess to me your darkest secrets." 

    "What do you want me to confess?" 

    Dean laughed, "Oh, Professor… I know all about what you need to confess. If you don't answer 

truthfully, the live one dies." 

    "How do you know so much about me?" 

    "Trap, trap, trap…" 

    "Demon traps were meant to keep spirits contained, Dean. Did you read the books or just glance at 

them?" 

    "They're trapped in me now," Dean stared at Jacob unflinchingly. "Embrace the chaos, Professor." 

    Jacob scoffed, "Alright, what do you got?" 

    "Tell me about your dissertation." 

    Jacob stared directly into his eyes, "I plagiarized." 

    "You're not getting off that easy, professor." 

    "I stole the work of a close colleague. Her name was Cherice. I didn't give her any credit." 

    "And that's why your books are so shitty," Dean smiled. 

    "Maybe so," Jacob locked eye contact. 

    "Did you fuck her?"  

    "I made love to her, yes." 

    "No, no," Dean leaned in. "Did you fuck her?" 

    "I fucked her, yes." 

    Dean laughed, "Yeah, you liked it didn't you? Fucking her in the sanctuary?" 

    Jacob flinched, "Yes, I did." 

    "Did you look at the eyes of Christ on the cross as you fucked her?" 

    "I did," Jacob glared at Dean, daring him to try to ask him something bolder. 

    Dean snickered and slapped the table, "There are two bodies out in Smith Park." 

--- 

    Jacob left flowers on Cherice's casket. 

    "How well did you know her?" her father asked. 
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    Memories of fucking her in the church and everywhere else flooded his mind. 

    "Pretty well," said Jacob. 

    "Funny. She said nothing about you." 

--- 

    "Keep going, professor," said the officer. 

    "I know," replied Jacob. 

    "Whatever you say with him… you know it won't go any further than this." 

    Jacob looked at Dean casually sitting at the table staring at the wall, "How does he know these 

things?" 

    "We're still getting more information. You'll know when we know." 

    Jacob wondered if Dean ever had access to his juvie records, or his therapist's notes. He shook his 

head. However Dean found this out about him was beside the point. A life was on the line.  

    He eyed a few strands of red hair poking out of a manila envelope. 

    "What's that?" asked Jacob. 

    "Something we found at one of the crime scenes," the officer answered. 

    "He only kills guys, right?" 

    "As far as we know. Killers are creatures of habit. There's been a few surprises here and there 

though. Why do you ask?" 

    Jacob looked at Dean through the mirror, "It's probably nothing." 

--- 

    "I cut off his nose," Dean smiled. "I cut off his nose to spite him. The screams, Professor, the 

screams. He was one I killed slowly. He deserved it, you know." 

    Jacob cleared his throat, "Let's talk about what you want me to confess." 

    "I wasn't finished," Dean laughed. "I started with the nose, then I cut off the ears. My own Picasso. 

Then my knife slowly travelled down… let's just say I'm a rabbi now. Only there was no celebration 

with this bris." 

    Jacob's heart pounded in his chest, "Let's talk about me. I'm sure I'll hear all about this later." 

"Tell me about the last words to your father, professor," said Dean. 

    "I told him I hated him for what he did to mom and me," Jacob replied. 

    "And then?" 

    "And then I hit him." 

    Dean laughed, "Three days later, he died." 

    "Yeah," said Jacob. 

    "Jakey, boy," Dean mimicked. "I wanted to wuv you and beat the gay out of you. I only wanted 

what's best." 

    "Yes," said Jacob. "He thought I was gay." 

    "Are you gay?" 

    "No." 

    "But you sure sucked a lot of dick in college." 

    Jacob clenched his fist, "Yeah." 

    "Why did you do that, Jacob?" 

    "I was poor and had no way to provide for myself. My dad disowned me. There was nothing else I 

could do." 

    "Did you enjoy it when those businessmen were ploughing you?" 
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    Jacob looked at the floor and then back at Dean, "You know what, Dean? I did." 

    "Did you ever tell your wife about your wild days in college?" 

    "No." 

    "Why?" 

    "Her family's homophobic and they were offering to take care of me. Even now in classes when I 

promote gay marriage as something beautiful, they pretend not to know. But if they knew what I did 

personally… they would've never let their daughter marry me. They would've never paid for the rest 

of my tuition." 

    Dean slapped the table, "Your sexuality really depends on money, doesn't it?" 

    "I guess it does." 

    "We all sell out in some way, professor… chaoskampf." 

    Jacob cleared his throat, "I don't know how you know about this… but I think it's only fair that you 

give up the third victim." 

    "You know why I know these things," Dean grinned. 

    Jacob's heart stopped. 

    "You know in your heart of hearts… how I know these things," said Dean. 

    "I don't know what you're talking about," Jacob closed his eyes. "There is nothing supernatural 

about you." 

    "What would be worse, professor? That someone like me was natural and became a cold blooded 

killer or that it was all the demons inside me?" 

    Jacob clasped his hands together and stared directly into Dean's eyes, "I don't know. I want to 

think that if it’s just a mental illness it could be curable, but you'd have to feel empathy first. I don't 

sense any of that in you. I only sense emptiness." 

    Dean chuckled,  "The third victim is in the dumpster on 34th and 5th. Gunderson Avenue. Shall we 

continue playing?" 

    Jacob looked at the two way mirror and then back at Dean, "Yes." 

    "Tell me about Alice." 

    "Alice was a student of mine. I was mentoring her and helping her with her thesis. I slept with her. 

My marriage was not in a good place." 

    "That's not why you did it," Dean pointed at Jacob. "You did it because you're mad at the sky 

daddy." 

    Jacob sighed, "God?" 

    "Yes." 

    "Couldn't I have just found her attractive and just fucked her?" 

    "Not in this case… no." 

    Jacob wiped away a tear, "Yes, I'm mad at God." 

    "Why?" 

    Jacob leaned back and closed his eyes, "Because he fucked up everything." 

    "What did he fuck up, professor?" 

    The lives of the victims and their fates flashed before Jacob's eyes. Everything in him wanted to 

leave the room, but he knew if he did then more people might die needlessly. Who knew what else 

Dean had to reveal? 
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    Jacob opened his eyes,, "My whole life. Everything. He put me in an abusive family, he made me 

dirt poor… he put me around unsafe people. I fucking never felt loved until Mary. I went twenty five 

years without feeling an ounce of being cared about." 

    Jacob's face was red as his heart pounded.  

    Dean raised an eyebrow "You said earlier you wanted to believe in a loving God but you couldn't. Is 

it because every time you pray you imagine your dad slamming your head against the wall for 

painting your nails?"  

    After a brief pause, Jacob wiped away his tears: "Yeah." 

    "I just wanted to be a vampire, dad." 

    "Yeah, he said that." 

    Dean smiled. 

    Jacob put his face in his hands and released a soft sob. 

    "There's one more thing, professor," said Dean as he reached into the back of his pants. 

    Jacob froze. 

    Dean pulled out a wooden shiv in a plastic baggie and threw it on the center of the table, "I'm 

guilty as fuck, clearly. Here is your chance, Jakey-boy. Here is your chance to kill me for the horrible 

shit I've done. Here's your chance to get real even with God." 

    The door rattled as the officer on the other side used his shoulder to hit it to no avail. 

    Thud. Thud. Thud. 

    "Don't touch that, Jacob!" a voice on the intercom yelled. 

    Thud.  

    Dean smiled, "Touchy locks." 

    Jacob looked at the knife and then looked at Dean, "Where is the last victim that is surviving?"  

    Thud. 

    "In a car at St. Joseph's Assyrian Church of the East," replied Dean. "Your church." 

    Thud. 

    "You have no reason not to kill me now, professor. If you kill me, your secrets die with me." 

    Thud. 

    Jacob got up and stared at the knife. He envisioned pinning Dean against the wall and slicing him 

open. He imagined silencing the one person who knew his demons once and for all. He imagined 

stuffing Dean's intestines into his own mouth.  

 A smile crossed his lips. 

    Jacob's father's hand gripping the back of his hair. 

    "Come on, what are you waiting for?" asked Dean. 

    Thud. 

    "Don't touch it, Professor!" 

    Jacob flipping off the cross. 

    "Do it, Jakey boy!" 

    Alice moaning. 

    Jacob's hand hovered over the chiv. 

    Thud. 

    Jacob closed his eyes. 

    Mary hugging him. 

    "What do you think, professor?" asked Dean. 
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    Thud. 

    The door slammed open as the officers raided the room and held Dean against the wall. Jacob 

stood in the corner and kept staring at the knife on the table.  

Dean glared at Jacob, "You're a coward, professor. Always will be." 

Jacob glared at Dean, put out his cigarette, and walked out of the room.  

"Professor, good -"  

"I don't want to hear it, officer," Jacob blurted. "I don't want to fucking hear it. Don't call me again." 

--- 

    Jacob got in his car and stared out of his windshield in complete silence. After his heart rate slowed 

down and his hands stopped shaking, he pulled out his cell phone and dialed Mary's number. 

    "Jacob?" asked Mary on the other end. 

    "Hey, sweetie," smiled Jacob. "I'm coming home." 

    "Is everything okay?"  

    "Yeah." 

    "Can you pick up some ibuprofen? My head hurts." 

    "No problem… hey, honey?" 

    There was a brief pause, "Yes?" 

    Jacob wanted to scream on the phone everything he had told Dean about all the things he kept 

inside himself, about all the anger that he had towards his life and God. All he could get out was, "I 

love you." 

    "I know… I love you too." 

    Jacob exhaled,  "I'll pick up the ibuprofen and be home soon." 

    "Okay, hon. Drive safe." 

    "Will do." 

    Jacob hung up the phone and started the car. Dean's words echoed in his mind. He knew that 

these things would come up again. He knew that no one is completely free of their past. But the one 

thing he never counted on was a serial killer knowing more about who he was than his own wife. 

    When he woke up the next morning, he turned on the news to see the police had rescued the 

victim in his church's parking lot. He stood in the doorway of his kitchen as he brewed his coffee and 

started cooking breakfast. The footage showed Alice crawling out of the car, bruised and cut up. 

Mascara was smeared all over her face. She looked at the camera with wide eyes and trembling 

hands, trying to form coherent sentences. Jacob knew from her face that whatever secrets she 

carried were going to stay inside her, no matter who got close to her in the future.  

    And that gave Jacob comfort. 

--- 

    Cherice giggled as Jacob jumped out from behind a pillar. Their laughs echoed throughout the 

empty sanctuary. 

    "This is a sacred place," she said. 

    "Nothing is sacred," Jacob laughed.  

    "Nothing?" Cherice started unbuckling his pants. 

    Jacob made contact with the eyes of Jesus hanging on the cross in front of him. His eyes were 

pleading with Jacob, asking him why he gave up the fight against his lesser nature.  

-End- 
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Yvonne Lang 

Human Touch 
 

The floor trembled slightly and I paused, holding tightly to my trolley. Our ship was over 6000 feet 

long, we could absorb most of the disturbances space threw at us.  

“Weird, wonder what bumped us?” I asked my colleague and best friend, Parker. 

Parker shrugged, emphasising the creases in his rumpled uniform – his slovenly nature was one of 

the reasons our manager, Jen, hated us.  

“There was meant to be that pretty heavy asteroid shower hitting around now, maybe the tail caught 

us?” Parker shrugged again.  

All days tended to blur into one on board this ship with its artificial day and night lights, constant 

controlled temperature and no variety to our days. 

Working aboard the New Horizon was not the adventure Parker and I had anticipated when we 

signed up. It was utterly boredom inducing, and what they say isn’t true – in space people can hear 

you scream, and you get a work disciplinary for it. Or for making other’s scream, but I still maintain 

that wearing the alien mask and jumping out at the Head Waiter was hilarious. Still, Jen had put us 

on cleaning the septic tank duty for a month for that little prank. 

I sighed at what my life had become as I followed Parker, careful not to go too fast.  

We had raced our carts a few weeks before and had spilt some cleaning products onto carpet that 

cost more than my car. If they could fire us, they would, but it’s hard to find new cleaners when you 

are millions of miles into deep space. There was nowhere else to demote us to either, we were the 

lowest of the low. 

“Weren’t we going to go watch the meteor shower up on the star gazing deck?” I asked Parker. 

“We were, but I didn’t want to go without you because a – you’re my best friend, and b – I don’t dare 

leave you when you are under the influence in case you strip naked and pretend to be a fire 

extinguisher again, set a fire and hope someone grabs your hose to put it out.” 

I chuckled at the memory as we pulled up to the next room.  

 

“Eighty slonin says we find sporting equipment in the bathroom.” Parker offered a bet before we 

entered. 

That was a weird, random guess, but I knew Parker had no inside information, 

“OK, you’re on.” 

We let ourself into the room with the key chip embedded in our hands and pushed our trolleys in. 

The wheels squeaked as we entered. We were waiting for some oil. We had asked for hovering 

trolleys; they were much lighter and carried much more stuff – but they were expensive and the 

bosses had decided that the benefits of not having faint wheel tracks in the carpet were not 

sufficient to warrant the cost. Apparently the benefits to us not having to push the damn things 

around did not count for anything. We were waiting to see if we were worth the cost of oil, we had 

high hopes as a guest had apparently complained that it sounded as if she were being stalked by a 

huge mouse when our trolleys were around. 

Parker kicked the rug out of the way as let himself into the ensuite bathroom, 

“You owe me eighty!” He called, his voice echoing from the vast bathroom. 

“What, no way? You’re kidding me!” 
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I went and joined him in the huge spa, and sure enough, the resident of this room had built a mini 

golf course around the jacuzzi, free standing bath, foot massager, shower, bidet and large cubicle for 

air drying. A few of the toiletries had smashed and a blue goop was still slowing dripping down the 

sparkling white bath with its gold taps and plug.  

“Does seaweed infused bubble bath stain gold?” I asked Parker. 

“Dunno, presume not, seaweed’s natural. Natural stuff isn’t meant to be harmful.” 

“Fire’s natural,” I pointed out as I walked over, picked up the toppled bottle and ran the bath tap to 

rinse out the goop. 

“I’ll clear the stuff off the floor so we can run the hoover and steam clean over it, you try eradicate 

the blue goop,” Parker said as he picked up a golf club from the jacuzzi. 

New Horizon was stocked with the latest gadgets in most places, so the minibar restocked itself and 

some of the gadgets were self-cleaning. It was just the basic grunt work left to us. We stripped the 

bed and let the mattress regenerate before putting on fresh bedding. 

“Think we’re done. Just get ourselves a little tip,” Parker said as he rifled through a wallet left on one 

of the bedside tables.  

He pulled out actual cash money. That was so rare these days you were likely to earn more selling it 

as a collectable rather than spending it. We never took a lot, only small things from very rich people. 

Like a modern-day Robin Hood, only a bit more selfish – it felt OK though as we are definitely the 

poorest people on this ship. Parker put the wallet back exactly where he found it and offered me half 

of the crumpled notes which I tucked in the inside pocket of my vest. 

“Right, next room,” I sighed as we made our way out. 

“What are you two doing?” 

I hadn’t noticed Jen approaching. 

“Cleaning the rooms – you should know boss,” Parker answered sarcastically. 

“Less of the attitude Elliot, I was referring to why are you both coming out of the same room?” Jen 

snapped, folding her arms as she assessed us.  

I felt Parker bristle next to me, not even his mum called him by his first name, and she’d chosen it. 

Before he got us into further trouble with a snarky comment I jumped in, 

“If we clean a room together, we get through it twice as fast. It’s more efficient having two pairs of 

eyes on each room – we don’t miss anything. And it makes it less boring.” 

“Why would an extra pair of eyes make a difference? It’s cleaning – not exactly a mentally taxing job. 

You two idiots will just distract each other and I hardly care about your boredom.” 

“I suppose we can’t all have the excitement of organising cleaning rotas for a living,” Parker 

remarked as he trundled his trolley past her.  

Jen flushed a shade of red so deep it made her tomato red vest seem pink in comparison. 

“I would watch your tone with me Elliot, you should show me respect or else.” 

“The problem with threats Jen, is the person has to have something to lose. Short of removing one of 

my limbs, I fail to see what you can do to me.” Parker shot her a look as he passed her and held his 

wrist up to open the next door. 

“That is Ms Larkin to you Elliot, and I wouldn’t be so sure.”  

The temple in Jen’s forehead that was pulsing away now matched her vest in colour. 

“Sorry Ms Larkin, I was trying to spare your blushes by not pointing out that you still haven’t found 

someone to marry you.”  
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Parker shot her a smile and walked in to the next room, whistling away. Not wanting to follow him 

into a dirty guest’s room, Jen turned her fiery eyes on me, they matched her flame red hair. She 

could be quite attractive if she wasn’t always frowning or shouting. Her horrible personality had aged 

her. 

“The shackles of marriage are not that important to all women you know!” She said, in a low, 

menacing tone. 

I held my hands up in mock surrender. No matter how I felt about marriage, I was not about to start 

discussing it with Jen. Cleaning floors and picking up stranger’s rubbish suddenly seemed appealing. 

Getting no reaction, she stalked past me, managing to stamp quite loudly – which is quite an 

achievement on a carpet so plush and with shoes so sensible. 

The day passed as it normally did, tedious tasks of cleaning up. We bantered and bet and helped 

lighten a few of the grubbier guests’ wallets. Then we were done and banished back to the lower 

decks with the tightly packed rooms, grimy walls and feeble but excessively loud air conditioning. 

Besides the howls of the air conditioning unit there was always someone having a shouting match, or 

throwing stuff, or getting drunk and partying. This floor housed all of the lower ranking staff and 

between us we worked 24-7, no matter what time of day or night. If one of the guests needed 

someone, one of us would be there. This meant there was never a lull in the thrum of human activity 

– never a time when we were all resting. Someone was always just about to drag themselves to their 

shift, and someone was always returning back tired and relieved. 

As Parker and I lumbered down to our room we passed Crystal, one of the waitresses who had had 

her skin tattooed pink and infused with fake crystals so she shimmered as the light hit her. She was 

dumber than a bag of rocks too, but ever so nice and friendly. Her natural smile was brighter than 

any of the work she had paid to have done to her body. 

“Hey guys,” she greeted us. 

“Hi Crystal,” we replied in unison. 

“Y’all going to the party later?” She asked, as she passed us, tottering away in her high heels. 

“We’ll be there, you ever know us to miss a get together?” Parker called to her back as she waved at 

us with her pink nails. 

I was beat and ready for some quick shut eye. I shoved open the door to mine and Parker’s room – 

no locks down here. The owners hadn’t wanted to pay to install the chip locks and had given us old 

fashioned keys – key keys, not even card keys. One per room when each room held at least two. They 

were always getting lost or someone was left waiting in the corridor until their roommate turned up 

so in the end, we all dumped them in one, large bin in the corridor for us to return and not have our 

wages docked at the end of the trip – but didn’t use them for now. Every door was left unlocked and 

people respected each other’s space.  

Constantly unlocked doors had other benefits too – when Jake had fallen asleep with a joint in his 

mouth and set fire to his bed we had gotten in there quickly and doused him in water and beer to put 

it out. The bosses hadn’t bothered putting in smoke detectors and sprinklers down here either. Not 

even the old-fashioned ones that used water instead of blasts of air removal. We weren’t even worth 

spending on the old tech for. I bet a lot of the guests didn’t even realise humans did some of the jobs 

we did, when so much else was automated they would be staggered to find out that it was still some 

regular Joes picking up their socks and wiping down their tubs. 

As I clicked my heels together for my laces to unloop so I could give my aching feet a breather, 

Duncan stuck his head round our door. 
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“Have you guys heard the rumours?” 

“About Clive getting caught having an affair with the rich woman in 785?” Parker called from the 

bathroom where he was peeing with the door open. 

When you live in the human equivalent of a hamster cage it is best not to get too fixated on 

boundaries and privacy. 

“No – has he been getting his end away with her? How old is she?” 

I was tired and smelt of the toiletries I’d had to mop up, I couldn’t let Duncan get side-tracked, 

“What news?” I asked as I peeled my socks off and chucked them down the laundry chute. 

“Not as exciting as Parker’s gossip but a lot more serious.” 

“Doubt it, her husband’s built like an armoured rhino, could be very serious for Clive!” Parker called 

over the flush. 

“Duncan?” I implored. 

“The big bosses have spent some money to change how the cleaning and maintenance are done.” 

That good news woke me up, 

“Really? What on? Hover trolleys? The spray that cleans without needing wiping? Sonic tools that 

don’t mean you almost put your elbow out? Safety measures?”  

I was giddy. The possibilities were endless. Then I saw Duncan’s face – he wasn’t excited. Parker 

looked concerned too. I was obviously missing something. 

“What?” I asked. 

“They’re splurged on some brand new bots that can clean – much quicker than us. They don’t need 

wages, food allowance, living quarters. They’re really keen on them, having them flown out to be 

loaded onboard – keen to impress the guests with the fancy new tech and ensure they get good 

reviews for the New Horizon’s maiden Saturn cruise.” 

“They’re looking at replacing us mid-trip?” I asked.  

I really wasn’t sure to be insulted or relieved. 

“Yup,” Duncan nodded. 

“What are the plans for us lowly crew members?” Parker asked. 

Duncan shrugged, 

“Rumours, but – either helping with the sewage pipes as they don’t want to risk getting their shiny 

new toys dirty. Or we get shipped back on the delivery droid that drops off the bots – and sacrifice 

our pay as we will have terminated our contract early and not fulfilled it.” 

Parker was crimson. 

“So they change our contract, replace us with robots and tell us to literally do a shit job or to leave 

and not be paid for the work we have done so far? Outrageous, even for them!” He fumed. 

Duncan nodded and then shrugged again, 

“It sucks, but what can you do?” 

Parker looked from me to Duncan, 

“Beat the new bots. I don’t care how smart they are, you cannot programme human cunning. This is 

war. I hate this job but I’ll be damned if it’s taken off me – I’m finishing it and getting my pay packet. 

Those cleaning droids have no idea who they’ve just crossed.” 

I got the feeling I wasn’t going to get my nap. 

The next week or so passed in a blur of suspicions and gossip as we all speculated about the new 

cleaning droids, what they would do, when would they arrive? The rumour mill went into overdrive. 

At one point it was more or less decommissioned terminators being forced to clean that would also 
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annihilate us as their first clean up task. One person claimed they had cameras in to spy on the 

guests and use as blackmail. One colleague said with great confidence that the droids were robot 

drug mules needing a valid reason to go into customers rooms. Then they arrived.  

We lingered near the delivery room to try and get a sneak peek at our replacements. It was as wide 

as a dinner plate and came up to about knee height. Millions of years of human evolution and I was 

being replaced by a really tall soap dispenser on wheels. Sorry, one has just been moved, I take it 

back, I am being replaced by a large soap dispenser that can hover.   

“We need to figure out how to stop those things. Do you think they’re waterproof?” Duncan 

whispered. 

We were crammed in tighter than battery chickens so I couldn’t turn to look incredulously at him, 

Parker answered before me though. 

“They cost hundreds of thousands of slonin, I think we can presume they are splash proof. Anyway, if 

we vandalize them, they’ll buy more of them, fire us anyway and we’ll end up with a larger bill than 

an obese pelican who has tried to swallow a pregnant elephant seal.” 

“Eh?” Duncan said. 

“We break ‘em we pay for ‘em, which would be crap anyway, but even harder with no job,” I 

translated. 

Duncan nodded as the message got through. 

After a hard day of slogging and Jen telling me off for spilling blood on a guest’s bathroom floor when 

I had cut myself cleaning up the remnants of a smashed champagne bottle – I had cleaned my own 

blood up and yet I was in trouble, I slumped into the chair in the common room. I was tired. My 

finger still tingled from the disinfection and sterilisation ray too.  

Tired, dirty but no longer bleeding, I was slouched in an old battered chair that was now too scruffy 

to be visible to guests in the lower-level workers rec room. Two of the guys had moved their 

mattresses into mates rooms and we had taken over their bedroom as a communal space. We were 

playing poker for drinks credits. Since you can’t really display the credits that are stored in your chip 

there was the usual assortment of knick-knacks across the table – from a diamond earring to a ring 

pull, all were equal in what they symbolised. Crystal was dealing, giggling away despite the fact she 

had just finished an 11-hour shift.  

“They’ve started testing those cleaning droids on the lower deck. I was told I didn’t need to clean 

there today and could take a pay cut or help clean up the pleasure room.” Duncan said as he threw a 

card onto the table in front. 

“Who’s missing from the pleasure room duty?” I asked as I studied my hand, not great, but I may be 

able to blag something. 

“No-one. They’re just realising how utterly depraved and filthy some of the guests can be when they 

are allowed in a room to have any desire met hologrammatically – the vision may be pure light but 

their reaction is all too real, and a bit – messy.” 

We all shuddered as one at the thought, you didn’t want to be on clean up duty in the pleasure 

room, it could give a man nightmares. 

Positive Crystal wasn’t fazed though as she held out a pink, shiny hand for a glass of clear liquid. She 

twiddled the dial of the rim of the glass and the liquid churned as it changed colour to the drink of 

her choice. I had no idea what it was, but it was pink, like most things in Crystal’s life. 

“Well, let’s hope the trial doesn’t go well, otherwise a lot of us are going to be out of work,” one of 

the crew mates said. 
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“I doubt it. Those things are the latest tech and cost a fortune. They can scan and disinfect a room in 

seconds. They don’t make mistakes; they have cameras to keep records of all cleaning or any 

breakage reports. They suck up garbage and compress it down with immense force into a pellet the 

size of a small pebble. In the demos they posted online they showed one of the cleaning droids take 

on a skip. It made the whole thing vanish then plopped out the rubbish pebble. It will save on storage 

space, and they won’t need to stock up on cleaning supplies, all done by disinfecting lasers like we 

have in the hospital. Better for the planet and never runs out. They’re solar powered too. We are 

screwed. They can beat us in every way.”  

Curtis had never been the most cheerful, he’d lost his high-powered engineering job due to his 

drinking – and some fingers when he had tried to fish a bottle out of a secret stash hidden too close 

to a turbine. He still drank a bit, but not enough to marinate his brain, he made sense these days – 

and he was impressed by the cleaning droids. We were screwed. 

“Those tests were in lab conditions, this is real life,” Parker said, having a slurp from his mug before 

accepting a piece of choose your own flavour gum. 

“You think they’re gonna fail in real life?” Duncan asked. 

Parker chewed away for a few moments, his jaw masticating lazily before answering, 

“Yep, the lab conditions didn’t have us. They may be better at cleaning, but we can fight dirty.” 

“Eh?” Asked Duncan. 

Parker swallowed the gum before speaking, 

“We outnumber them and have human cunning, those droids have no intelligence, they are just good 

at cleaning – and this is a battle of wits.” 

I had once seen one of our crewmates with his entire upper half stuck in a vending machine and at 

least half of the people currently playing cards hadn’t realised that the old pack we played with was 

dirty and stained – and that made some of the cards identifiable to those of us with OK memories. A 

battle of wits is not something our gang would usually triumph in – but surely we could beat the 

cleaning droids?  

“What are you thinking?” I asked Parker as I played my card and blasted the food pops so they 

expanded into a sharing snack for all of us. 

Parker drummed his fingers on the table whilst we waited for the crackling to subside and a bowl full 

of chips to be left. 

“The bosses care about the guests and their opinions most of all – they need to impress the clientele. 

If the guests start complaining about the new cleaning robots, they’ll be toast. Guests come first, no 

matter how insane their requests or how ridiculous their demands.” 

“Why would the guests complain about the cleaning droids?” Duncan asked through a mouthful of 

chips. 

“’Cos we’ll start a rumour-mill. Some of that nonsense that has been chattered about down here, 

let’s start mentioning it in the presence of the guests, discretely. If they think that the camera on the 

robots can document their room, their secrets and be used as possible blackmail, they won’t want 

them in their room. If we say they are so new and have been trialled as industrial cleaners and not 

tested with dainty stuff so they may damage jewellery that’s going to put off a lot of guest with fancy 

ass stones. Or that the cleaning beam can shatter glass if it goes off at the wrong angle. Spread the 

rumour that they are being used to smuggle drugs and guests won’t want one coming to their room 

because even if they don’t believe it, they’ll be worried people who do will see it entering their 

quarters. Say the new technology hasn’t been tested around pregnant women yet and the high 
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intensity cleaning beams and shrinking rays may be damaging after repeated exposure – which you’ll 

get if it’s cleaning your room daily on a two-year cruise.” 

“Yeah, but none of that’s true, is it?” Asked Duncan. 

“Nah,” Parker shook his head, “We don’t need it to be true, we just need the guests to think it’s true 

– or doubt it’s false.” 

“You have some very clever moments Parker, imagine what you could achieve if you ever applied 

yourself,” Curtis laughed as he slapped down a winning hand of cards and started pulling in the 

assortment of trinkets that represented money. 

“Maybe I’m only so clever as I save it for use on very rare occasions?” Parker joked as he began 

shuffling the cards before handing them to Crystal. 

“So, is everybody in?” Parker asked. 

Everybody nodded. 

“So, what’s the next step?” I asked. 

“I think one of the best ways to plant the seeds of distrust about these robots is in the casino, people 

have their guard down there, they’re the guests with the most money and most likely to have secrets 

to hide. It’s also where there are no robots in sight and we can exert our human influence to the 

max.” 

After some scandals that showed robots were being programmed to decrease the odds of the 

punters winning during most gambling games technology had been removed from the casinos, it was 

the most old-fashioned place on the ship. We began plotting. The war was on. 

The vicious whispering campaign we coordinated spread through the guests like an out-of-control 

flood. Lies surging through the various floors, penetrating every quarter and worming their way into 

guest’s ears. To truly finish off the cleaning bots though, we needed some stuff to go wrong, some 

proof. Actions speak louder than words. We weren’t sure how though. During one early morning 

when most of us were off shift, we sacrificed sleep for a group meeting. 

“If I can get my hands on them, I can easily add a few extras to their programming,” Curtis said 

confidently as he chewed away on his ever-changing gum. 

“Easier said than done, none of us are even scheduled to work on the same floor as these things.” 

Duncan moaned.  

Duncan looked exhausted and filthy, he had been sent down to clear out a blockage on one of the 

sewage pipes – robot cleaners could get clogged and if they did cost a fortune to repair. If we 

swallowed some of that filth we had to pay for our own medical treatment. Feeling very sorry for 

Duncan we had all chipped in to get him a few drinks to numb his pain – but still no-one wanted to sit 

next to him. 

“Well I suggest you figure out a way. I am sure I can add a few extras so we can activate the camera 

to show what it is recording at the time we hit the remote as if it is still the live footage, or insert a 

recording of our own – then we can be in there with it but not on film – and add in a few extra 

activities they’ll get blamed for.” Curtis told our assembled group. 

I drummed my fingers on the table as I thought.  We had started strong in this battle but it looked 

like we may be about to concede defeat. 

We batted ideas about for a bit longer before people began to flag, fatigue was setting in after a long 

shift and it did not help the mood. An air of defeat was beginning to suffocate us like a damp fog – or 

it could just be the smell of Duncan was spreading. We decided to call it a night and reconvene in a 

few days when people had had the chance to think through some options.  
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I was dog tired but sleep was difficult when Parker was pacing – he didn’t often bother getting too 

worked up about something. If something was serious enough to get him to engage, he would give it 

his all. His boots squeaked on our lino floor as he walked back and forth, mumbling, swigging from a 

glass that he’d turned amber when choosing the flavour and making it very hard to sleep. Eventually, 

Parker stopped pacing like a caged lion and slammed the glass down, 

“I’m off out for a drag, help me think,” he announced as he shrugged on his patched jacket. 

I made some sound of acknowledgement as I mumbled into my pillow and pulled the sheet over my 

head to try and block out some of the noise and light that would leak in from the corridor when 

Parker left.  

I woke up with no idea what time it was there was no way of sensing the time of day down here. I 

yawned so widely I almost dislocated my jaw, then flicked my wrist to get the time to show up on my 

thumbnail. I had slept for close to ten hours. It was evening now. I’d wasted my day off after a few 

night shifts and would be due back at work in 3 hours. I rolled over and looked down to the lower 

bunk - empty. There was no way to tell if Parker had pulled an all-nighter, or if he had returned, 

banked some sleep and beggared off again as Parker never bothered to make his bed. I jumped up, 

sprayed on some deodorant and threw on some vaguely clean clothes. I grabbed a cup of coffee from 

the communal machine and decided I had better look for Parker and check he was in a fit state for 

work before we angered Jen again. If they were looking to downsize the workforce, or deciding who 

to allocate to the worst jobs, it would probably help us to stay off her radar for a while. 

“Anyone seen Parker recently?” I called out to the groups of people mingling round the corridors. A 

lot of people waved hello to me and shrugged or pointed towards the ladder taking us to the outer 

deck. I took a slug of my coffee, put it in the holder on my belt loop and climbed up the ladder. The 

cool ‘night air’ instantly surrounded me as I closed the hatch and began to make my way round the 

fake outer deck. The breeze was refreshing and it was easier to wake up to a blanket of dark black 

sky splattered with twinkling stars – even if I knew they were computer generated. It didn’t feel as 

much as a con as the sunsets, beaches or waterfalls that were projected onto the guest’s panels 

though – there were actually stars on the other side of the screens.  

I froze with the coffee raised to my lips; someone was crying. I felt a twinge of guilt at the thought of 

abandoning someone in distress so decided to stick my head round and make a hasty retreat if they 

seemed just a bit blubbery but not in any mortal danger. 

I cautiously stuck my had round as reluctantly as if a sniper warning had been posted. As my head 

edged round the corner I wondered if someone had spiked the coffee as a laugh and I was 

hallucinating. Jen was sat on the floor, her uniform rumpled and a tad dirty, her eye make-up washed 

away by her tears and her fiery red hair out of its neat red ponytail and splayed messily around her 

shoulders. She was slouched against the wall, crying into a tissue that looked as if it had reached 

absorption capacity a while back. 

“Jen?” I asked in surprise, before my brain had chance to kick in and tell me to get the hell out of 

there.  

She looked up, startled, then her face matched her hair as embarrassment flooded her. 

“Ned?” She asked, as if doubting her own eyes. 

I nodded, 

“Sorry, heard crying, wanted to see if someone was in trouble. I’ll leave you be,” I said. 

She nodded, wiping tears from her face with the back of her wrist. I began to turn round when it 

struck me how vulnerable she looked. She tended to hang out on her own most of the time and was 
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a workaholic. No-one would be looking for her, no-one else was going to come and comfort her. 

Apparently, I did have a conscience. I went and sat down next to her, easing myself to the floor and 

offering her some of my choose your own flavour gum. She shook her head and waved away the 

offer. 

“No thanks. You don’t have to stay Ned.” 

“I know,” I replied, “Not sure why I am. You just seem sad, and it’s not right to be on your own when 

you are sad.” 

Jen sat quietly for a while, watching the film footage of the stars, glimmering away in front of us. 

“Want to tell me what’s wrong?” I asked after a few beats of uncomfortable silence. 

Jen looked at me as if I had grown an extra two heads and one of them was purple. 

“I promise I will keep it to myself.” I assured her.  

It seemed the honourable thing to do. Jen still seemed unsure, 

“I really don’t want to give Elliott any more ammunition against me. You must have noticed we don’t 

get on, and he doesn’t respect me at all.” She sounded bitter, but she had stopped crying. 

“No he doesn’t, but to be fair you don’t respect him either so it is mutual. I promise I won’t breathe a 

word to Parker if you want to tell me something.” 

“Why would I respect Parker?” Jen asked incredulously, “He’s lazy, rude, doesn’t do his job properly, 

makes sexist remarks and is a complete slob.” 

“He is a person, people deserve respect even if they rank lower than you. He says those comments to 

wind you up because he knows you don’t like him. He’s lovely to other women. Do you know 

Crystal?” 

“The girl who had her skin tattooed pink and diamantes pierced all over her body?” 

“Yep, that’s her. One of the high-flying guests groped her one night, she reported it and the bosses 

told her to shut up or she’d be demoted out of sight if she couldn’t be trusted to be nice to the 

clients. Parker spiked that guys drink every night for a fortnight. Man acted a complete fool and lost 

his reputation – not for sexism, but his persona took a well-deserved battering and he now keeps his 

hands and his comments to himself. Parker is loyal to people he likes and will do anything to look 

after them.” I assured her, feeling the need to defend my best friend. 

He was a slob, but he wasn’t a bad person. Jen sniffed as she finished crying, I waited a few beats 

before pushing again, 

“So do you want to talk about it, or do you want me to leave you alone? Or go fetch you a new 

tissue?” 

Jen considered me for a few seconds, 

“What the hell, I’ve already hit rock bottom. I don’t see how I can make things any worse. They’re 

going to demote me. With the cleaning droids requiring less attention and management than the 

human cleaning staff they need fewer managers. I’ll be demoted. They’re not sure what to yet, the 

rank below is cleaner but they already have too many cleaners. Apparently, I’m reliable, but not the 

sort of features they are looking for for front house staff,” Jen said in a sarcastic tone so full of bile 

I’m surprised her teeth didn’t rot. 

“Not the sort of features?” I asked, confused. I was rubbish at understanding upset women. 

“I’m too ugly to be the sort of staff who interact with the clients. No chance of rich businessmen 

acting inappropriate with me.” 

I had no idea what to say. I didn’t think Jen was particularly ugly, she didn’t dress like an exotic 

dancer but wearing sensible clothes didn’t make her ugly. There was no way I was going to tell my 
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boss I thought she was pretty though. I would rather staplegun my own tongue to the ship’s furnace. 

I tried to find another angle to cheer her up. 

“Sounds like a bullet dodged. I can’t believe they’re not keeping you as one of the managers, you are 

a workaholic and so picky about your job and the standard to which we do it, it’s almost annoying!” 

“Almost?” She asked, raising a smile. 

“It seemed rude to say it without almost when I am trying to comfort you.” 

She laughed, short and unexpected and it came out like a bark. That got me giggling too. 

“They’re getting rid of me because they have only kept male managers. They think they’ll be better 

with the tech and the engineers will find it easier to work with them as they iron out any kinks in the 

droids. They are also worried about someone going on maternity leave with such a limited future 

pool of managers.”  

I was shocked. I really thought we had left this sort of sexism behind centuries ago, I suppose as a 

man I never noticed certain things though, 

“Isn’t that illegal?” I asked. 

“Yeah, but only if I can prove it. And if I take them to court, whether I win or lose it will deter future 

employers,” Jen sighed. 

She seemed to have run out of tears. 

“But you’re not even married, it’s a bit presumptuous to assume you’ll be having kids anytime soon.” 

As soon as the words left my mouth, I wanted to take them back. If there had been an emergency air 

lock exit, I would have pulled the lever and ejected myself into certain death in outer space to avoid 

the rest of this conversation.  

“I am so sorry, that was meant to sound as if I was on your side and they were being unreasonable 

assholes, but as soon as it came out I realised it sounded as if I was having a dig. I really didn’t mean 

it that way.” 

“I know, you should see the shade of red you’ve turned.” Jen giggled at me. 

“I’m sorry,” I reiterated. 

“Apology accepted, don’t worry about it. I’m not married through choice. It’s not a painful subject for 

me.” 

I nodded again, scared to say something in case I put my foot in my mouth again. 

“I used to be an athlete – fencing, laser jousting, shooting. I was good. Had medals to prove it. Had an 

accident once – some idiot had his safety off in the training area, took one to the shoulder. More 

than getting hit it was how I fell and went into some water. Got myself one hell of a head injury. Had 

to relearn how to walk and talk. My boyfriend stood by me, cared for me. Everyone thought he was a 

saint for sticking by me. Then I got well enough to realise he was syphoning off my insurance pay-out. 

Amongst the things he was paying for instead of my recovery was his new girlfriend – because you 

couldn’t expect him to go without sex for that long! I kicked him out. It shook my trust in people, 

made me question my own judgement. I decided to hell with men, I’d focus on my career. I want to 

save up enough to get a degree in engineering, I had become fascinated with all the technology and 

machines that had been developed that were used in my recovery. So, I’ve worked my ass off and 

this is as far as I’ve gotten – a spell of unemployment due to medical issues that included severe 

cognitive impairment and still aching sometimes and finding being on my feet all day painful means 

most employers don’t want to take a chance on me.” 

It was a good job I was sitting down already as I was floored. How horrible. A lot of Jen, her drive to 

succeed in such a crappy job and her horribly sensible shoes, her lack of socialising with others 
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suddenly made a lot of sense. I felt terribly guilty for every unflattering thought I had ever had about 

her, for every time I had laughed at one of Parker’s comments about her. If only I’d known – but why 

should she have to share such personal pain for us to treat her nicely when I had merely minutes ago 

lectured her on respect people regardless?  

“That absolutely sucks,” I told her. 

She looked at me, eyebrow cocked. 

“I know that’s an understatement but I’m not sure what else to say.” 

“There’s not much to say Ned. I’m about to be demoted, or out of a job when we still have months to 

go on this cruise. That’s not your fault and there’s nothing you can do about it.” 

Inspiration hit me like a lightning bolt. 

“Maybe there is. The other cleaners and I are formulating a plan and we are a bit stuck with the next 

stage, if we teamed up with you, I think we can banish these cleaning bots.” 

Jen looked at me, intrigued. So I told her about the rumours we had been circulating, our need for 

film footage and to get close to the cleaning bots so Curtis could tamper with them. After I’d spilled 

my guts, I had an awful thought that Jen, until recently my sworn enemy, may go and tell on me to 

the higher ups and use it to get back in their good books. Thankfully she smiled though, like a fox 

who had just spotted an injured chicken. 

“You know what, I may actually grow to like Parker, it would be interesting to be on the same team. 

If you think we can take those cleaning bots out of action and leave the bastards that fired me with a 

huge bill and a red face I am all in.” 

“Great, I’m due on shift soon and still need to eat. We have a team meeting tomorrow at 10am – 

want to join?” I asked. 

“Will I be welcome?” Jen asked warily. 

“Oh yes, more than welcomed. You are our key to victory,” I assured her. 

I didn’t find Parker until just before we were due on shift. He looked worn out and the new cleaning 

manager separated us. 

“Never thought I’d miss Jen,” Parker grumbled, “Wonder if she’s off sick?” 

“They fired her,” I told him. 

Parker looked genuinely surprised and not as jubilant as expected. Better the devil you know I 

suppose. 

“Tell you more later at the staff meeting,” I told him before dashing off to the lift to get to my new 

assigned area. 

I didn’t have time to tell Parker anything before Jen showed up, looking terrified at having ventured 

down to our quarters. Our colleagues were just as shocked to see her setting foot this low. I stood up 

and waved to her, 

“Jen, over here,” I beckoned. 

Parker’s tired eyeballs almost fell out of their sockets as he watched her come over and sit next to 

me whilst we exchanged smiles. 

“Guys and gals, I’ve figured out how we can execute the next stage of the plan, we have a new 

recruit,” I said as I gestured to Jen who was sitting anxiously in her seat as most people gawped at 

her.  

Honestly, fewer people had looked up when there had been a shooting star setting a toxic planet’s 

atmosphere alight and it exploded into a meteor shower the other day. Anyone would think I’d 

invited the Loch Ness monster to tea. Moving the meeting along I explained how Jen could help. I 
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must admit I joined in the gawping though when I saw how well Curtis and Jen got on, she was really 

interested in his past career and asked a lot of questions. When he had to do something fiddly that 

required a full set of fingers he had previously struggled, but Jen had dexterous and nimble digits and 

was really keen to learn so helped out at any opportunity.  

They ended up the sabotaging the cleaning droids together. Rigging their systems, making their 

cameras fail, planting guests expensive jewellery in their bellies to make it look as if the droid had 

accidentally cleaned up gems and not just mess. Jen had struggled with breaking possessions to 

frame the droid but had soon gotten into the hang of it. Parker sourced some drugs to smear on one 

of the droids to help cement our drug mule rumour. Curtis had insisted on planting that alone as it 

was ‘no work for a lady’ but Jen saw this as an act of chivalry rather than sexism. They got on 

staggeringly well and I was shocked to find myself jealous. Thankfully it was more of a mentor, 

mentee relationship. It did leave me with some feelings to unpick though.  

It took us less than three weeks until so many guests had lodged so many complaints and a couple of 

lawsuits that the bosses scrapped the new cleaning system and we were all put back on our old rota 

with our old jobs. I never liked me job, but I was so grateful to have it back, and it was more 

enjoyable now that we were on the same side as our manager rather than butting heads constantly 

with her. She cut us some slack and we delivered some better results – and respect flowed both 

ways. We had shown what we could achieve when we teamed up, and how much nicer things were 

when we were collaborating instead of being combative with each other. The bosses were still 

clueless about why their all singing, all dancing and very expensive cleaning gadgets had failed so 

abysmally. It never even occurred to them that we would have the brains to do something like this – 

one of us wouldn’t, but when such a group of us came together, we had proved a force to be 

reckoned with.  

There was no way I would be renewing my contract once this trip was over. I didn’t know what I’d do, 

but I knew Parker and I would find somewhere to earn a few slonin and keep going. I also knew I was 

going to ask Jen out for a date when we got back to Earth. Nowhere fancy, my salary is rubbish – and 

I know she wouldn’t want to go anywhere fancy where women were expected to wear ridiculous 

shoes. I had high hopes though. 

 

-End 
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Anita G. Gorman 

Wendy's Finger 
by Anita G. Gorman 

Wendy was a pianist. She performed at local nightclubs, she taught piano, and she wrote music on 

occasion that she played as part of her act. As a professional musician, she worried about her fingers 

and took good care of them. One day, however, in spite of her precautions, Wendy cut her finger 

while slicing chicken and vegetables in her small but tidy kitchen. 

It was a small cut, and the bleeding soon stopped. She paid no further attention to it and continued 

to play piano without a bandage. A bandage would interfere with her ability to play, so she regularly 

used them on any other part of her body, but not her fingers. 

Within a few days Wendy's finger began to look red and swollen. She could still play the piano, so she 

decided not to worry very much about  it. Then pus started to ooze from her finger and she began to 

be worried. 

Still, she did not seek medical care; instead, she used an antiseptic and hoped that would do the 

trick. 

It didn't. 

Her finger was now totally inflamed, and the redness had spread. She called her friend Andrea for a 

ride to the ER. 

At the Emergency Room a physician recommended amputation. 

"How about a strong antibiotic?" asked Wendy. 

The physician looked disappointed. "Well, I suppose we could start with that." Dr. Justin Payne, as his 

name tag informed them, walked to the counter to write a prescription.  

"Andrea, can you look this guy up on your phone? I think his name is Justin Payne." 

"Sure. Let's see." Andrea spent only a few seconds checking on the doctor, who by this time was 

chatting with a pretty nurse. "Wow. This guy specializes in amputations. They say he's very good." 

Dr. Payne was back with the prescription. "I doubt that this is really going to help. Amputation should 

be the next step." 

Then Wendy and Andrea were out of the ER, and Wendy was thinking hard. "Let's see. If this doctor 

wants to do amputations, do you think he would give me a prescription for an antibiotic that was not 

going to be very useful? Then I'd have to go back to the hospital and lose my finger. And it's one of 

my favorite fingers." 

"Wouldn't that be unethical, to give you a prescription that wouldn't work very well?" 

"Sure, but not everyone is ethical. Can you look up this prescription on your phone?" 

"Hope we can read it. Is it legible?" 

"Kind of. Not really. Let me see." Slowly between the two of them they deciphered the name of the 

medication and the dosage. 

"Great. Now let's find out how effective it is for infection." 

Andrea tapped her phone a few more times. 

"Umm, not very. It's not used very much these days for infection." 

"For crying out loud! That guy wants to cut off my finger, the finger of a great pianist. Or at least a 

pretty good pianist." 

"Should we go back to the ER and make a scene? Maybe we can sue. My uncle's a lawyer." 

"No to a scene. Possibly yes to a lawsuit. But first I want my finger to be healed." 
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"Fine. Where next? A magician? A fortune teller? A faith healer?" 

"No, no, and no. I need another doctor. Do you know where I can find one/' 

"My uncle's a doctor." 

"Andrea, I thought you said your uncle was a lawyer." 

"So I have more than one uncle. Another one is a long-distance truck driver. Maybe he could drive 

you to a doctor in another state." 

Wendy started to laugh. "That's why I called you, to make me laugh." 

"I thought you called me to take you to the ER and then offer the services of my various uncles." 

"Could you call your doctor uncle? I hope he lives close by." 

"About thirty minutes away. Sure." 

Andrea found the number. "Hi, Uncle Doc? Listen, I need some help. My friend is a pianist, but she 

has an infected finger so we went to the ER. A doctor who specializes in amputations wanted to cut 

off her finger. My friend objected and asked for an antibiotic. When we got outside we checked out 

the prescription on my phone and found out it's not used much anymore. That's why I called you. 

Could you take a look at Wendy's finger?" 

Wendy listened, then spoke again. "No, I am so not making this up. Why would I make up something 

like this? If I wanted to make something up, it would be more fantastic and totally unbelievable." 

Uncle Doc spoke again. "Thanks, Uncle Doc. We'll be at your office in thirty minutes." 

"OK, Wendy, he'll see you. His office is only a couple of blocks from his house, so it won't take him 

long to get there." 

And so they sped through the city streets and out toward the edge of town. Then they stopped at a 

small medical building. A sign said Uncle Doc's Medical Center. 

"Uncle Doc's? Is that the name he uses professionally?" 

"Guess so. I've always called him Uncle Doc." 

"And what does that say below the name?" Wendy squinted. "Get me out of here!" 

"Why? That would be rude." 

"Below his name it says 'specialist in amputations.''' 

"It can't." 

"Do you think I'm making this up?" 

Andrea looked at the sign. Just then Uncle Doc came out of the front door and waved at them. 

Andrea rolled down the car window. "Sorry, Uncle Doc. My friend just lost her eyesight. We're 

heading back to the ER. I know you're not an ophthalmologist!" 

Andrea backed up as quickly as she could, and they sped away. It was time to go to the pharmacy 

that had a nurse-practitioner in a little clinic in the back of the store. They knew she was definitely 

qualified to write prescriptions and definitely not qualified to perform amputations of fingers. Or 

toes. Or anything else. 
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